CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions,

LLC

Sale No. 723

Public Auction Sale
To be held at our new office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Collections, Stocks &
Accumulations Worldwide
featuring

“The Detroit Collection”
“The Daniel R. Johnstone Collection”
“The Worcester Stock Holding”
“The Waldorf Holding”
“The John Macyshyn Collection”

Saturday, March 30, 2019
10:00 a.m.

Viewing
Schedule

March 13-15

Connecticut Office, by Appointment Only

March 18-22 & March 25-29
March 29

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM
Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53,
Danbury, CT 06810,
Phone: 203-830-2500 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free: 800.212.2830

Table of Contents: Sale 723
Asia, Africa and Middle East: Country
Collections

Session 2: General Foreign
Saturday, Mar. 30, 2019, at 10:00 A.M.
Worldwide Revenue Collections
By Country and Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 397-416
. . . .

Europe and Colonies: Country Collections
Andorra . . . . . . . . . .
Austria . . . . . . . . . .
Belgium and Colonies . .
Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . .
France and Colonies . . .
German Area . . . . . . .
Greece . . . . . . . . . .
Hungary. . . . . . . . . .
Italian Area . . . . . . . .
Liechtenstein . . . . . . .
Lithuania . . . . . . . . .
Monaco . . . . . . . . . .
Netherlands and Colonies
Poland . . . . . . . . . .
Portugal and Colonies . .
Romania . . . . . . . . .
Russia . . . . . . . . . .
San Marino . . . . . . . .
Scandinavia. . . . . . . .
Spain and Colonies . . . .
Switzerland . . . . . . . .
Vatican . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . 417
. .
. 418-429
. . . .
. 430-435
. . . .
. . . 436
. .
. 437-467
. . . .
. 468-530
. . . .
. 531-533
. . . .
. 534-536
. . . .
. 537-566
. . . .
. 567-573
. . . .
. 574-575
. . . .
. 576-579
. . . .
. 580-584
. . . .
. 585-587
. . . .
. . . 588
. .
. 589-591
. . . .
. 592-605
. . . .
. 606-608
. . . .
. 609-627
. . . .
. 628-633
. . . .
. 634-651
. . . .
. . . 652
. .

Europe and Colonies: Area Collections
Baltic States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 653
. .
Benelux . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 654-655
. . . .
Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-677
. . . .

Cambodia . .
China . . . .
Egypt . . . .
Indonesia . .
Iran . . . . .
Israel . . . .
Japan . . . .
Korea . . . .
Laos. . . . .
Lebanon . .
Liberia. . . .
Nepal . . . .
Saudi Arabia
Thailand. . .
Turkey . . .
Viet Nam . .
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. . . 678
. .
. 679-686
. . . .
. 687-688
. . . .
. 689-690
. . . .
. 691-693
. . . .
. 694-695
. . . .
. 696-702
. . . .
. 703-704
. . . .
. . . 705
. .
. . . 706
. .
. 707-708
. . . .
. 709-710
. . . .
. . . 711
. .
. 712-715
. . . .
. 716-718
. . . .
. . . 719
. .

Asia, Africa and Middle East: Area Collections
Africa . . . . . .
Asia . . . . . . .
Middle East . . .
South East Asia.
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. 720-721
. . . .
. 722-731
. . . .
. 732-735
. . . .
. . . 736
. .
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. . . 737
. .
. 738-740
. . . .
. 741-743
. . . .
. 744-745
. . . .
. . . 746
. .
. . . 747
. .
. 748-749
. . . .
. . . 750
. .
. . . 751
. .
. . . 752
. .
. 753-755
. . . .
. . . 756
. .
. . . 757
. .
. . . 758
. .
. . . 759
. .
. 760-761
. . . .
. . . 762
. .
. . . 763
. .
. . . 764
. .

Latin America: Country Collections
Argentina . . . . . .
Bolivia. . . . . . . .
Brazil . . . . . . . .
Chile . . . . . . . .
Colombia . . . . . .
Costa Rica . . . . .
Cuba . . . . . . . .
Dominican Republic
Ecuador . . . . . . .
Haiti . . . . . . . . .
Honduras . . . . . .
Mexico . . . . . . .
Nicaragua . . . . . .
Panama . . . . . . .
Paraguay . . . . . .
Peru. . . . . . . . .
Salvador . . . . . .
Uruguay. . . . . . .
Venezuela . . . . .
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Latin America: Area Collections
Central America. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 765-766
. . . .
Latin America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 767-772
. . . .

Worldwide
Topical Collections . . . . . . . . .
Cover Collections . . . . . . . . . .
Stamp Collections . . . . . . . . .
Accumulations and Dealers Stocks.
Philatelic Literature . . . . . . . . .
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. 773-777
. . . .
. 778-800
. . . .
. 801-835
. . . .
. 836-872
. . . .
. . . 873
. .

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50; increase by $5					
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000

Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				

Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by $5,000

Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Symbols Used

HH
Mint Never Hinged								* Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
H
Mint with Gum										m
Used							TC			Trial Color Proof
		(H)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed			S			Specimen					SL			Straight Line
		R				Reprint														E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof															
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum														Block											

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)		
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2018 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogs are used for foreign countries or specialized areas as needed.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.
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Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!

The #1 Resource for Stamp Auctions on the Internet!
Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?
If you are already a StampAuctionNetwork bidder or account holder:
1.
2.
3.

Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm
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StampAuctionNetwork (not at the Daniel F. Kelleher website) you are ready to go.
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till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait till the day of the
auction.

If you are not a current StampAuctionNetwork account holder:
1.

2.

Create a new StampAuctionNetwork account following this link:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Register.cfm.
Make sure that you select Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from the choices and press the
Submit Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the auction house
and you will need to wait till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait
till the day of the auction.
If you press the Submit Registration button before selecting Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
simply follow the path in steps 1-3 above since now you have an account an login.
PLEASE NOTE:
Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required

Kelleher Auctions
Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC

Session 2
Saturday, March 30, 2019, at 10:00 A.M.

Worldwide Revenue Collections
An extensive holding, recently uncovered in a storage locker, that had been untouched for decades and
which we are offering intact
By Country or by Area
397

H/m

398

H/m
Austria & Hungary, Revenue Collection, 1870-1930. Thousands of revenues with a wide range of
denominations, with fiscal, tax revenues, different fee stamps, heavy duplication through out, also includes “Katalog der
Stempelmarken und Gebuhrenmarken von Austria”, a great research project for the Austrian-Hungary maven, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

399

H/m

400

H/m

401

H/m

402

H/m
France, Revenue Collection, 1870-1920. Thousands on revenues that includes hundreds of receipt &
discharge revenues bundled by denomination, parcel post stamps, postage dues, poster stamps, tuberculosis stamps,
many hundreds of registry stamps in different denominations, stamp copies, dimension stamps, officials, uncommon to
find this many in one lot, mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

403

H/m
German Area, Revenue Accumulation from Reich Era. A little over 1,100 revenue stamps with some
minor duplication of early Germany Reich era revenues, German States Revenues from Bavaria, Saxony,
Wurttemburg, etc. and even a colonies revenue from West Africa, a great diverse collection that can greatly enhance
any German collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

404

H/m
Germany, Revenue Collection, 1870-1920. A few hundred revenues, includes Stuttgart revenues, fiscal
revenues, registry stamps, exchange stamps, freight stamps, local posts, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

405

H/m

Argentina, Revenue Collection, 1870-1930. Thousands of revenue stamps in two booklets and on
stockpages, in glassines & in envelopes, includes different internal taxes, law stamps, national law of seals, consular,
Buenos Aires regional revenues, income tax, an intriguing lot for the collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

British Commonwealth, Revenue Collection, 1870-1915. Several hundred revenues, with Ceylon foreign
bill, Hong Kong stamp duties in various denominations, Canada with law stamps, bill stamps, weights & measures,
cigarette, registration, Newfoundland inland revenues, Sierra Leone revenues, Saint Kitts Nevis revenues, Saint Lucia
revenues, Australia States with Queensland, South Australia, New South Wales, Cape of Good Hope, Straits
Settlement, Antigua, a myriad of revenues and stamps, inspect please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
China & Japan, Revenues, 1898-1940. China has R14 (6), R15, R16-R18, RT2 (2) tobacco tax, R138, RX2,
RX3 (2), Japan with Officially Sealed (4), Imperial Japanese telegraph stamp, various revenues, with a few full & half
sheets, also includes a copy of A.W. Bendig’s 1957 National Revenue Stamps of China, evaluation urged, a great lot to
research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Colombia, Revenue Collection, 1870-1940. Housed in a large envelope and six small boxes are thousands
of revenues in full sheets, with hundreds of display cards with National Tax stamps, with different issue dates and
values, enormous potential, mixed condition, review carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Great Britain, Revenue Collection, 1870-1940. Thousands of revenues in envelopes & glassines, includes
foreign bill, common law courts, land registry, district audit, judicature fee, transfer duty, contract note, draft payable,
bankruptcy, dog license, admiralty court, transfer duty, even Ireland land commissions, most in different values, a
tremendous holding, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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WORLDWIDE REVENUE COLLECTIONS: India - Worldwide
406

m

407

m

408

H/m/)
Italian States, Revenue Stamped Paper, 19th Century and early 20th Century. Approximately 300-400
revenue stamped paper full panes, approximately half of which appear to have been used, from early to mid 19th
century, plus a couple hundred mixed early stampless covers, a small group of 20th century revenue stamped receipts
and a group of postal stationary, a fascinating lot for revenue collectors or people interesting in owing the unusual.
Estimate $500 - 750

409

H/m

410

H/m

411

m
Mexico, Revenue Collection, 1870’s-1930’s. Many hundreds of revenues with a good variety of stamps
(approximately 75-100 different) with duplication of each value from just a few stamps of each to several dozen of each,
organized by issue with some very attractive engraved impressions and designs similar to the early perforated Hidalgo
or Independence issues to more basic designs like you might find on some of the postal tax stamps, a good variety of
usages including: several denominations of 1900’s-1930’s Hilaza y Tejidos, Timbre stamps with interesting overprints
or perf cancels, several denominations of 1890’s Contribucion Federal stamps, several 19th century Documentos
(similar to the Hidalgo postage stamps), 1879 Renta del Timbre, 1882-1883 Documentos y Libros, Internal Revenue,
Tabacos, a group of stationary cut squares and so much more, a very interesting and unusual lot of these issues that we
may never see again, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

412

H

413

m

414

H/m
Worldwide, Revenue Farrago, 1860-1915. Thousands of revenues, poster stamps & back of the book, with
Ceylon telegraph stamps, Great Britain patent embossed revenues, cut squares, Azores telegraph, Australian States
revenues, Hong Kong Stamp Duty 10¢, 30¢ & 75¢, set of (6) imperf Egypt revenues, Puerto Rico local airmail set, large
mint blocks of Mexico revenues & hundreds of singles, booklet of Argentina revenues, Japan revenues, New Zealand
postal fiscal stamps, Viet Nam revenues, Jamaica revenues, Korean Costume stamps, Philippine revenues, Tannu
Tuva stamps, Turkey & Tunisia revenues, Austria excellent lot of revenues, Alaska Arctic Air Mercy Flight stamps,
Canada, German locals, an amazing collection that took many years to assemble, mixed condition, if you love revenues
you’ll love this collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2

India, Revenue Collection, 1870’s-1920’s. Many hundreds (perhaps’s thousands) of revenues with a good
variety of stamps (approximately 40-50 different) with duplicate of half a dozen to several dozen stamps of each design,
including the lovely long Victoria revenue that is similar in appearance to the Great Britain £1 Victoria that is so popular
in nine different denominations, in addition, there are Special Adhesive, a couple denominations of Foreign Bill,
Telegraph, High Court, several denominations of Court Fee, Receipt Bill or Draft and a good selection of Indian States
revenues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Iran (Persia), Revenue Collection, Late 19th Century. Many hundreds of revenues with a good variety of
stamps (approximately a couple dozen different) with duplication of each value from just a few stamps of each to several
dozen of each, organized by issue with some very attractive engraved impressions, some with portraits of
Mohammed-Ali Shah Qajar or Lion, a very interesting and unusual lot of these issues that we may never see again,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Italy, Revenue Collection, 1870-1930. Several hundred revenues in stocksheets, glassines & envelopes,
includes reply revenues, newspaper stamps, trade revenues in 1L, 1.5L & 3.5L denominations, passport in various
values, administrative revenues, industry & commerce revenues, entry taxes, a few colonies and more, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Latin America, Revenue Collection, 1870-1930. Many hundreds of revenues in a box, includes 1937
National Air Race stamps in blocks of four, 1918 El Salvador city tax stamps in sheets, Brazil Empire seals, Costa Rica
fiscal stamps, Colombia state tax stamps, Uruguay revenues, Argentina revenues, Ecuador National Health Service
tax stamps, and much more, a nice lot to break up for the internet, mixed condition, view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Spain, Revenue Collection, 1870-1940. A couple of hundred revenues, includes excise tax, war stamps,
with a nice collection of Philippines revenues, duplication, mixed condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Turkey, Revenue Collection, Late 19th, Early 20th Century. Many hundreds of revenues with a good
variety of stamps (approximately 60-80 different) with duplication of each value from just a few stamps of each to
several dozen of each, organized by issue with some very attractive early impressions, similar in style to the early 20th
century postage stamp issues or postal tax stamps, a very interesting and unusual lot of these issues that we may never
see again, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Andorra - Austria
415

H/m

416

HH/H/m

Worldwide, Revenues, Titanic Accumulation, Late 19th to Early 20th Century. Thousands of unsorted
and mostly unidentified stamps that are usually forgotten in most collections, this area has found increasing interest in
the last few decades as collectors grow tired of the normal collecting paths and desire something unusual, stamps are
roughly sorted by issue, mostly in individual old glassines or approval cards with few stamps identified, this group of
stamps was found among a holding that hasn’t been looked at for about 30 years, so who knows what might be here?
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Revenue Playbox, 1875-1915. Many hundreds of stamps, includes lot of Romania revenues,
$1 Straits Settlements revenue, City of Sedalia MO cigarette tax stamps, Mexico revenues, Great Britain Patent, foreign
bill, Triesti revenues, Japan, Korea, China Famine Relief stamps, Germany, India National Savings Stamp, 1899
Panama revenue, Belgium fiscal tax stamps and various revenues, Greece revenues, Netherlands revenues, Swiss
telegraph stamps, Ireland pair of 2/ registration of deed, Lebanon revenues, 1897 Brussels Exposition stamps, only
glanced through it, should be plenty left to discover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Europe and Colonies
Country Collections
417

HH/H
Andorra (French and Spanish), Well-Filled Mint Collection, 1928-2007. In a Schaubek album, the French
including selections of the 1937-44 series (mixed mint and never hinged), 159-160 never hinged, C5-C7 imperforates
never hinged, never hinged Dues #J13, J17-J20, J21-J31,J32-J41 (J41 hinged), J42-J45, J46//J52, various stamp
booklets and some deluxe proofs; Spanish includes used #23, mint #8-11, 23-24, 36 & E2, and never hinged #40, 42-47
& 62, F.-V.F., a nice area collection.
Estimate $600 - 800

418

H/m/)

419

HH/H/m

420

H/m

Austria, Outstanding Specialized Collection, 1850-1908. A spectacular holding, neatly presented on
two-sided black Lighthouse stockpages in a binder; starting with #1 and running through the Kaiser’s 60th Birthday
issue, with Newspapers as well as a miscellany of Back-of-the-Book material; lovely array of singles, pairs and blocks,
along with two beautiful groups of St. Andrews Crosses; duplication for most, thus presenting a wide array of printing
and paper types, shades and varieties, cancellation locations and types, etc.; the cancels were the collector’s interest,
so the strikes are superb, many being perfect and full socked-on-the-nose c.d.s.’s, though we also note straightlines,
boxed, in red, half-circle (on cover), Registered, a lovely Krakow arabesque, etc.; a remarkable array of covers, many
with certificates; issues arranged by Michel number, subdivided by type, with many cancels identified by Mueller
number; much from within the Austro-Hungarian Empire, some from Lombardy-Venetia, Very Fine, inspect to fully
appreciate; you won’t see another like it soon.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Austria, Astounding Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1969. Residing in two Davo hingeless album, with
decent coverage of classics, mint 27-32, used 33, mint 127, 80th birthday issue complete mint, then mint unless noted
303-324, 380, B87-B92, B93-B98, B100-B105, B106-B109, B110-B110a, B111 WIPA sheet with booklet, B112-B117,
B122-B127, C12-C31, then appears complete mint to 1969, with postage dues, military, a gorgeous collection that will
please any collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Austria, Collection / Accumulation, 1850-1980’s. With the main collection in three stock books with
duplication earlier issues and a KaBe album of Lombardy and Veneta and offices, sorted into types, perforations, etc.,
many with clear cancels, with the occasional smaller town and the possibility of some difficult town cancels, starting with
a full page of early imperf coat of arms sorted into various papers and types, a couple pages of embossed Franz Josef
and coat of arms, a page of 1867 Franz Josef with various perforations, then moving into later issues with page after
page of clear strike cancels, all of this is repeated with the offices with some interesting offices in Levant (early
Palestine, ie Jaffa, Gerusalemme, etc.) and other famous cities, the KaBe album is of a similar specialized type with the
various specialized varieties with additional papers or types that are not necessarily recognized by Scott with an
interesting study of the early imperf coat of arms, color varieties of Franz Josef and an overall high level of completion of
the various offices, proceeding to offices in Crete, Turkey and Levant, Occupations of Italy and Romania, Military Issues
- Feldpost and nice Bosnia Herzegovina, condition appears much better than usual, a lovely specialized collection that
could really be appreciated by history buffs or people who enjoy learning about Europe before “the Great War”,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria
421

HH

422

H/m

423

H/m
Austria and Area, Specialty Collection, 1850-1930. Mounted on home made quadrille pages in Scott
Specialty green 3-ring binder with slip case, starting with various cancels in different colors and types, with a few
Hungary and Italy cancels, then moving into shades of the early Coat of Arms issue (1-5), moving into the typical
collecting format of stamps in Scott number order that appears mostly complete for types from the Coat of Arms issues
to the Franz Josef bust issues, followed by a page of various perf varieties and another color study of the 1867 Franz
Josef issue, 110a-27, 128-44 (mixed mint and used set), WWI Coat of Arms issues in various papers and varieties, nice
newspaper section including a study of the violet Mercury issue with various fly speck and shade varieties, Italian
Occupation, offices in Crete and Turkish Empire, Lombardy-Venetia (with some cancels from very exotic areas) and
WWI occupations of Italy, Romania, Serbia and finally a section of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a great collection for the
specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

424

HH/H

425

H/m

426

H/m
Austria and Germany, Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s. Singles and plate blocks in glassines and envelopes
that appear to have been stored away for many decades, containing a section of Austria from 19th century to 1930’s on
European style approval cards and a small box of Austrian sets in glassines, a large stock book with Austria and area
with a interesting group of early Croatia, Germany from Empire to 1970’s with some nice offices, WWII occupation
issues, a few plebiscites, Berlin overprints, etc., a group of little auction cards containing Austria 39, B66-70 used, a
lovely set of early Austria Hungarian 1873 revenue stamps with Specimen overprints, Germany B334-37 used, C46-56,
C61-64 mint, offices in Turkey 55-59 and DDR B21 block of four, a great little lot that is sure to have some more little
hidden treasures lurking about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

427

HH/H/m

428

HH/H/m Austria and Benelux, Accumulation From Late 19th Century To 2000’s. Hundreds of sets and souvenir
sheets on stock cards and new issue envelopes in large shoe box, containing plenty of premium items scattered
throughout, with better items that include Austria 1916 Franz Josef imperf pairs and multiple, B245-51 (2), C54-60 mint,
offices in Levant 25, offices in Turkey 26a, 30-31, 31, Belgium B179, B482a, B605a, E5 (5), Q410-12, Netherlands
383-4 (20), Suriname 263a, adding up to a higher total catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

429

H/m/)
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire, Specialist’s Pleasure. “Turkish Delight” for the philatelist; a grand
little compilation, with stamps running through the 1908 Birthday series, including Franz Josef on colored-through
paper and with and without varnish bars, nearly all used somewhere in the Levant; we note a strong contingent of
Palestine postmarks (Jerusalem, Haifa, Jaffa), Beirut, Rhodes, Constantinople, Adrianople, Smyrna, Alexandria,
Edirne and Gallipoli, and more; also features a smaller array of Russian, French and German Offices stamps used,
along with a neat selection of Ottoman issues, including a Scott #118 with partial “Quart Israelite” (Jewish Quarter,
Jerusalem) postmark, and a sensational horizontal block of 18 (two rows of 9) of 1p blue Semi-Postal with large “B”
overprint, etc., overall Very Fine, a lovely and uncommon collection; viewing encouraged. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

4

Austria, Souvenir Sheets, 1935-46. A small but worthwhile selection that consists of WIPA B111, and
Renner sheets B185-B188, all NH, please examine, Very Fine. Scott $4,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Austria, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1874-1950’s. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions and
prices, containing: 39 used, 71a (NH - 2 strips of three, 3 blocks of four and 3 blocks of six), 116a-20a (4 NH sets),
164-67 NH/LH, C54-60 used, mint Italian occupation (some should be check for authenticity): N10, N20-30, N35, N37,
N42, N45, N46, N52-60, NJ6 and NJ7. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally
F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Scott $8,350+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Austria, Mint Dealers Stock, 1850-1980. Eye popping colors, fresh as the day they were printed, many in
blocks of four, some better includes 455-481 blocks of four, B166 (31), B260-B263 in blocks of four, B273-B276 in
blocks of four, C54-C60 in pairs, a marvelous offering, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Austria, Super Stock Selection. Housed in two Lighthouse stockbooks, featuring classics with a wide
range of cancels; Austria proper makes up the bulk of the material, but the end of volume two contains
Lombardy-Venetia and Bosnia-Herzegovina material as well; mostly cancels on stamps, though a few covers are
included; items sorted by catalogue number with paper varieties noted, each in useful quantities, among which you’ll
find shades, etc., as well, F.-V.F. or better, well worth the time; inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750

Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1945-66. Mounted in a Lindner hingeless album, mint has B167-B170,
B179-B183, B189-B198, B245-B251, B260-B263, B264-B267, B273-B376, B277, fairly complete for period including
postage dues, all the stuff you want to own, take advantage of lower prices, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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430

HH/H/m

431

HH/H/m

432

HH/H/m

433

HH/H/m

434

H/m
Belgium, Bulging Collection, 1849-1988. Scott binder with stamps mounted to quadrille pages, many
highlights including Scott #1-3, 6-16, 26, 28-30 mint, 45-46, 55-59 mint, 60-75 most mint, 102 mint, 171 stamps are mint
with cancels in souvenir sheet selvage, 190 mint, 221a single, 229-236 mint, 435-45 mint, B169, B178, B179, B458a,
J16, J54-58 and Q1-Q5 used, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

435

H/m

436

HH/H/m

437

France, Powerful Mint Stock - Commemoratives & Pictorials, 1924-38. Powerful stock composed of
about 40 different stamps in quantities of from 6 (Scott 248, Cérès 259IV) to 180 (Scott 304, Cérès 305), with such
high-powered stamps as the 20fr Pont du Gard Die I (34) and Die III (13). Again, we won’t go into any more detail,
because scans of the entire lot are available on our website, and again everything is clean and virtually all never hinged!
Maury €253,000 for NH ($285,890).
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

438

France, Powerful Mint Stock - Regular Issues, 1900-42. Tremendous stock composed of about 40
different stamps in quantities of from 4 (a block of the 1900 2fr “Merson”, Scott 126, Cérès 122, disturbed gum) to
over 400 (Scott 196, Cérès 181), with such high-powered stamps as the 1927 3fr “Merson” (30) and the 1932 1.20fr
“Peace” (73). We won’t go into any more detail, because scans of the entire lot are available on our website, but suffice
to say that you’re unlikely to ever come across a similar opportunity to purchase such a deep stock of these difficult and
popular issues. Plus, everything is clean and virtually all never hinged! Maury €132,000 for NH ($149,160).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

439

H/m

Belgium, Extremely Well-Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1974. In old Yvert album whose
highlights include used #1-2 and mint #116-122, 124-135, 171, 212-215, 221, 229-236, B34-B47, B99-B105, B106,
B107-B113, B114-B122, B123-B124, B125-B131, B132-B143, B144-B150, B156-B162, B169, B178, B179,
Q132-Q138, Q139//Q172, Q184-Q207; plus Eupen and Malmédy, various commemorative cards, etc.; a valuable and
clean collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Belgium, Beautiful Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1966. A hearty collection with used classics, 39, then
mint 23-26B, 45-48, 49-54, 55-59, 82-91, 92-102, 108-122, 124-137, 171, 165-190, 221, tremendous catalog value, a
stunner, F.-V.F. Scott $18,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Belgium, Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1849-1970. A gorgeous collection mounted on pages, with B608
sheet of four, C12, C12A, E1-E5, J1-J2, J3-J11, Officials, newspapers, mint & used parcel posts with the scarce ones,
huge break up value, fresh & clean, don’t miss out, F.-V.F. Scott $8,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Belgium, Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1870-2003. In two extremely well-filled and reasonably complete
albums, with never hinged/mint/used collections of se-tenants, very extensive Railways, Parcel Posts, Dues, Officials,
pre-cancels, plus a nice array of private issues, F.-V.F., a very pretty collection with many good stamps and sets
present.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Belgian Colonies, Well-Filled Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1886-1963. In an old Prinet album,
including Belgian Congo used #11 (fiscally used), 12, 29-30, 31-40, 45//49, Q6, plus mint unissued 1892-94 25F and
50F grays, #B12-B20, B27-B31; along with Ruanda Urundi (German East Africa) #N1-N15 (mixed mint and never
hinged), mint N25-N29, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Bulgaria, So Fine a Collection, 1879-1975. Filling the best part of a 16-page (32-side) Lighthouse
stockbook; from First Issues through 1970s souvenir sheets, a wonderful collection of mint and used; features #1-5,
6-11, 10a, 1884-85 surcharges, with complete or near-complete series runs thereafter; note Semis, Airs, Dues
(including #J1-J9 complete used), and much, much more, F.-V.F. or better, well worth inspecting.
Estimate $400 - 600

HH

HH

France, Specialized Collection, 1849-1936. Neatly hinged in old time album of handmade quadrille pages,
starting with complete early Ceres issue 1-9 with duplication for various color shades including several different distinct
shades of 1fr and Scott 9d 1fr reissue, proceeding to the early Napoleon issues with various shades and the occasional
interesting cancel with three shades of 21 (1fr), an interesting 11 counterfeit, perforated Napoleon and the Laureated
Napoleon’s including 37 (5), a lovely Ballon Monté from the balloon “Daguerre” cover, Bordeaux Lithograph perf and
imperf issues, Peace and Commerce issue including 65, 79 mint, 83, 84 mint, 96 mint, 99 mint, Liberty and Peace mixed
mint and used set including 130 mint pair, 227-40, 246 mint, various types of Pont du Gard types, 300a mint, B3-10 (mint
except 5fr value is used), B11 mint, B12-19 mint, B20-23 mint, B28-30, B31-33, B35-37 and B42-43 mint. A charming
old time collection that has some how managed to stay largely intact these many years, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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HH/H/m France, Fantabulous Collection, 1849-1938. A lovely selection of Classics neatly arranged on stockpages,
mostly in Scott order; original Cérès, Napoléon (Republic and Empire) and Bordeaux issues duplicated, with a nice
range of cancellation types (grids, stars, numbers large and small, anchors, all-over dotted, c.d.s., etc.) and shades,
most singly but several on piece or on cover); Peace and Commerce (including imperforates), Rights of Man, Mersons,
commemoratives, Semi-Postals, a few Airs and Dues…they’re all here; mint items range from no gum to hinge
remnants to never hinged; of particular interest we note three 5F Napoléons used, a mint Le Havre overprint, all three
types of the Pont du Gard (I used, II mint, III no gum); #300 never hinged and 300a mint; mint Strasbourg and PEXIP
souvenir sheets; spectacular Semis, with #B1-B41 complete, with nearly all the Orphélins (including the franc values)
never hinged, a mint Smile of Rheims, etc.; #C16 with barest trace of hingeing, #C17 never hinged, and much, much
more, Very Fine overall, a gem of a collection that must be seen.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

443

)

444

HH/H/m

445

H/m

446

H/m
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France, Beaucoup Accumulation, 1849-1970’s. In a couple large boxes and nine smaller boxes, packed
with loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, some
highlights include: a few colonies in one small box and many many sets mingle around that will add up quickly in Scott
value, but the real meat we saw was the many many Ceres and Napoleon issues that abounded with glassines stuffed,
stock pages filled, strong sections in albums, even an European album of cancels of these early issues. If you are a
specialist of these early classical issues, this lot should rank high on your viewing list because there will be so much
material that you are not likely to see again in this quantity for quite some time, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a
little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to generate serious Scott value. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
France, Collection of Cancels, 1849-1900. Over 700 stamps as singles, pairs or strips of 3, all chosen for
the cancels; we note Republic Cérès perf and imperf to 80c, Empire Napoléons (with and without laurel) perf and imperf
to 80c, Sages (unchecked for types) to 5F, etc.; we note #3 on large piece of cover (with additional markings on the
fold-over), a 2c Sage gutter pair used, 1c Sage mint gutter single with Millésime “9", black and red cancels, grids, stars,
numbers large and small, letters, newspaper and c.d.s.’s of various types—even a New Year circled-42 on 5c Liberty,
Equality, Fraternity issue; arranged by Scott number, with duplication throughout presenting shade and printing
varieties, etc., etc.; a couple pages of miscellaneous French Dues and Revenues, and worldwide postage and
Revenues, Very Fine, a goldmine for the specialist, postal historian or dealer.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

France, Sensational Postal History Collection, 1792-1942.
Presented on artfully created
exhibition-quality pages; fully annotated, discussing the development of the French postal system, from the Petite
Poste of Paris through mid-WWII; includes both stamps (mint or used, singles or blocks) and covers showing their uses;
begins with a 1792 letter from Louis XVI (with transcription), with a nice array of Royal and early Republic and Empire
stampless covers and usages; First Issues off- and on cover, Siege issues including a Ballon Monté, a Pigeongramme
(!) and a POW letter from Prussia; WWI Feldpost, POW and Red Cross covers, etc.; just a wealth of stamps, covers,
stationery, forms, and documents (the latter mostly reprints); better stamps include Bordeaux and Le Havre Expos, a
lovely PEXIP sheet, and more, Very Fine, a spectacular holding—be sure to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
France, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1849-1980. Fabulous stock presented in a stockbook, with many
hundreds of useful sale able stamps, better used includes 1-3, 6-9a, 12, 20, 29-36, 48, in the mint category we note
29-30, 94, 296-297 (2), 300c, 311-312, 372-373, B43, B66-B67, B157a, C22, some postage dues & officials, decent
duplication, a business in a stockbook, peruse & enjoy, F.-V.F. Scott $19,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
France, Accumulation, 1850’s-2000’s. A collection that was assembled, but never made the transition into
an album, so it is still on dealer “102" or stock cards and a little messy, so it can be difficult to find some of the better
items, but here are a few we noted (by Scott), 1942 set of Artist Aid Sheets, a few early imperf Napoleon and Ceres
including 1 Fr. Napoleon, 37, 75, 329 (2, one of which can cancel in selvage away from stamps), B11, B34, C1-2 and
C15, in addition there is a section of miscellaneous foreign with a strong section of Canada and Provinces, a nice little lot
that will quickly add up in value when you calculate the many $10, $20 and up items just waiting to be sorted, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
France, Classic Collection, 1849-1950. Neatly hinged on Y&T album pages; mostly mint from 1927, with
earlier issues sporting a nice array of cancels; highlights include a #1, a 5F Napoléon (faults), nice Sages, Mersons and
Rights of Man; solid Sowers, second series Orphans Semi-Postals, fresh Smile of Rheims and Le Havre Exposition,
Sinking Fund issues, Normandie color varieties; se-tenants of Legion, Pétain and National Aid issues; 1944-45
Occupation issues (Arc de Triomphe), Dulac and Gandon Mariannes complete; Airs include #C5-C12 and C16-C17;
Newspaper, Military and precanceled issues, Dues, etc.; stamps generally fresh, though some foxing here and there,
F.-V.F., with much better, lovely stamps in need of a new home.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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France, The 82 Proof(s) Collection, 1933-87. Deluxe proofs housed on two-sided, two-pocket stockpages;
a lovely selection of individual items and sets covering regular issues, Semi-Postals and Airs; much of Topical interest,
including space, Europa, personalities, landscapes and landmarks, etc.; most material dates from the late 1960s or
early 1970s, Very Fine, intoxicating group.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

449

H/m/)

450

HH/H
France, Collection, 1900-45. Mounted in one photo album, with highlights that include: 109//132 (only
missing a couple values), 133-37, 138-54, 156//84 (only missing a few values), 185-96, 198-201, 254A, 294, 296-97,
302, B12-19, B27, B28-30, B31-33, B35-37, B39-41, B42-43, B66-67, C8-13 and C16-17, o.g., some never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

451

H/m

452

H/m

453

HH/H

454

H/m

France, A Corker of a Cover Collection, 1851-1918. 40 in all, neatly arranged in a solid 13-ring binder, each
cover identified by franking and priced, ready to go into stock; most range between 1851 and 1875, with a variety of
Cérès and Napoléons the stamps du jour; note c.d.s.’s of various sizes and designs, gridded diamonds, dotted
diamonds (including one from the last day of the “1818" dotted-diamond cancel), multiple ”Paid" markings, a Ballon
Monté cover from the Siege flown on the Washington (Scott #BM9, Maury #9), a cover assessed postage due, and
destinations across Europe and the US; various corner cards or forwarding agents’ cachets throughout…even,
incongruously, a domestic Norwegian cover with an uncancelled #4 and three WWI covers from US Forces stationed in
France, Very Fine, a beautiful lot that should be viewed.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

France, Mint & Used Holding, 1860-1945. On display cards and auction sheets, noted are used Classics,
mint J2, J6, Timbres de Liberation Yvert Lyon 5-15, type III 17-21, 25-26, Ceres 1-2, 4, 13, seldom seen material, careful
inspection should result in excellent returns, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

France & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1849-2000. Approximately 1,400 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in
nineteen dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a
couple dollars to hundreds of dollars, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete
commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Afars and Issas 310-14 NH,
C62-65 NH, Alexandretta C1-8, J1-6, Algeria, French Andorra, Anjouan, Comoro Islands, Dedeagh, France 9 (2 used),
47 used, 347, 840-44 NH gutter pairs, 1100 (8), B1-2, B7 used block of four, B11 (2), B53 NH block of four, B66-67 (3),
C13 (2), C17 (3 used), 2N1-10 (2 NH), Reunion, French Polynesia C24-27 (1 mint, 2 NH), C50 (2 NH), French Southern
Antarctic Territory 30, 31 imperf NH, 32 NH, 69-75 NH imperf, C1-2 (2), C18 NH, C26-27 used, French offices in China,
Canton, Mongtseu, Pakhoi, Yunnan Fou, Levant 29 NH pair, Port Said 42 NH pair, 45 NH pair, 91 (3 NH), Zanzibar 11
used, French Guiana C18-20, French India, French Morocco, French Somalia, Guadeloupe, Indo China, Lebanon
45-48, 108-19, C39-48, Martinique, Monaco CB11-14, New Caledonia, St. Pierre et Miquelon, Senegal, Tahiti, Wallis et
Futuna 179-81 NH, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $23,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
France and Offices Abroad, Collection, 1849-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott
International, plus duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine
envelopes, containing over 4,500 different stamps, plus some minor duplication; a few misidentified Classics, but the
vast majority are correctly identified, well represented throughout, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
France & Colonies, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1900-2000’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines
and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to a little
over $100, consisting of Afars and Issas, Algeria, French Andorra (143-53, C1 x2), Cameroun, France, Reunion,
French Equatorial Africa, French Polynesia, French Southern and Antarctic Territory, French Sudan, French West
Africa, Indo-China, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Libya, Martinique (including 43, 45, 48, 51), Monaco, New Caledonia, French
New Hebrides, St. Pierre and Miquelon, Senegal, Somali Coast, Syria, Wallis and Futuna (including 288-93 imperf
pairs), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $8,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
France & Colonies, Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s. Singles and plate blocks in old glassines and
envelopes that appear to have been stored away for many decades, containing many new issues from the 1960’s and
1970’s in glassines, group of dealer “102" cards with values from a few dollars up to $20 with the occasional slightly
better set including Cilicia J13-16, France C6 NH, C22 NH, French Andorra J16-20 mint, etc., a group of black stock
sheets and black approval cards filled with French revenues, the occasional deluxe sheets and imperfs, a group of
Rhine omnibus issues on group of black approval cards, black approval card with perforated Napoleon issues up to 80c,
French Colonies from Senegal to Somali Coast on Scott Specialty pages with several complete long sets that can be so
difficult to find sometimes, group of approval cards including France 315-20, B11, B42-43, B117-28, French Antarctic
Territory C1, C16a, Monaco 159 used, C69-72A and Senegal 56, a great little lot that is sure to have some more little
hidden treasures lurking about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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HH/H/m France & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1982. Hundreds of stamps on display cards, glassines
and on pages, a few better includes B147a, B157a, B285-B290, C27, French Southern & Antarctic Territories C10a,
lots of mint complete sets, scattered colonies, careful inspection will be rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

456

H/m
French Colonies, Well-Filled N-W Collection, 1885-1931. A usable album featuring Nossi-Bé #14, 23, 24,
26, 30, J3, J7, J10, J12, J17 (all used, less #26, mint no gum); Obock #1, 4, 6, 7, 13, 14, 20, 27, 30, 44A-45, 60, J4, J12,
J14, J14 and J18 (all mint, less #14, 20, 30, J13, used); St. Pierre et Miquelon #1-3, 6, 10 (mint), 18, 33-34, 35 (mint),
56, 68 (mint), J1, J7 (mint), J8 and Q1; Tahiti #10, 13, 15, B1 and J1 (used, other than #B1, mint no gum), etc., F.-V.F.,
one to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

457

HH/H/m

458

)

459

HH/H/m

460

French Africa, Collection, 1894-1975. Hinged and mounted to Scott Specialty pages, with a good range of
better sets including: Afars and Issas 310-14, 392-99, 413-19, C62-65, Alaouites 1-15, C1-4, C17-21, Alexandretta
1-12, 13-17, C1-8, J1-6, Chad 1-18, 19-59, Comoro Islands 69-72, 131-55, C5-6, C69-95, Latakia 1-22, C1-11, Libya
2N12-23, Malagasy Republic 306-15 imperf, Mali 2-8 imperf, C2-4 imperf, C12-14 imperf, Martinique C10-12,
Mauritania 1-17, 18-54, 76-108, J1-8, Middle Congo 1-22, 33-50, 65-88, J12-22, Niger 29-72, Togo 176-92, Tunisia 1-7,
9-27 (a couple values are used), 29-61, B3-11, B12-19, B20-36, B37-46, B54-73, C17-20, Ubangi-Shari 1-22, 23-40,
Upper Senegal & Niger 1-17, Upper Volta 43-65, Navigation and Commerce issues of Moheli, Senegambia and Niger,
St. Marie de Madagascar and Grand Comoro Islands. A lovely collection with many complete long sets that can be so
difficult to find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

461

HH
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HH/H
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HH/H/m
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French Colonies, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1888-1992. Wide ranging lot with plenty of surprises, a
quick look reveal mint Afars & Issas 433-436, French Polynesia 516 (2), C47a, C51, C96, C112-C114, FSAT 2-7, C121
(4), St. Pierre & Miquelon 389-392, Wallis & Fortuna 383-384, with many imperf issues and proofs, should be
investigated carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies, Postal History, 1893-1900. Four premium covers that include Anjouan 20, 21, 24, Grand
Comoro 28, & Mayotte 28 tied by Madagascar c.d.s. on registered cover to Paris, Reunion 38, 57, 58, 59, tied by
Reunion c.d.s. on registered cover to France, Offices in Zanzibar 1, 2, 5, 8 & 10 on registered cover to Reunion, and
Madagascar 48, pair 52, 53, 54, 55, on registered cover to Vannes France, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-75. Excellent group of mint & used stamps on 21 large
display cards, some of the countries include but not limited to Cameron, Dahomey, Fezzan, French Congo, French
India, Madagascar, New Caledonia, New Herbrides, Somalia, Southern & Antarctic Territory, Togo, from the classics to
1975, pay close attention as there should be plenty of sale able items including NH material, happy bidding, F.-V.F.
Scott $4,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

French Polynesia, Almost Complete Never Hinged Collection, 1958-94. In a luxe Lindner album with
slipcase, featuring all the stamps you’re looking for, including #182-190, 193-194, 196-197, 198, 199-202, 203-204,
223-226, 233-240, 247-250, 253-257, 258-260, 296-299, C24-C27, C33-C39, C42, C45-C47, C47a, C48-C50,
C52-C56, C63-C70, C77a, C100-C104, C107-C111, C112-C114, C136a, and on and on; high cumulative catalogue
value and beautiful stamps, F.-V.F., a very nice collection; be sure to view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Mint Collection, 1955-99. Mint collection in a Yvert & Teller
album, better includes 16-19, 23-24, 25-28, 30, 46-51, 58-63, C1-C2, C6, C7, C8, C13-C14, C19-C23, C27-C28, and
appears complete to 1999, also has a few first day covers and two stock pages of duplicates, excellent collection of this
popular area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

French & British Antarctic Territories, Issues, 1931-2000. A loaded lot that includes French Polynesia
C154-C155 imperf, French Southern & Antarctic Territory 58-63, C88, C129 gutter block of four, South Georgia 12,
307-318 gutter blocks of eight, British Antarctic Territory 153-167, 192-197, 244-247 pairs, 263-274, 329a, 1931
Wilkins-Ells Submarine Expedition, Trans-Polar Flight Expedition, also Saint Pierre & Miquelon, plenty of easy sale
ables, please explore, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Sensational Collection, 1881-1988. On Scott Specialty pages housed
in a blue springback binder; virtually complete and nearly all mint; includes 1933 Paris-Noumea overprints, 1937 Expo
issue including souvenir sheet, complete “France Libre” overprints, Hoodhoods, Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, Officials and
Parcel Posts; generally fresh, though some earlies affected by climate, and the material should be transferred to a new
album (the pages foxing along edges), still a solid collection on which to build, F.-V.F. with better, inspection invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
info@kelleherauctions.com
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French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Wonderful Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1956-2011. In a thick
stockbook and nearly complete, including the better sets, sheetlets, blocks and booklets, with myriad good Thematics;
massive face value and a bargain at our estimate, F.-V.F., completion and expansion possible. Yvert €6,500 ($7,340).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

466

HH/H

467

H/m
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H/m

469

H/m

French Colonies: Tunisia, Very Well Filled Mint Collection, 1888-1996. In a large Yvert album containing
used #5, 22, B11, JA8; mint #338-363B, 412-421, 514-521, B37-B46, B54-B73, C19, C21-C24, C25-C32, JA5, and
JA6; and never hinged #809A-809F and 904, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Area, Group of Collections, 1885-1993. Monaco collection, 1885-1993 in large stockbook, neatly
organized and in order by issue containing 60-92, 110-30, 131-44, 262-73 imperf, 295-300, B36-50, C55-58, Obock on
quadrille pages, containing 48-58 and early Somali Coast on quadrille pages, containing 6-22, 24, 34-48, 49-63, group
of better mostly French Colonies on stock cards including Ivory Coast group of Peace and Commerce issues, Lebanon
C49-50 and C53-55, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Zusammendrucke, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1910-58. Each set in glassines, each identified
with descriptions and prices with only slight duplication, using Michel numbers and catalog value, containing: used:
KZ1, KZ2.1, KZ13 (2), KZ15, KZ17-19 strips, KZ29 strip (2), RL12 (2 strips), RL15.2, S1-4 pairs and strips, S7 ba,
S11a-14a pairs and strips, S18 (2 strips), S20 (2 strips), S22 (2 strip), S23, S24 strip, S37, S39 block of six, S43 strip,
S45 strip, S46-49 pairs and strips, S47 strip of 3, S60, S63 strip, S71 and S75 block of six, S76 a, S80, S85 (2), S87 strip,
S88-91 pair and strips, S93 strip on piece, S94 used pair on piece, S95, S95 strip, S97 strip, S98 pair, S99 strip, S102-5,
S106-9 pairs and strips, S110 pairs and strips, S112, S124 strip, S124 block of six, S126, S223-26, S239-42 pair and
strips, S253-56 pairs and strips, SK19 pair, SK19 block of four, SK20 pair, SK20 block of four, W1.1, W2.7, W6 ba, W7 1
ab, W9 aa (2), W21.2, W21.3 (2), W22 (2), W22 block of four, W23 (2), W24.1 (2), W25, W34-35, W37 (2), W38, W45,
W52, W53, WK1, WZ8 strip, WZ10, WZ9-11, and mint: HB2 I a A, HB27 af A, HB47 B, HB49 B, HB64 B (NH booklet
pane), K7 tete beche pair, K7-8 Tete beche pairs, KZ12 strip, KZ15 NH strip, KZ15 block of four with gutter between,
KZ15 (2 tete beche strips), RL1-2 NH, RL15.2, S4 I ab, S4 II ac, S5 fa, S6 ab pair, S7, S11 a-14 b pairs and strips, S14
block of eight, S19 F, S37, S38-39, S38-39 pairs and strips, S41, S48-49 pair and strip, S54 (2), S58, S58 (2 NH), S59
strip, S60, S62, S63 strip, S73 strip, S73 NH strip, S75 strip, S80 NH, S80 NH in block of four, S82 (2), S84, S85, S86,
S88-92 pairs and strips, S94, S98 (2), S102-5, SK19-20 blocks of four, W4 c, W6 ba (3), W7 aa, W8 fa, W10-11 pairs,
W10 aa, W11 ba (2), W12 fa, W13, W13 aa (3), W13 ba, W22 pair and strip of four, W23 (2 NH), W24.1, W25 (2 NH),
W32, W32 NH, W37 (2 NH), WZ5 NH strip, WZ6 strip, WZ7 strip and WZ8 strip (2). Viewing is recommended to double
check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Michel €65,250+ ($73,730)
(Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
German Area, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-2000’s. Approximately 850 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in
thirteen dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a
couple dollars to a few hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete
commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Carolina 7-15 used, 17, Danzig
193-99 used, Bavaria 14 used, Thurn and Taxis Northern District 1, 4 used, Wurttemberg 1 (2 used), 18 used, Germany
1 used, 442-3 NH, 664a used, 669 (3 NH), 683, 702-21 (2), 1170-92 NH blocks of four, 1475-94A NH blocks of four,
B38-41 (2), B44-48 used, B59-67, B107-15 (2), B134-36, B141-43, B292-93 (2), B310-13 used, B313 used, B310-13
(3), B314-15 used, B316-17 used, B316-17 (2), B320-23 used, 9N35-41, 9N61-63 used, 9N94-98 (4 used sets),
9N359-76 NH blocks of four, 9N516-32 NH blocks of four, 9NB1-3, 9NB6-7 (3 used sets), C27-34 used, C35-37 used,
C40 used, 0L16-21 used, DDR: 58-67 used, B17-20 (8 used), B21a (2), German East Africa 31-41 (less 38), Mariana
17-29, Saar 226 NH, C12 NH, plus some interesting Michel listed varieties (not counted), A, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$26,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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German Area, Collection / Stock, 1870’s-1960’s. In half a dozen stock books and loose album pages,
consisting of German Stock and some interesting Occupation and Administrative areas, containing: 665-66 (6 sets),
667-68, 669, 691 (12), 695 (4), 698-701 (5), B310-13, B316-17, B320-23 (3 sets), B325-26 (4 sets), B327-30, B331 (4),
B332-33 (4 sets), B334-37 (6 sets), B338-41 (8 sets), B344-47 (14 sets), DDR 82-84 mint and used, 226a mint and
used, a group of DDR 1940’s under Russian occupation issues, and many nice $20+ sets and singles scattered about,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

472

German Area, Collection from 1849-1980’s. Hundreds (probably thousands) of sets and souvenir sheets,
loose dealer pages and ten stockbook and three cigar boxes, filled with plenty of premium items scattered throughout,
plus some better items that include: some early German states, 664a, B28-32, B91-92 (4 sets of souvenir sheets), B103
NH, B104 (1 mint, 2 used), some used Graf Zeppelins, some Zusammendrucke, DDR 264a, a stockbook containing a
few better early Imperial Eagles, some useful semi postals and Zeppelins, DDR Berlin overprints and Bells, a few
interesting early Baden numerals, some early Bavaria numerals, a scattering of some better smaller states, plenty of
Thurn and Taxis numerals, some decent Wurtemberg perf and imperf coat of arms, a stockbook of revenue issues and
other better items adding up to a higher total catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

10

German Area, Collection from WWI to 1950’s. Approximately 500-600 covers, picture post cards and
ephemera, with a strong focus on Germany and interesting places that have had contact with Germany, starting with
various WWI postal history or war related post cards, proceeding to many interesting inflation era usages, Graf Zeppelin
covers with a few interesting destinations, a few interesting WWII Legion mail and prisoner of war mail, followed by the
post war issues of DDR and Berlin, with highlights that include, Austria: picture post card of Archduke Ferdinand and
Wife entering car before fatal assignation in Sarajevo, 1938 view card of Germania welcoming Austrian over broken
border sign, Belgium B25-30 sets tied to large piece, Danzig C10-21 on registered air post cover, German States:
Bavaria postal cards (P55-58I), Several early 1860’s Prussia usual postal stationary entires, Thurn and Taxis 1 and 3 on
cover, Germany: 1919 Weimar forrunner cover (Michel 103b), eight early Inflation unaddressed covers with Germania
singles (2¢//20pf) franking with Verfassungs Tag postmarks, 1923 Inflation registered cover from Halle franked with
local stamps, 1923 Halle (Saale) OPD 1/Ia and 2 Ia (2 cards) two post cards and a cover franked with local stamps, 1923
eight Inflation local post cards or covers from Braunschweig, Dessau, Leipzig, Lindenfels and Schliersee each franked
with local stamp or signed by postal clerk with value of postage paid, 1923 inflation cover to USA, franked with 15 scarce
50m workers stamps, 1923 Stuttgart stampless inflation cover to USA, B314-15 first day cover, B314-15 a couple days
after first day cover, 1929 Graf Zeppelin cover (LZ 127), two unused sets of six of 1936 Winter Olympics postal cards,
B69-78 set on registered cover, C38 (2), C39 on 9.5.1930 Graf Zeppelin flight cover with BPP certificate, 1939 Czech
occupation forces FP#122976, 1942 Turkish Legion Feldpost letter from soldier, 1945 set of Hitler Portrait with
“Deutschlands Verderber” overprint on large cover, 1955 Lufthansa First flight (Sieger #34), nine Zeppelin or early
aviation picture post card’s, group of 35 Nazi picture post card’s of various military planes, approximately 70 Nazi ppc’s
with portraits of various Knight’s Cross recipients, 5pf Germania on 1912 Gordon Bennett Balloon Race icture post
card, Graf Zeppelin LZ 127 post card Orientfahrt 1929, 15 different WWI theme picture postcard’s with various German
soldiers in uniforms, battle scenes, colonies, artillery, four German Naval ship picture postcard’s view cards, two with
naval ships, one with torpedo boat, the other with U-boat fleet at dock, B314-15 on cover to USA, Berlin 9N62 (3) on
cover, Berlin 9N55, 9N62 and 9NB3 on cover to USA, 9N63 on registered cover to USA, 9N81-83 complete set on first
day cover, several partial “Berlin” overprint sets on cover, DDR 70 first day cover, DDR 80-81 on two covers, DDR
several 1948 Soviet Zone overprints on registered cover to USA, DDR 57A First day cover, DDR 82-84 (two mint sets),
DDR Mao set on cover, Thuringia set on 1946 censored (U.S. Civil Censorship) cover to Switzerland, Thuringia
16NB1-4 two complete sets on registered covers, Hungary 1871 Franz Josef I issue on cover front, Italy: two Apr 1,
1926 Torino to Trieste first flight covers, 1943-45 Italian Prisoner of War cover from Algeria to Parma Italy, Japan:
Prisoner of War post card from American Stationed in Japanese Occupied Taiwan to Boy’s Town, Nebraska, USA,
Poland Express cover with Aero-Targ: Posnan 1921 labels, Marienwerder: 1//14 (set only missing 3m value) used on
piece, Palestine: Graf Zeppelin LZ 127 with Jerusalem postmark on reverse (Sieger 23F), 1922 Russia to Gaza,
Palestine cover with “To Para 20 Milliemes” due marking, via Moscou and London, with Moscow, Jaffa and Gaza transit
markings, Palestine August 29, 1918 registered cover with censor markings to Alexandria, four 1920’s Palestine
Mandate period ppc’s of Acre, 1919 Palestine registered letter franked with four different stamps, Saar group of
Germania with Saar overprint on three covers, San Marino: 169-80 used on piece, three scenes of local life on three
franked George V ppc’s, USA: 294 on Pan Pacific official souvenir mailing card, 1929 Graf Zeppelin first flight picture
postcard, Germany #39 block of four on cover with Brooklyn with Paid and received markings on the back and U.S. 77. A
fascinating group of covers that really runs the history of Germany from WWI to WWII post war construction with many
better individual pieces. Viewing is highly recommended as we could only give an overview and there is so much more
to see here., generally F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

HH/H/m
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HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1995. Many hundreds of stamp housed in seven volumes and
on pages, there are mint & used German States including Hanover 24 used, scattered Colonies, mint & used Berlin,
Saar, Bund, a few stamps lightly stuck down but should easily be removed, sale able clean collection, please examine,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

474

HH/H/m

475

HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1919-90. Fabulous lot with many goodies in four volumes and on
pages, includes mint post 1945 collection, A.M.G., mint 634-661, mint & used 804, used B294-B295, B316-B317, mint
Saar, Berlin used 9NB1-9NB3, mint 9N70-9N74, 9N120-9N136, be sure to give this careful attention, there are so many
more gems to be mined, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

476

H/m

477

H/m

478

HH/H

479

German Area, Collection / Dealer Stock, 1872-1990. total of 34 stock books and albums, consisting of
ten collections in better hingeless albums, one of which contains Russian and Allied occupations with 664 NH and Saar,
another with 9N70-79 Freedom Bells and 9NB3a NH souvenir sheet and another with seldom seen post WWII
occupation issues, seven small collections, two Scott Specialty albums with nice Russian zone, a Bavaria collection of
postal stationary, thirteen dealer stock books with a couple Thuringia Rebuilding of National Theater souvenir sheets,
two small binders of covers, an old time album containing early Imperial Eagles and mint Zeppelins C36-37, a mini
Danzig collection on Minkus pages, all together, many sets and souvenir sheets with duplication of most sets that
quickly adds up to high cumulative Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

480

HH/H/m

481

m

482

)
German Area, Postal History, 1944-75. A delightful collection of covers & cards, better covers include 664a,
804, B320-B323, B33a-B33d, with occupation sets on cover, some with first day cancels, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1950. Presented in six volumes and on pages, includes
German States, used C35-C37, C43-C45, mint 665-666, 669, 698-701, 9N61-9N63, used Saar collection, volume of
mint private posts and States, a comprehensive collection with many surprises, careful inspection is in order, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Area, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1900-66. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions and
prices, containing: used: 65e, 75-78, 309, 667-68 (2), B294-95 (2), B309 (2), B310-13, B316-17 (2), B320-23 (2),
B327-30, B330-33, C43, Michel listed 539y used, signed BPP, and mint: 366-84, 687-94, 702-21 (2), C43-45, Michel
varieties: 53 I y NH Schlegel BPP signed, 55 I DD NH, SB handstamp on reverse, 93 I (4 NH singles and 1 NH block of
four), 115 I, 136 NH, 190 X NH and 947 U. Scott catalog value $7,250+ plus some Michel varieties with an additional
catalog value of €5,500. Viewing is recommended to double check identification and condition., generally F.-V.F., A
great stock of better singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1901-40’s. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions and
prices, containing: some nice Austria Franz Josef I post cards, Danzig 94a NH, 225-33 (17), 241-54 (2 used), C31-35,
Marienwerder, Poland N30-55 (2 sets used on pieces), Upper Silesia 10-12 used, 13b used, 30-42 used on pieces,
32-37 used. Viewing is recommended to double check identification and condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock of
better singles. Scott $4,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Booklets, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1919-98. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices with only slight duplication, using Michel numbers and catalog value, containing: MH12, MH15
A, MH20, MH20.1, MH23.1, MH24.1 B, MH24.2 B, MH25.1, MH31 and MH50 (4). Viewing is recommended to double
check identification or condition., o.g., mostly never hinged (one with minor hinge on back booklet cover), generally
F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Michel €10,300+ ($11,640) (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

H/m/)

Germany, Varied Mint and Used Material. A clean stockbook containing a range of issues from various
locales and times; nice never hinged Memel and Danzig (including various plate flaws), better Bundespost and Berlin
sets, some covers, post-war Soviet Zone items, etc., F.-V.F., well worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Highly Complete Collection, 1849-1996. In two Scott Specialty albums, one slipcased;
mostly used with States nicely represented; Germany proper a solid compilation with good Back-of-the-Book issues;
strong Berlin plus decent Plebiscites and Occupations; note nice Germania issues, color varieties, a 1905-19 1M on
piece with two “Weimar National Assembly” c.d.s.’s, near-complete Reich, nice roller and rug post-war Posthorn
overprints, Buildings and Posthorn series complete used, 1945 Stormtrooper set mint, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better
throughout.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH/H
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1980. Presented in 5 albums and a stockbook, includes
Empire issues, Bund, Berlin, States, some excellent pickings throughout, for example DDR is in parallel mint & used
which includes mint 71-74, 78-79, 80-81, 82-84, must be seen, plan on sufficient time to ascertain this lot’s true value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

484

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1868-2004. In ten Scott Specialty three ring albums, containing notable items
that include Cameroun 1-6, German East Africa 31-41, German States: ten early stampless covers, Bavaria 14,
Brunswick 1-12, nice Hamburg, Prussia and Saxony, North German Confederation 1-11, Schleswig-Holstein 1, 3-7,
8-9, 10-14, 15, 17, 18, Thurn and Taxis 1-7, 8-14, 42-46, Germany: 1-7, 12 pen cancel, 13 mint, 25 mint, 78 mint, B33,
B68 damaged, B91-92, various 1930’s Horse and Hitler souvenir sheets, B141-43 used, some early Berlin overprints,
offices in China 1-6, 46 mint, DDR Karl Marx souvenir sheets and Saar 99-116., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

485

H/m

486

HH/H

487

H/m

488

HH/H/m

489

German Area, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted in nine albums, includes an album with mint Germania
75-78, Bavaria, an album of mint & used States, a group of Zusamemndruke, used C46-C56, occupations, album of
Colonies, mint & used Empire material, cancel collection, local posts, Saar, should be some decent pickings, mixed
condition, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

490

)

491

H
German Area, Selection, 1912-72. Cards, souvenir sheets and Hitler Day pieces, in total 20 items including
1912 “Gelber Hund” CL4 with Germania 5pf on 1912 (June 19) flown card from Darmstadt to Mainz, B68 and B91-B92,
generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $6,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

12

German Area, Collection / Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s. On hundreds of loose album pages, a stock
book, a nice cover group and much loose items scattered about, with some highlights that include German Colonies
with duplication of many of the high values with overprints of the early Empire issues and many Yacht issues with values
up to 1 mark to 3 mark, sets of Allenstein used on philatelic covers, a good selection of 1930’s semi postal souvenir
sheets including 1936 Olympic Games souvenir sheets, a nice selection of loose album pages that seem to form a
collection, but they are a little out of order with DDR (including a used Mao set), a nice selection of booklets and many
pages of Zusammendrucke including some difficult large pieces and so much more. This lot is pretty messy, so there
will probably be many great little items scattered about, but you will need to view carefully to properly evaluate, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1916-2008. Neatly organized in glassines and dealer “104
cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to $250, with an average
value of $8+, with some highlights that include: mostly complete posthorn set 670//678, B104, DDR B21a (2) and O11 (2
blocks of 10), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $6,100+ (Owner’s). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Accumulation, 1850’s-1940’s. With mini collections, containing German Plebiscites
(Allenstein, Marienwerder, Memel, Schleswig and Upper Silesia, Scott $308), Romania issued under German
Occupation (Scott $118), Danzig (stock sheet packed with mint and used sets and singles), German States (Baden,
Brunswick, Saxony and Wurttemburg including. Scott 33, Scott $2,638), Czechoslovakia (Bohemia and Moravia and
Slovakia), Danzig (mounted on Scott pages, Scott $1,614), German States (Baden, Bavaria, Prussia, Thurn and Taxis
and Wurttemburg), Austrian perfins, a group of German offices abroad and an accumulation of Austria from WWI to
WWII in quantity in large blue stockbook, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Mint & Used Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1939-72. Over 25 mint & used souvenir sheets,
mint includes B90, B91, B92, B104, B105, and a 1988 Olympic book with stamps, moderate but useful duplication,
viewing will only enhance this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H/m

German Area, Large Postal History Accumulation. Very definitely a mixed up but enticing group of about
1500 covers from early German States to the 1960s, which the previous owner appears to have randomly placed in a
box over the years; includes loose covers (made all the more interesting as many are addressed to Australia) and a
group of covers mounted on plastic pages; considerable Third Reich material, post-WWII issues, ephemera and other
material that may be of interest to a Germany Postal History enthusiast or an eBay seller, F.-V.F., an excellent lot; be
sure to view.
Estimate $400 - 600
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H/m

493

H/m

494

m

495

H/m

496

H/m

497

H/m

498

H/m

499

H/m

500

HH/H/m

501

HH/H/m

502

HH/H/m Germany, Military Stamp Collection, 1942-45. Housed in four Safe hingeless pages and a stockcard,
better has Michel# 2B HAN, 6, 6DD, 7BK, 8B, 10BK, 11Aa, 11Pk, plus airpost forerunners 1, 2, enormous catalog value,
many seldom encountered stamps present, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

503

m
Germany, Train Cancels, 1880-1910. An extraordinary collection of over 1000 items (stamps on- and
off-piece, plus a few covers), with train cancels of 49 different routes in Germany, all neatly arranged in a homemade
album; includes a few French stamps, F.-V.F., highly sought-after material in very nice condition; inspect.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

German States, Better Grade Assortment, 1850’s-1870’s. About 200 stamps neatly arranged on
stocksheets, a good percentage of which were selected individually by the owner; many $100+ stamps, including such
highlights (used unless noted) Bavaria #7 & 8 (mint, o.g.), 22, CL1 (mint never hinged), Bremen 1, 2, Hanover 7,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin 8, Oldenburg 15, 16, 24, Württemberg 45 and Alsace-Lorraine N9, most appear at least F.-V.F.
or better, generally much better than the typical States accumulation.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States, Mostly Used Collection, 1850-1920. On homemade pages neatly housed in an album;
many better stamps, along with covers, cards, and more, F.-V.F., viewing a must.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German States: Brunswick, Used Collection, 1852-65. On album pages with the main numbers complete;
some mint items present, including #5 (signed Grobe), 11 (Michel #12Aa, signed Lange BPP), 13 (Michel #13A, signed
Lange BPP and Pfenninger), etc., F.-V.F., a super set; inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German States: Helgoland, Interesting Remainder Collections, 1867-79. On a miscellany of album
pages and stockpages; mostly mint, with some used; various stamps signed; includes covers, reprints, varieties, etc.,
F.-V.F., come view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German States: North German Confederation, Fantastic, Beautiful Quality Exhibition Collection,
1868-70. Replace the German text with English and you’re ready to hit the exhibition trail; pages housed in a Safe
album; the duplication makes this great stock for the dealer; also a goldmine for the specialist, as the multiple cancels
offer a range of collecting opportunities; stamps come as singles or pairs, with a nice array of covers sprinkled
throughout; fully and professionally documented, F.-V.F., a feast for the eye.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German States: Prussia, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-67. On album pages, with better stamps such
as (mint, unless noted) #2 (with certificate), 6, 7, 11var (no gum; Michel #10 b IV), 21 on piece, 23-27 used, etc., F.-V.F.,
don’t miss your chance.
Estimate $500 - 750
German States: Saxony, Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1851-63. On album pages, with highlights
including #2 mint (Michel #2 I; signed Pfenninger), 3-6 & 8 used, 13-14 mint and used, 15-20 mint etc.; light duplication,
F.-V.F., blow your horn on your winning bid.
Estimate $600 - 800
German States: Thurn & Taxis, Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1852-66. A set of album pages
including used #13, 14, 16, 21-26, 41-43, 45, 51, 52, etc., F.-V.F., a nice collection; inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany, Beautiful Mint and Used Collection, 1872-1945. With main numbers apparently complete, in a
Borek album; loads of highlights, some of which are used #11 used (signed), 19a & 25a (each with certificate), 65, 65A,
Gelber Hund, C27-C34, basic Zeppelins, a 2M South America on Zeppelin card (Schlegel certificate), Chicago Flight,
Wagner, 1937 souvenir sheets; and mint #12, 13 & 22 never hinged, 1912 Rhine-Main Airmails, E.El.P. issue, C26,
363-365, Zeppelin South American and Polar Flights sets, IPOSTA, Nothilfe (stamps never hinged), OSTROPA
(certificate); plus Feldpost issues from Tunisia (never hinged, signed), Crete (perforated, on piece, with Petry
certificate), Rhodes, Leros and the Hela submarine (each signed or with certificate), even some WWI German
Occupations, F.-V.F., a super collection worth viewing.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Germany, Mint & Used Collection, 1938-1945. Thousands of mint & used stamps residing in six
stockbooks, includes B33 (2), B68, B82a, B83a, B90 (2), B102 (7), B104 (4), B105 (5), C46-C58, and this is just the mint
material, also includes used souvenir sheets and various occupied country souvenir sheets, enormous catalog values,
check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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m

505

Germany, WWI to WWII Ephemera Collection, 1930’s-45. Massive collection filling a bankers box, with
subjects from WWI, Nazi and Holocaust subjects, with many original photographs, magazine clippings, hundreds and
hundreds of cigarette cards including an album of Hindenburg cars and an album of coat of arms cards, buttons, trade
cards, inspection necessary to properly evaluate, generally Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

506

HH/H/m

507

H/m

508

Germany, Notgeld Collection, 1920-30. Over 500 notgelds in a stockbook, used as currency for different
towns during the inflation period including silk, extremely attractive, with the vast majority multicolored and in excellent
condition showing scenes from local folklore and history, mostly excellent condition, an excellent chance to start
collecting in this area.
Estimate $200 - 300

509

H/m

510

HH/H/m

511

HH/H/m

512

H

513

H/m

514

German Colonies, Mint Hinged and Used Collection, 1897-1919. A set of album pages featuring (mint,
unless noted) Cameroon #16 used, 17, 18 mint and used, 19 and 25; Caroline Islands #17 used and 23; German East
Africa #40, 41, NL54 and NL62 (all used); Kiautschou #19 & 20 used; Mariana Islands #26 and 28; Marshall Islands
#27, etc.; Morocco #4 used, 6, 11-15, 29 & 31 used, 42, 43 mint and used, 44 and 56; and Samoa #51-56 used, 51-54
and 69, F.-V.F., nice group; viewing encouraged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

14

Germany, Used Collection, 1923-32. Held on Lindner stock pages, with 337-339, 345-346, 363-365,
B8-B11, B15-B18, B19-B22, B33 IPOSTA, C27-C34, C35-C37, C38-C39, C40-C42, with officials, a comprehensive
collection for the period, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Germany, Mostly Used Collection, 1872-1945. Mounted on album pages, includes excellent used Empire
issues, mint 12-13, 27-28, used 62-65A, 115-117, 363-365, B8-B11, B15-B18, IPOSTA singles,B44-B48, B59-B67,
definitely a great start for expansion, or to break up for individual sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, Interwar Years Collection, 1925-33. Mostly mint, on Safe hingeless pages, containing notable
items that include 323-28 NH, 351-62 NH, 366-84 NH, B15-18 NH, B23-27 NH, B28-32 NH, B34-37 NH, B38-41 NH,
B44-48 NH, C20-26 NH, C27-34 NH, C35-37 NH, C38-39, C40-42 (high values used), C43-45 NH, C46-56 higher
values NH, CL4 used and CL6., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Post Offices Abroad, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1872-1908. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices, using Michel numbers, containing: used: Offices in Morocco 3 c, 40, 43, 45, Offices in Turkey
V16, V22, V36a, V37b, V37c BPP signed, V37f BPP handstamp on reverse, V37f BPP singed on reverse, 1-2, 9a, 10b,
and mint: Offices in Morocco 1 Na, Offices in Turkey 2a, 6b, 24e (3), 48a-52 and 48b. Viewing is recommended to
double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Michel €7,000 ($7,910)
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in Morocco, Mint & Used Collection, 1899-1911. Delightful collection of over 150 mint &
used stamps, 16D, 17D, mint 2-6, 16, 17, 55, 57, huge catalog value, close examination is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1919. Several hundred mint & used
stamps in stockbooks, on album pages, and in bags, includes mint Cameroun 16-19, German East Africa 39 & 41,
Offices in Morocco 54, 55, 56, Offices in China 33, 34, Samoa 66-67, 69, Marshall Islands 22-26, Togo 16, 17, 19,
German South West Africa 22-25 and much more, plus hundreds of stamps on & off paper, a great lot that can have
enormous potential with a little elbow grease, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Colonies, Powerful, Highly Complete Mint Collection. A beautiful, clean and valuable mint
collection, absolutely loaded with premium items such as Offices in China Scott 1-6, 24-36A, 37-46, 47-56, Cameroons
1-6, 7-19, 20-25, Togo 1-6, 7-19, 20-23, German East Africa 1-5, 6-10, 11-21, 22-29, 31-41, N17-29, NB1-9, Morocco
1-6, 7-19, 20-29, 31-32, 33-44, 45-57, Turkey 1-3, 5-6, 8-12, 13-24, 25-30, 31-42, 43-54, 55-59, German South West
Africa 1-6 including the Rare 25pf and 50pf values, 7-12, 13-25 and 26-34., generally F.-V.F., A wonderful lot, don’t miss
this one! ex Towson.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Colonies, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1897-1915. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices with only slight duplication, using Scott numbers, containing: used: Cameroun 1a, 5a, 6a,
17-18, 19, Caroline Islands 3a, 4a (2), 6a, German East Africa 34-38, 38, 41, German South West Africa 23-25, 34 (3),
Kiauchau 41 (3), Mariana Islands 14a, 16 (2), Marshall Islands 2, 7a, Samoa 51-56 (4 sets), 102d, Michel 1 l, comma
after I, Togo 22, 34 pair and mint: Caroline Islands 4a (2 NH), 22 NH block of four, Mariana Islands 7a, 29, Marshall
Islands 2a, 4a and Samoa Michel 23 I A. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally
F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m
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H/m

516

m
Germany: Danzig, Used Collection, 1920-39. A couple of thousand used stamps & souvenir sheets in a
stockbook, with 1-15, 49-58, 164, 238-240, B21 (4), C4-C9, C26-C29, C36-C40, C41 (5), with pairs, special cancels
etc., heavy but useful duplication, review please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

517

H/m
Germany: Memel, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1920-39. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions
and prices with only slight duplication, using Michel numbers and catalog values unless noted otherwise, containing,
mint: 5 xA, 8 xA, 135-40, 171 A II block of four, 175 Type III-IV block of four, 222 (4), 191 NH block of four, Scott numbers
N88-90 and used: 1-13 (2 set to 1m on pieces), 1-17, 30-33 var on pieces, 9-13 used on pieces, 40-48, 98-107 (2),
129-34, 151-63 used on pieces, signed Dr. Petersen BPP, 164-66, 167-73, 174-75, 174-75 on pieces, 175 Type III
block of four, 176-81 used on pieces, 176-82, 182 IV (2), 193-205, 201-3, 206 and Scott numbers N91-105. Viewing is
recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Michel
€11,500+ ($13,000) (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

518

HH

519

)

520

HH/H

521

H/m

522

HH/H

523

HH
Germany, Post World War II Mint Collection, 1949-90. Attractive mint collection housed in a KaBe
hingeless album, with 665-666, 667-668, 669, 670-680, 682-683, 685, 702-721, B309, mint complete definitives and
commemoratives up to 1990, sharp condition, please investigate, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

524

HH/H/m Germany, Post World War II Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1949-66. A parallel mint & used collection
starting with 665 & 666, 667-668, B309, 669, Posthorns complete, 686, and complete for period, a stunning collection,
inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Germany: Saar, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1920-57. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions and
prices with only slight duplication, using Michel numbers and catalog values, containing, mint: 16 I (2), 38 (2), 174 NH,
222 X (2 NH), used: 16 on piece, 16 I (4), 16 II, 104 I and Block 2. Viewing is recommended to double check
identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles. Michel €8,400+ ($9,490) (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Germany, World War II Occupation Issues, 1939-45. On album pages; includes a beautiful, complete mint
never hinged collection of 1943 Azad Hind, including the rare Michel #VII a, b and c and VIIc with shifted green color; in
addition, there is mint never hinged, mint hinged and used material of the German occupation of Lithuania, amongst
which are expensive (and signed!) stamps, and various material from occupied Jersey and Guernsey, including nine
covers and cards; interesting material not often seen, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., inspect. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Germany, WWII Related Postal History Collection. 80+ cards and covers, interesting group of 24 from and
to members of the “Wallonie” Legion, including POW cards, telegrams and receipts, 12 covers and cards related to
Eupen-Malmedy and 40 covers from Poland with various military cancels, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany, Post World War II Zusammendrucke Collection, 1945-60. Over 110 items, includes gutter
pairs and tete beche, a few Michel #s include S2, S3, S15, S24, S31, WZ1, WZ4, W18, W36, MH 27.3, MH 36.1, a fresh
selection, mostly mint, with many other better, please peruse, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany, Post WWII Occupation Issues, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1945-80. Each set in glassines, each
identified with descriptions and prices, containing (mint unless noted otherwise): 5N28-30 used, 5NB5-8 used,
5NB8a-b, 6N4 NH, 6N9 NH, 6N11 NH, 6NB1-2 used, 8N28-37 used, 8NB4a, 9N15-16 used, 9N33 used, 9N35-41 NH,
9N35-41 used, 9N40 used, 9N41 plate flaw variety, 9N59 used plate flaw variety, 9N61-63 (2 used), 9N70-74 (2 used),
9N75-79, 9N84-93 NH, 9N108-10 NH, 9NB3a postmark away from stamps, 9NB8-11, DDR 82-84 (2 sets, one of which
is used), various Michel listed occupation issues including East Saxony 42-50 NH, 42E- 50E NH, 56U-60U, France 3 II
used, Mecklenburg 29 IV (2 used), 34I used, Thuringia 94AX U-97AX U, West Saxony A III used with Heubach
certificate, 116 A X-19 A X NH, 116 C X - 19 C X (2 NH), 116 D X-19 D X (NH), 119 B X UMw used, 124 X U, SK Zd1-8
tete beche Zusammendruck strips. Total Scott catalog value of $6,700+ plus additional catalog value with Michel listed
varieties €7,000. Viewing is recommended to double check identification and condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock
of better singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Post World War II Mint Collection, 1949-78. Fresh bright collection mounted in a Lighthouse
hingeless album, includes 665-666, 669, Posthorn issue complete, 702-721, B310-B313, B316-B317, B320-B323,
B327-B330, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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525

H

526

H/m

527

H/m

528

HH/H/m German Democratic Republic, Collection, 1949-88. Appears mostly complete in four Davo hingeless
albums with slip cases and includes Mao set and perf and imperf Marx sheets, o.g., mostly mint and many never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

529

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Collection, 1948-90. Appears complete in Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with
Berlin overprint sets, 9N35-41, 9N42-60, 9N70-79, 9NB1-3a Currency Victims and 9NB4-5, o.g., vast majority never
hinged.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

530

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Collection, 1948-90. Collection on Scott Specialty pages, including 9N20 used (1985
GPS certificate), 9N42-56, 9N61-63 NH, 9N64-67 NH, 9N68-69, 9N70-79, 9N84-93 NH, 9NB1-3 and 9NB4-5 NH, o.g.,
many never hinged, F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $6,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

531

H/m

532

H/m

533

HH/H

534

H/m
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Germany: Allied Occupation, Nicely Filled Mint and Used Collection. In album including, among others,
good Saar such as (mint, unless noted) #1-17, 21, 23-24, 26-32, 83, 85-98 (never hinged), 116, B1-B4 (never hinged),
B5-B8 (used), etc., F.-V.F., review.
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany: Soviet Zone, Collection, 1945-49. In KA BE hingeless album plus duplicates in stock book, with
many issues in both mint and used, including 10NB11 mint and used, 12NB1-3 used, 12NB4-9 used, 12N13-25 used,
13N6a used, 13N8 NH falling watermark BPP signed Zierer, 14NB16c used with BPP certificate, 14NB16c imperf mint
souvenir sheet with BPP certificate, 16N3a mint and used, both BPP signed Zierer, 16N7b with BPP certificate and
16N9 used.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Democratic Republic, Dealer Stock, 1948-90. Total of 19 stock books and 1 collection album,
stock containing quantities of mint issues in fourteen stock books in singles and plate blocks, containing a mint set of
Marx perf and imperf sheets, 226a, quantities of used issues in five stock books, collection to 1968 containing some
Berlin handstamps and another set of Marx perf and imperf mint souvenir sheets and later Engels mint imperf sheet and
another 226a, many sets and souvenir sheets with duplication of most sets that adds up to high cumulative Scott value,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Greece, Herculean Accumulation, 1860’s-1970’s. In a large box and eight smaller boxes, packed with
loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, some highlights
include: a small box of earlier Crete issues and many many commemorative issues from the Olympics to the modern
issues, some larger multiples of 1930’s issues with surcharges, but the real meat we saw was the many many Hermes
head issues that abounded in a couple small boxes and a portion of a stock book with glassines and dealer tear pages
filled and rows after rows of stamps sorted by issue in stockbook. If you are a specialist of these early classical issues,
this lot should rank high on your viewing list because there will be so much material that you are not likely to see again in
this quantity for quite some time, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a
lot of potential to generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Greece and Territories, Extensive Mint Hinged and (Mostly) Used Stock, 1861-1985. In five stockbooks,
including 200 large Hermes Heads along with better items such as mint #122, 387, C8-C14 and C22-C30; solid
Back-of-the-Book and Greek Territories as well, F.-V.F., worth a look.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Greece, Collection, 1897-1986. Mounted in a Scott album, better mint includes 232, 335-337, 363, 372-377,
391-394, 416-420, 425-426, 472-481, 484-487, 490-497, 517-519, 523, 535-538, 545-548, 556-567, 568-573,
574-581, 582-585, 587-600, 604-617, 632-638, 639-648, 708-715, then fairly complete until 1986, also includes nearly
empty albums and U.S. first day cover lots, be sure and examine the Greece album, well worth a long look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hungary, Gargantuan Accumulation, 1860’s-1970’s. In four large boxes and three smaller boxes, packed
with loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, some
highlights include: massive amount of glassines and stock books that are jam packed full of stamps from the 1940’s,
50’s, 60’s that add up to substantial catalog value, but the concentration of value of this accumulation is in a few stock
books, two small green boxes of glassines and a group of loose manila stock pages with many early 1871-72 Franz
Josef I issues and a decent amount of the occupation issues, this could be a great collection for the specialist with many
cancels of the Austro-Hungarian empire, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing,
there is a lot of potential to generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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535

m

536

m

537

H/m

538

Italian Area, Valuable Mint and Used Collection, 1879-1956. In a well-filled Scott album in overall very
good condition; a wide array of expensive and hard-to-find issues present, such as Italy 1889 and 1891 to 5L,
ever-popular issues of the 1920s and ‘30s, many Airmail issues, good Back-of-the-Book; Territories including better
Fiume and Rhodes, Occupations, World War II with expensive issues of the Ionian Islands; and Colonies including
good Eritrea, Libya, Somaliland, etc., etc.; partly plundered but still with massive catalogue value and many key items
remaining, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

539

HH/H/m

540

H/m
Italian Area, Accumulation / Stock, 1860’s-1970’s. In twelve small boxes full of stamps, mostly in individual
glassines plus a couple stock books and a group of album and stock pages, with some interesting fascist government
partial sheets, plenty of catalog value worth of Fiume, a nice section of Aegean islands, some good pockets of Italian
Colonies packed onto stock pages, AMG, Colonies, Fiume with some overprints of Hungary issues, Rhodes 15-20 (17),
several pages of early Italian East Africa, pages stacked with early Kingdom issues and 1920’s and 1930’s
commemoratives, generally F.-V.F., after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to generate
serious value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

541

HH/H

542

Italian States, Bellissimo Reference Accumulation, 1850’s-60’s. Many hundreds of stamps and reprints
unsorted and mostly unidentified that would make a wonderful project for an expert (or person who wants to be an
expert) of Italian States, this group of stamps was found among a holding that hasn’t been looked at for about 30 years,
so who knows what might be here, this lot has some amazing potential to find some better high Scott singles, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

543

Italian States, Bella Reference Collection, 1850’s-1860’s. Hundreds of stamps in blocks, singles and
sheets, neatly presented by state with notes identifying the occasional forger, this could be a great tool to help with
expertising Italian States, this group of stamps was found among a holding that hasn’t been looked at for about 30 years,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600

Hungary, Accumulation of 1871 Franz Josef I Issues (1//12). Ten sets from mixed engraved and
lithograph that just need a little sorting, some usual faults as you usual see on classical issues, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hungary & Yugoslavia, Interesting Selection, 1871-1918. With Hungary used first issue selection on
display cards, includes 1-6, 7-12, and Yugoslavia with 12 covers with local overprints, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Italian Area, Magnifico Hoard, 1860’s-1980’s. Many hundreds and probably thousands of better sets and
singles packed into two shoe box size boxes, plus many additional loose glassines, stock pages and album pages,
many of which have been identified in older glassines or approval cards, that has been accumulated and squirreled
away with so many better singles, here are just a few examples: Cyrenaica CB1-6, Dalmatia 8, J3, J4, Eritrea 47-48,
91-93 (9), Italy 33, 79, 92, several stamps with advertising tabs, 140-42 (7), 162-64, 165-68 (5), 169, 197-200, 213-31 (5
mint, 1 used set), 258-64 (2), 268-79, 290-305, 324-8, 328, 377-86 (2), 413-18, 487, 495-506, 518 (7), 526-7 (2 NH),
661 (2), B20-25, C1-6, C8-12, C23-26, C41 NH block, C62-65, C66-72, C79-83, C95-99, D9-14, E11, Q24, NJ14-16,
offices in Jerusalem 1-6, 8, Aegean Islands: Dodacanese 31, C28, C31, CE1-2, AMG C6, E1-7, Q1-8, Oltre Guiba 21-3
(9), San Marino 404-10 and Yugoslavia 94-104, generally F.-V.F. appearance, it’s not hard to imagine the huge Scott
value that will appear with just minimal processing (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

H/m

Italian Area, Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. Thousands of sets and souvenir sheets on stock cards, envelopes,
loose album pages, mini collections of loose album pages, three stock books and an album, containing plenty of
premium items scattered throughout, with better items that include several 1930’s Italian Colonies ominbus sets, Italy
130-35 NH blocks of four, 258-64 NH blocks of four, 275-76 NH blocks of four, 331-338 NH blocks of four, Vatican City
155a (3) and a nice little collection of Italian States with a high level of completion adding up to many tens of thousands
of dollars worth of catalog value if all genuine, a great collection with many desirable pieces that with a tiny amount of
work will have great potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Italian Area, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1879-2000’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of
glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a
dollar to a little over $100, consisting of Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Fiume, Italy (including 24-25, 46, 90, 114, 140-42 x2, 182a,
385, 386, 392-96, 495-506, 515-517, B20-B25 x2, C3-C9, C10-C11, C23-C26, C79-C83, C95-C99, EY1a, O8), Italian
Socialist Republic, Italy - Aegean Islands, Italy Trieste, San Marino (including 327-34 x2, C90 x2), Somalia J13a and
Vatican City, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $10,200+ (Owner’s). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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545

H/m

546

H/m
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, Mint Hinged and Used Parallel Collection, 1852-68. On album
pages in folder, the unquestionable highlights being #10 (certificate), 10a (signed) and 11 (certificate); much else
besides; tough material not often found all together, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

547

)

548

H/m

549

m

550

HH/H

551

HH/H/m

552

H/m
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Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, Captivating Cancels Collection. Lovingly arranged on Lighthouse
stockpages; stamps organized by issue and denomination, with multiples throughout providing a wide range of cities
and cancel types; note a margin strip of three 15c imperforates bearing three full Verona strikes, covers from Venice
with various certificates or signatures, Steamship cover, a Revenue used as postage on cover; beautiful cogwheel, box,
straightline, target and c.d.s. cancels, etc., etc.; a few mint included, Very Fine cancels, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italian States: Naples & Sicily/Two Sicilies, Collection, 1858-1861. On quadrille page, containing Naples
group of 1g-20g coat of arms issues with boxed ANNULL cancel, Sicily 1859 Ferdinand II set, Scott 11 used with APS
certificate, Neapolitan Province 1861 set which appears genuine, but should be viewed and verified before bidding,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italian States: Sicily, Selection of 19 Classic Covers, 1854-65. The group comprises (used within the
Italian States unless noted) Scott #2 (3 covers), 2a (1), 5 (3), 8 (1), 10+11 (2), 10b+11 pair (1), 10c+12d (1, to France),
11 strip of 3 plus single, 11j+13d (1, to France), 12d+13d (1, to England), 13 (1, to France), 13d (1, to Switzerland), and
P1 (2 printed circulars, each with a pair); all but one—a #2 cover—have either 2018 Avi (13) or 2009 Sismondo (5)
certificates. Estimated Scott value is well over $11,000, condition is generally F.-V.F., most of the stamps having three
margins.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Italy, Dealer’s eBay Stock, Mostly From 1862-1950’s. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices, containing (mint, mostly o.g. with the occasional no gum, unless noted otherwise): Italian
States: Tuscany 5 used, 14 used, Italy: 20, 26, 27, 28, 31 (2), 34a, 35, 36, 38, 39, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49 (2), 52, 54, 58-63 (2),
65, 66, 67, 78, 81, 83 (2), 85, 90 (2), 93, 111 (2), 115 NH, 115-18, 117-18, 119-22, 133var (2 NH, unused Gray value,
Sassone 116A), 140-42 (2 NH), 142A-42C, 165-69, 201-10, 209-10 NH, 232-38 NH, 248-56 NH, 258-64 NH, 265-67
NH, 280-89 NH, 290-305 NH, 331-41, 345-47, 345-48, 348 NH, 349-54 NH, 349-54, 359-66 NH, 367-76, 377-86,
377-86 NH, 400-9, 432, 477 NH, 488, 488 NH, 519-25 NH, B1-4 NH, B6, B9, B11, B11a, B15A, B30-33 (2), C3-9 (2),
C34 NH, C62-65 NH, C73-78 NH, C95-99, C100-6 NH, note after E8 (Sassone 8) Unissued value (2 NH), E11, J11,
J15, J21-24, J54-64 (2 NH), J65-78, P1, Q2, Q7-13, Q16, Q17, Q18, Q19, Q37-48 NH, Q55-60 NH, Q61-76, QY5-11
NH, Advertising Label Sassone 2, 14, 18, 20, Commission Service Sassone 1-3, 4-6, Postage for Orders Sassone 1-6
NH, used: 20, 37-44, 41a, 72, 118, 177c, 177d, 278, 279, 310-14, B7 (3), B10a, B11, E7, J9a, J23-24, P1, Q1-6, Q2,
Advertising Labels Sassone 10, Commission Service Sassone 4, Emissions Di. Franchigia Sassone 5-6, 8-10, 19-22,
24-29, 28 (2), 38-41, 62-65, 67, 70 and 72-75. Owners Scott value $61,000, plus an additional €8,800+ worth of
Sassone listed issues. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., a great
stock of better singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Italy, Used Collection, 1882-1950. Housed in a Braunschweig springback album, we note excellent
classics with 17-21, 37-44, 45-50, 53-56, 58-63, 119-122, 124-125, 159-164, 242-246, 268-279, 290-305, 324-328,
C1-C2, C42-C47, C62-C65, C66-C72, Q1-Q6, with postage dues, pneumatics, parcel posts, used collections are
seldom seen this nice, be sure and check her out, F.-V.F. Scott $28,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Italy, Mint Collection, 1901-50. Presented on stock pages, a dizzying selection of mint Italy with many sets,
includes but not limited to 165-170, 258-264, 268-279, 290-305, 413-418 (3), B17-B19, C28-C33 (2), C42-C47, E9 (2),
Q1-Q6, some uncommon items present, inspection urged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italy, Mint Stock, 1920-60. On display cards, includes mint 143-146, 331-341, 345-348, 377-386, 412-418,
495-506, B17-B19 (4), C1-C2, C89-C94 (3), C95-C98, used B17-B19, B20-B25, nice material for your inventory,
inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1870’s-1990’s. Approximately 350 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in
nine dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a
couple dollars to over $100, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets
with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Cyrenaica C6-11, Eritrea 59-64, C24-29, Italian
Colonies, Italy 49, 124-25, 248-56, 268-79, 280-89, 290-305, 331-41, 518 used, C89-94, C95-99, C100-5, E1, offices,
Rhodes 15-23, San Marino 169-73, Italian Somalia 164-9, C1-6, Trieste C1-6, Vatican City 35-36, 122-31, 149-53 and
E11-12, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Italian Post Offices Abroad, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1874-1921. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices, containing (mint original gum, unless noted otherwise): Italy Offices Abroad 3 no gum, 5
regummed, 6 no gum, 11, Offices in Crete 6, Offices in Africa 4, Bengasi 1 used, Offices in Turkey 7, 18, 20D, 21,
Durazzo Sassone 7. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., a great
stock of better singles. Scott $5,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

560

H/m

Italy: Occupations after WWII, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1945-50. Each set in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices, containing (mint original gum, unless noted otherwise): AMG: 1LN1-13, 1LNC1-7, 1LNE1-2,
Italian Socialist Republic 43, 48-51 NH, 117-19, 125, Q1-12, Airmail Sassone 117-19, Parcel Post Sassone 36-42 NH,
43, 46, Postage Due Sassone 69-72 NH, Propaganda di Guerra Sassone 13/I-24/I (2 NH), Tax Stamp Sassone 53, 54,
Trieste A - 15-17 NH, 58-69 NH, 70-89 NH, C13 NH, C16 NH, EY1-5 NH, J7-15 NH, Q1-12 NH. Viewing is
recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., a great stock of better singles. Sassone
€10,300+ ($11,640).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Mint Collection, 1948-54. Very clean collection with many complete sets mounted on
album pages, includes 1-14, 15-17, 18-29, 36-39, 42-44, 58-69, C1-C6, C13-16, C20-C28, E1-E4, EY3, postage dues
complete, Q1-Q12, Q13-Q26, QY1-QY4, as nice a set as you will eber find, F.-V.F. Scott $5,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Postal History Collection, 1947-52. A selection of 115 cards & covers mostly from
Trieste Zone A in a binder, starts with 3 mint & 1 used cards from Venezia Giulia, then mint Zone A cards, 10L & 20L
lettersheets, cover with E5, registered cover to NYC franked with 18-21, 23 & 29, air mail cover with C4-C6, airmail
cover with C16, EY3 on cover, with many first day covers towards the end of the album, enormous catalog values,
inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy: Fiume, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1918-24. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions and
prices with only slight duplication, containing (used, unless noted otherwise): 3-6, 8-19, 20, 27-43, 27-43 mint, 42-43,
113, 121, 134-48, 145, 149-60, 184-95 (2), B4-15, B6-15 mint, E4-5 (2), E5 (2 LH), E12-13 NH, E16-17, J1-3 used on
pieces, J1 LH, J3 mint, J4c-12c used on pieces. Viewing is recommended to double check identification, condition or
possible forgeries, generally F.-V.F., a great stock of better singles. Scott $11,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italy: Fiume, Mint and Used Collection with Duplicates, 1918-24. Nicely mounted and written-up (in
French) collection plus a stockbook of mainly duplicates, includes (mint unless noted); 27-43 (mint & used), 122-127,
125a, 172-83, B4-15 (tied on 4 pieces), etc., plus several very high value philatelic covers of the Hungarian overprints
including J1c-12c on one cover signed Mondolfi, condition is just about all F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Italian Post Offices Abroad, Beautiful Mint and Used Collection / Stock, 1874-1923. On stockpages
featuring, among others, Janina #11 mint; Smyrna #7; Turkish Empire #6 (2, 1 mint), 7 mint, 8, 42-43 mint, 53 mint (2),
54-55 mint (3 each); Valona #7 mint, etc.; great catalogue value and material not seen every day, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Italian Colonies, Mint and Used Stock, 1910-44. Comprehensive stock of a few thousand neatly arranged
according to Sassone in three large stockbooks; loaded with better stamps, only a small sample of which includes (Scott
numbers, mint unless noted) Eritrea #24, 58-64 (never hinged), Manzoni complete (5L lightly hinged but just Fine),
Italian East Africa #17 (never hinged), C2 (2 never hinged), Libya 10 & 12 (never hinged), 61 used, C1-2 (3 never
hinged), Oltre Giuba 18-20, J1-7, Somalia 40-50 (never hinged), 70-77 (3), and much, much more; quantities are
modest, usually not more than 3-5 of a number, and condition is well above average for this type of lot, as can be seen
from the highlights, there is a good amount of never hinged scattered throughout., approximate 90% of stamps being
F.-V.F., 2006 Sassone value approaches €40,000 and is, no doubt, much higher now. A very valuable lot.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Italian Area - Liechtenstein
561

H/m
Italian Colonies, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1892-1950. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions
and prices with only slight duplication, containing (mint original gum, unless noted otherwise): Cyrenaica 59-64 NH,
C6-11, C18-19 used, C24-29 NH, Dalmatia J1-4 NH, Eritrea 4 (2), 5 (3), 6, 11, 21, 22, 24 (3), 46 NH, 47, 49a, 81-87,
105-6 NH, 106 (2 NH), 107A NH, 109-15 NH, 119-33, B4 NH block of four, B29-31, E2, J10a, J12-13, Q1 (2), Postage
for Money, Sassone 1-6, Service Commission, Sassone 1-3, Libya 16 (1 NH, 2 mint), Oltre Guiba J7-8 NH, Postage for
Money, Sassone 1-6, Somalia 20 NH block of four, 41-50, 67a, 83-96, 100-1, 156-63, B1-4, B2-3 used, J7 used, J15-17
NH, J20, J32-41, Q56-64, Tripolitania 73-78 NH, C8-15 used, C21-26 used, C27-28 used, C38-42 used, C43-48 NH,
Vatican City 41-46 and 41-46 used. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally
F.-V.F., A great stock of better singles.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

562

HH/H/m

563

)

564

H/m

565

H

566

H

567

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Impressive Complete Collection, 1912-78. Save only the Agricultural Exhibition souvenir
sheet; everything else is here, in vibrantly fresh condition, all with original gum, some hinged, many never hinged
(including #130-131, C15-C16, etc.); all presented mounted in a Scott Specialty album; regular issues and
commemoratives, Semi-Postals, Airs (including the Zeppelins), Dues and Officials are all present and accounted for; a
remarkable collection, Very Fine, be sure to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

568

H

569

H/m

20

Italian Colonies, Fantastic Mint and Used Collection, 1893-1960. Neatly arranged in two stockbooks
arranged by territory; mint and used (often parallel), with regular and commemorative issues, Airs and other
Back-of-the-Book; much better and unusual material, including British Occupation of Italian Africa issues; a must for the
aficionado, F.-V.F., view to appreciate fully.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italian Africa, Mint Collection, 1912-42. Outstanding collection balance of Italian Colonies General Issues
plus Italian East Africa, Cyrenaica, Libya & Tripolitania in a Marini hingeless album with slipcase; includes plenty of
$50-$100+ sets and singles; a few highlights would include Cyrenaica 5L Manzoni (no gum), Libya 12 (never hinged),
13, 20-31, 62-64, B38-47, B53-54 (never hinged), C1-2 (never hinged), C4-7, Tripolitania C42, etc.; condition, with very
few exceptions, is clean throughout, with a good number of never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1912-1940. Each set in glassines, each
identified with descriptions and prices with only slight duplication, containing (mint, mostly o.g. with the occasional NH,
unless noted otherwise): Aegean Islands 1-2, 1 NH, 2 NH, 12-18, 19-30 used, 32-33 used, C1-3 (3 NH), CE1-2 used,
C15-19, C20-25 used, Caso 9-10, 10, 17-26 (2), Calchi 9-10, Calino 9-10, 17-26, Castellorizo 56 NH, 57 NH, 58 NH,
80-89, Coo 1-8 NH, 1-8, 1-4, 2 (2), 6 NH, 6-8, 10, 17-26, Lero 6 NH, 9-10, 10 NH, 17-26, Lisso 9 NH, 17-26, Nisiro 1-4,
1-4 NH, 5 NH, 6-8, 6-8 NH, 10 (2), 17-26, Patmo 5 NH, 9-10, 17-26, Piscopi 1-8 NH, 5 NH, 17-26, Rhodes 4, 10, 13 (2),
23, 45-53 NH, 64-70 NH, Scarpanto 1-8 NH, 9-10, 17-26, Simi 1-3 NH, 4, 5 NH, 5-8 NH, 9-10, 17-26, Stampalia 5 NH
and Vaglia 1-6 NH. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., a great stock
of better singles. Scott $19,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italian Colonies: Libya, Beautiful, Mostly Mint Hinged Collection, 1912-51. On Scott album pages in
binder; contains Italian Libya #1-15, 16 & 19 (never hinged), 20-31, 47a, 49a, 52a, 54a, 58a (no gum); Italian Tripoli full
set of First through Eighth Samples Fair issues; Italian Cyrenaica #1-4, 5-10, 16 (a Manzoni!), C18-C19, CB1-CB10;
Libya #111 (never hinged), 112-121 (never hinged, 2), 122-134, etc., F.-V.F., a nice collection of tough material.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Italian Colonies: Libya, Beautiful Mint Hinged Collection, 1912-25. On album pages, including Libya
#1-15, 16, 19, 20-21, E3-E6, E7-E8, J1-J10, J11, Q1-Q13 and Cyrenaica #B5-B6, etc., F.-V.F., pretty; inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800

Liechtenstein, Nice Nearly Complete Used Collection, 1912-2012. A small country, perhaps, but it takes
three stockbooks to hold it all; includes Vaduz sheet with certificate and virtually complete Back-of-the-Book material;
duplication throughout, including many better items; high catalogue value material with great profit potential, F.-V.F.,
inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Liechtenstein, Dealer’s eBay Stock, Mostly From 1912-50’s. Each in glassines, each identified with
descriptions and prices, containing: 1a-3a used, 54-69 used, 54-58 NH, 56-69 used, 57-61 used, 59A NH, 60-69 NH,
62-69 NH, 74-80 (2 used), 82-89 (3 used, one set with certificate), 90-94 used, 94 NH, 95a NH, 96 NH, 97a NH, 98-102
NH, 102 NH, 102a used, 104 (2 used), 105 used, 105 var used, 108-10 (1 NH, 1 used), 116-29 used, 130 (2 used),
160-65 (2 used), 238 NH, 247-58 NH, 259a-60a used, 260 used, 264 used, B11-13 (1 NH), C1-6 (2), C7 NH, O9-10
used, Zumstein 2x and 3x. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., a
great stock of better singles. Scott $16,440+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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570

H/m

571

HH/H/m

572

HH/H/m

573

HH/H/m

574

H

575

HH/H/m

576

HH/H

577

HH/H

578

m
Monaco, The Boule-Boule, 1941-76. Modern classics collection on Scott Specialty quadrille pages (earlier
pages are complete through 1940 on Specialty printed pages with only a couple stamps, but includes a VF #9); very
clean and extremely high quality, appears complete, all used, including the elusive post-WWII issues; among the
highlights are #204-208, 209-213, 247-252, 262-273, 288-291, 295-300, 340-349, 371-390, B51-B60, B61-B75,
B96-B99, C21-C26, C27-C29, C36-C9, C40, C41-C43, C44, C55-C58, C69-73, CB7-CB10, CB11-CB14, J28-J38A,
J39-J56, etc., F.-V.F., with better.
Estimate $400 - 600

579

HH/H/m Monaco, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-2010. A few hundred stamps, some better includes 904a, 962a,
1607 (27), C20a, fresh as a daisy, be sure to examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

580

m

Liechtenstein, Stock, 1912-79. Each in glassines, each identified with descriptions and prices, containing:
1-3 (3 mint, 8 used), 1a-3a (2 used), 3 (2 NH), 3a used, 3b used, 57a NH, 60 used, 60a NH, 61 used, 62-69 used, 69 (2
mint, 1 used), 74-80 used, 82-89 mint, 97-101 NH, 102 (2 NH), 103 NH, 104 NH, 114 (2 NH), 131 mint, 356 (2 NH, 1 lh),
B1-3 used, C1-6 (1 NH, 1 used), C8 NH and C15-16 used, generally F.-V.F. Scott $9,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Liechtenstein, Extensive Mint and Used Stock, 1912-95. In a fat stockbook filled with material, including
better such as (never hinged, unless noted) #74-78 mint, 114, 157-159 (3, 1 hinged), 130, 218, 222, 227-235 (3), 237
(2), 239, 243-245 (2), 247-253, 259-260, 259a-260a, 261-263 (2), 266-269 (2), 274-276, 287-288 (2), B4-B6, B19-B21
(2), C9-C13 (2, 1 hinged), C17-C23 (2, 1 hinged), C24-C33, etc., etc., F.-V.F., excellent stock with high catalogue value;
come view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Liechtenstein, Attractive Collection, 1912-90. In two Lighthouse albums with slip cases, containing some
lovely better items, Scott 1-3, 1a-3a used, 111-13, 116-29, B1-13, C1-6, C7-8 and C9-13, mostly o.g., with most stamps
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Liechtenstein, Collection, 1912-80’s. Hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets in new issues glassines and
stockbook with plenty of $10 to $50 items scattered throughout, plus some better items that include 4-9 NH blocks of
four, 63//69 group of six used higher value blocks of four with BPP certificate, 82-87 used, 259-60, B7-10 (5), B11-13,
C9-13, adding up to a higher total catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Lithuania, Independence Collection, 1919-40. Lovely and virtually complete on Scott country pages, with
vast swaths of material mint; 1919 Coat-of-Arms complete mint, 1922 overprints complete, Semi-Postals including a
never hinged block of 4 of #B22, Airmails including several used on piece, Airmail Semi-Postals, plus German and
Russian Occupation issues including a set of #L1-L8 (cancelled to order, each on piece, the set signed and
accompanied by Sismondo 2015 certificate), generally F.-V.F., with better, well worth review. Estimate $800 - 1,200
Lithuania, Highly Complete Collection, 1918-38. Presented in Scott order on four pages (eight sides)
taken from a stockbook; begins with a nice array of typographed issues (including se-tenants of differing values), and
runs virtually complete from there; we note mint #120-122 and 126, 165-173, 176-188, 286-295, 309a, 309b, plus
Semis, Airs, #2N9-2N16, and a handful of post-Soviet First Issues, F.-V.F.+, have a look.
Estimate $300 - 400
Monaco, Very Well Filled Mint Collection, 1885-2015. On sets of homemade pages including #17, 20, the
1933 Louis II quartet (never hinged), 131-144 (never hinged), 159 (never hinged), 288-291 perf and imperf (never
hinged), 333 (never hinged), 904a & 962a (never hinged, both), B19-B23 (2, 1 never hinged), B26-B35 (2), B36-B50 (2,
never hinged), B96-B99 perf and imperf (never hinged), C1 (2), C27-C29, C36-C39 (never hinged), C43; C41a, C42a,
C44a (never hinged); CB7-CB10 & CB11-CB14 (never hinged), J26, never hinged precancels, etc., etc.; a nice
collection, F.-V.F. Yvert €14,500 ($16,380).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Monaco, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1885-1959. Virtually complete for the period in a KABE hingeless
album, includes Scott 1-5, 11-27, 29, 30-446, B1, B2-5, B9-17, B19-99, C1-54, CB1-14, J1-3, and J5-64; also includes
uncut sheets of 291a & B99a, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Netherlands, That Town’s Named Collection, 1867-94. A beautiful old exhibition collection (vermeil) of
town cancels in an album holding homemade pages; sorted by province, with over 1000 stamps in all, including many
better, F.-V.F., a nice collection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Netherlands - Portugal & Colonies
581

HH/H/m

582

H/m

583

HH/H/m Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao, Near-Complete Collection, 1873-1990. Mint or used in a Davo
hingeless album containing #7, 12, 43-44, 74-74a pair, 75-81 (mint), 110-126, 184-187 (mint), C1-C3 (mint), C18-C32
(never hinged), C44-C50, CB1-CB8 (mint), J11-J20, J23a-J27a, etc.; also includes a complete never hinged Aruba
1986-91 collection, F.-V.F., very pretty; inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

584

HH/H/m

585

H/m

586

HH/H
Poland, Collection, 1918-2014. On home-made quadrille pages with a very high level of completion, in five
binders, plus approximately 200 black stock pages of souvenir sheets, 205-14, 246-48, 251, 314-16, 347-56, 909-13
sheetlets of four, B29-29C, B31, B49c, B107, C26d, J7, some offices in Levant, Allenstein, Central Lithuania, Eastern
Silesia, Marienwerder and Upper Silesia. Lovely collection of better than usual quality and good modern issues that can
be so difficult to find these days, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2004 Scott $11,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

587

m

588

H/m

22

Netherlands, Mint and Used Selection, 1852-1953. In a filled stockbook, including many better such as
used #3 (4, 1 with Bergen semi-circle Type A cancel on piece), 6 (2), 12, 18, 33, 105 (2), B54-B57 (3), and mint #48, 52,
69, 74, 80 (2), 102-103, 136 (2), 137-139, 166c, 195, 201, 226-243 (never hinged), 278-281 (never hinged), B1-B3,
B21-B24 (never hinged, 2 sets), B25-B32 (2), B54-B57 (2), B144a-B145a (never hinged), 298-300 (never hinged), plus
syncopated issues (used, mint, never hinged), plus Colonies such as Curaçao, etc., F.-V.F., a lovely collection; viewing
encouraged. NVPH €23,500 ($26,560).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Netherlands & Colonies, Dam Busting Accumulation, 1850’s-1970’s. In a seven large stock books or
albums and six small boxes and a bunch of loose material made up of glassines and album pages, packed with loose
stamps, crammed into glassines and stock pages, some highlights include: decent early Netherlands with a decent
amount of William III spread around several groups of loose pages and collection, but the real value seems to be among
the Colonies issues with some occasional nice early issues, an old time black Elbe stock book packed with Colonies
issues, a section of the European collection albums are highly complete with many complete sets that are often missing
from most collections and so much Scott value worth of some of the more common sets in quantity in glassines and in
partial sheets, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to
generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Netherlands East Indies, Very Well Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1864-1949. Largely parallel in a
Davo album, including mint #1, 6 (no gum), 8, 23-30, 31-37, 59-62, 79, 80, 97, 98, 102a-123a (2), 151-157, 218, 220,
240, 249, GY1-GY7, J4 (repaired), J6, O1-O20, O21-O27, and used #1 (2), 2 (2), 3-16, 97 var (“Java” at top),
102a-123a (Bandoeng), 140a, 151-157, 237, 238, 249, J3-J6, etc; along with a sampling of Indonesia, including
Sunflower numeral stamps imperforate (no gum; NVPH #72-80H) and Netherlands New Guinea, F.-V.F., a nice
collection with very high catalogue value; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Poland, Herculean Accumulation, 1910’s-70’s. In three large boxes and nine smaller boxes, packed with
loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, some highlights
include: a fascinating group of 20+ dealer tear pages of containing quantities of early 1920’s Polish locals with 1921
Aero Targ stamps and many complete sets we have never seen before, several thousand glassines of Polish CTO’s
filling the small boxes and the bottom of one of the larger boxes, another large box containing many stock pages, album
pages and albums of mostly the earlier issues from 1918 through the 1930, crammed together in a huge mass that will
require some sorting time to unravel this hoard and the final box seems to be a hybrid of the previous boxes with large
envelopes full of CTO sheets, large envelopes, stock books, stock pages and old album pages packed with many early
1920’s-1930’s issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of
potential to generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Poland, Nicely Filled Used Collection, 1860-1977. In four Schaubek albums, in which we find better
material such as #1 (2!), 251 (selvage partly missing), 314a-316a, 363, 368, 389, 539, 763 footnoted, 830, B26-B27,
B29, B29C, B31, B105, B106, C26Cd, etc., F.-V.F., a nice lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
Portugal & Colonies, Accumulation / Stock, 1850’s-1970’s. In three large boxes and four small boxes,
with stamps packed into glassines and stock pages, with the occasional album and so many colonies issues that are
just piled into stock pages with lots of earlier King issues, Republica and Ceres issues packed and roughly sorted, in
addition there are many mint sheets including a group of mint sheets that was amassed two or three decades with a
previous owners Scott value of over $1,000, plus the additional mint issues that are scattered about will make a decent
group of mint sheets and multiples, generally F.-V.F., after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of
potential to generate serious value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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589

H/m

590

H/m

591

HH/H

592

HH/H

593

)
Russia, Censored Covers Collection, 1915-73. From the First World War to the Cold War, a compilation of
over 80 covers bearing Russian or Soviet censor marks; some items are from Russia, some to the country, others
simply passed through areas of control; many wartime censors, with a range of tapes and markings, many US-Iran (and
vice-versa) covers bearing Anglo-Soviet-Persian Censorship handstamps (some along with Egyptian or Iraqi markings
as well), internal Soviet mail (both civilian and Feldpost), a few POW items, even three oversize envelopes that
enclosed publications from universities or NASA; nearly every item on its own page, fully annotated and with much
translated, Very Fine overall, we’d tell you more, but XXXX XXXX’X XXXX XX XXXX XX. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

594

H/m

595

)

596

H/m/)
Russia, Gold Star Collection. A lovely group of material, the consignment as received; here we have a
shoebox of stamps and souvenir sheets, the stamps in blocks, the sheets in multiples, all in glassines by issue and
identified by Scott number (some even showing the quantity within); we have a sheet file ranging from items in multiples
to complete Imperial four-pane sheets; a cover album whose contents bear a wide array of frankings (some single,
some colorful multiples) and cancels, with airs, registered, censors, POW, illustrated covers and picture post cards
noted; and finally a 32-page (64-side) Lindner stockbook filled with even more souvenir and miniature sheets, including
a selection of Waterfowl Conservation issues; majority of the holding is U.S.S.R., but there’s a nice array of later
Imperial material to hold your interest as well; our spot check turned up one hinge and one souvenir sheet that might
have had one, but the overarching majority is never hinged, all clean and fresh, Very Fine, a treasure trove for the
dealer, as most items are lightly but usefully duplicated; inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Romania, Substantial Accumulation, 1860’s-1970’s. In three large boxes and four smaller boxes, packed
with loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, some
highlights include: massive amount of glassines and stock books that are jam packed full of stamps from the 1940’s,
50’s, 60’s that add up to substantial catalog value, but the real meat of the collection is in a couple stock books and a
group of loose manila stock pages with many early Prince Carol issues, starting with dozens of early coat of arms,
dozens of early imperf Prince Carol issues and so many other perforated 19th century Prince / King Carol issues as well
as early 20th century pictorial issues that have better Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of
sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Romania, Doh! Mania Collection of Printing Errors. A true one-of-a-kind compilation dating mainly from
the 1918 period of overprints; each item is neatly mounted on an exhibit-size page; includes pre-printing paper folds
(including one of a corner margin pair, used, plus one of the overprint on the gum side); shifted, doubled and inverted
overprints; split and broken overprints, imperforate-between and imperforate-at-margin items, double-line perforations
(as singles, pairs and multiples), color varieties, and more, F.-V.F., with much better, you won’t find another like this
soon; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Romania, Outstanding Collection, 1950-2002. A spectacular collection, neatly arranged in four thick
stockbooks; 20th century is all mint and virtually complete for period mentioned, including some imperfs and lots of
souvenir & miniature sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Very Nice Mint Collection, 1866-1953. A stockbook with nice Imperial selection, plus better
Soviet-era items such as Workers perf and imperf (never hinged), 294-297, 298-301, 302-303 perf and imperf, 382-400,
402-405, 406-408, 411-412, 472-478, 485-486, 487-488, 519-523, 529-530, 540-545, 546-550, 559-568, 569-572,
693-697, 706-712, 1080a-1082a, C12-C13, C15-C19, C26-C33, C34, C37-C39, E1-E3, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Russia, Zemstvo Collection. 450 stamps, neatly arranged in a 32-page (64-side) Lindner stockbook with
plenty of room for expansion; locales run the gamut from Akhtyrka to Zolotonosha, with the vast majority of items mint,
though some used or on piece; most low-denomination items in the 2k to 10k range, but we note one Amur Oblast’ 5R
stamp as well; a wide range of motifs and designs, many multicolored (including the 1812 Centenary issue from Krasny
(2)), with handstamped Deminask 3k and 5k Boguchary and Yelets issues, an overprinted 1k on 3k Zienkov, etc.;
several multiples or position pieces; cancels include manuscript, boxed straightline, c.d.s., ovals in black or violet, and
more; a worthwhile lot, Very Fine overall, one to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russia, WWI Feldpost Collection. Over 190 covers, cards and stationery items in a bulging Lindner cover
album; items come from across the Russian Empire, with a range of town, Red Cross hospital and Unit cancels; large
part picture post cards, with themes running from town views, holiday greetings, pretty women and landscapes, with
scenes from Finland to Poland; most without stamps, but several items are franked; note Petrograd, Irkutsk, Kursk,
Moscow, Wenden, Bryansk, Helsingfors, etc., a few covers with Censor’s tape and markings, etc., etc., Very Fine on the
whole, much of interest; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Russia - San Marino
597

HH/H/m Russia & Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1980. Truly a great collection, with mint 510 pair, 1083a (2),
1145a, 1360a (2), 1747a, 1747b, 1757a, C75a, also a nice grouping of Tannu Tuva with mint 45-52, 61-70, and more,
check this beauty out carefully for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

598

)

599

H/m/)

600

)

601

H/m
Russia, Dealer Stock, 1858-1999. In a red box and a smaller box filled with counter “102" cards and two
dealer counter books of better stamps in tear sheets (with owner’s Scott value for two counter books over $4,500),
containing 10 (2), 18, C39 mint, C53-57, L3, L4, L6, L12b, N1-4 and offices in China 50-59, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

602

H
Russia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1959-94. Housed in pristine Safe stockpages, neatly arranged by
year; there may be the oddball stamp missing, but for all intents and purposes, this is 35 years of Russian philately all in
one place; fresh and bright throughout; perfect for collector or dealer alike, F.-V.F.+, inspection invited. Scott
approximately $4,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

603

H

604

m

605

H/m

606

H/m
San Marino, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1877-1980’s. Each set in glassines, each identified with descriptions
and prices, containing (mostly mint, unless noted otherwise): 3 NH block of four, 7a (2), 15, 143-50, 169-80 and C1-10
used. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., a great stock of better
singles. Scott $5,790 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800

607

H/m
San Marino, Accumulation, 1877-1970. Stamps stacked into row after row old manila stock pages in old
time stock book and stamps crammed into loose glassines, starting with numeral and coat of arms including 4 (4), 24,
28, 29-31 (2), some FDR sets, some better early semi postals and dues and group of partial propaganda stamp sheets,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

24

Russia, Compilation of T.P.O. Covers. Over 130 housed in a Lighthouse cover album; most picture post
cards (some photos, some illustrated), with covers and postal stationery as well; we note uprated postal cards and
entires, Censors, at least one Due, plus one card written in Yiddish (Hebrew?); myriad routes to explore, and not just to
or from Moscow or St. Petersburg: there’s Rostov-Kharkov, Yaroslavl’-Bologoye, Archangelsk’-Vologda,
Irkutsk-Krasnoyarsk, an intra-Latvian Riga-Tukums, etc., etc.; the covers aren’t just domestic, with items addressed to
France, Germany and Denmark, even a Serbia-to-Poland Mlava-Warsaw cancel; a fascinating group, F.-V.F., with
much better throughout.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Russia, Massive Collection Singles, Covers and Sheets, 1950’s-2004. A total of 20 albums with singles
and interspersed philatelic covers in seven albums, starting in 1956, but really starting to gain strength from 1960’s to
2004, sheets are of USSR issues from early 1960’s to 1991 in six albums with each sheet in sheet protector,
additionally, there are six Lighthouse albums that appear to have been intended to upgrade the collection albums, but
the collector never quite moved everything over and finally a dealers stock book of earlier commemorative issues from
the 1950’s, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Railroad Station Cancels Collection. Over 100 items, mostly picture post cards, each cancelled at
various railway stations across the Empire; collector separated double-ring oval from circular cancels; note origins of
Minsk, Ekaterinodar, Reval, Balk’, Irkutsk, Yaroslavl’, Baku, Tula, Wenden, Rostov, St. Petersburg and a Soviet
Leningrad, Kursk, Kiev, Tiflis, Samara, Perm’, Kharkov’, etc.; most items franked by either small Coat-of-Arms or
Alexander III issues; generally fresh and sound, with enough auxiliary markings throughout to hold your interest, Very
Fine group, inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Russia, Serbia & Baltic States, Collection. Mint Estonia N1-N2, Latvia 2N45—2N57, extensive Serbia
collection that includes mint 79-86, 1N1-1N21, plus many used examples, group of mint South Russia including 10, 52,
Russia postal stationery, mint Russia 687-692, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Used Collection, 1956-66. Presented in a Scott album, with most stamps CTO including souvenir
sheets, needs only a hand full to be complete, a great start to a more comprehensive collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Russia: Tannu Tuva, Collection, 1927-1936 Plus 1990’s Modern Issues. On album pages, some
duplication, containing 11-14, 37-38, 39 all mint with long sets including difficult to find issues on three philatelic covers,
a great collection of this increasingly popular area, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,400 (Owner’s). Estimate $600 - 800
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H/m
Scandinavia, Valuable Duplicate Stock, 1870’s-1960’s. Hundreds of stamps representing the back-up
and unmounted part of an extensive collection, all jammed into a 3-ring stockbook; mixed among the quantities of cheap
used stamps are many, many hidden gems with higher catalog value; noted, for example (mint unless noted) Denmark
#6 (used), 33, 51, 132 (never hinged), 133 (2), P9-10, Q7, Q10, Iceland #2, 12 (used), 14, 15, 21, 121, 149 (never
hinged), 181, 272, Finland #4, 7b (used), Sweden #34, 42, 60a, 64, 139-141, 213-227, 248-262, B1-10 (2), O28-40,
etc., condition is pretty typical as you would expect to find among dealer stocks, a great lot for treasure hunting.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

613

HH/H/m Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Desirable lot of easily sale able stamps, with used
Finland B5-B7, B9-B11, Sweden C1-C3, mint Greenland 1-9 blocks of four, 39-40 (2), Iceland 86-91, 240-245 NH
blocks of four, Sweden C1-C3, plus plenty of booklets, a quick viewing will confirm it’s value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

614

H/m

615

HH/H/m Scandinavia: Denmark, Extensive Mint and Used Stock, 1851-2001. A stockbook full of the country along
with Greenland and the Faroe Islands; contains very much better material such as used Denmark #2 (4), 3 (6), 5 (2), 6
(5), 8 (5), 15 (4) and 82 plus mint Denmark #30, 39, 131 (!), 164-175 (2), 246-251 (2), B3-B5 (2), C1, C3, C6-C10 (4), J6,
J24 and Q9, plus mint Greenland #1-9 (4), 13 (2), 14, 17 (2), 18, Q1 and Q2, etc., etc.; fantastic catalogue value, perfect
for the bourse or online dealer, F.-V.F., inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

616

HH/H/m

San Marino, Mint & Used Grouping, 1892-2000. A clean selection of better items, with 83, 111-114, 239,
304, 327-334, 345-354, C63-C71, C75 (2), C117, plenty of sale able items, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Scandinavia, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1895-1990’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of
glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a
dollar to a little over $100, consisting of Denmark (including 121, 139, 793-815, B3-B5), Faroe Islands, Finland, Aland,
Greenland (including 39-40), Iceland (including 232-35, B5, C15-C20), Norway (including 168-76, 187-198, 199-202A,
B24) and Sweden, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $13,650+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia, Dealer Stock, 1851-1990’s. Approximately 525 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in nine
dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a couple
dollars to over one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete commemorative
sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Denmark 15 used, 152 used, J1-7, P1-10 used,
Faroe Islands, Finland 45 used, Aland, Iceland 19, 86-91, 102, 173-75, 213-16, B1-4 (10), C4-8, C15-20, C27-29 (2),
Greenland 1-9, 10-18, 21, Norway 275-78, 370-74, Sweden 14 used, 222 used, B1-10 (2) and O2, A, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $9,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Scandinavia, Almost Complete Mint Never Hinged Collections, 1970-95. Three albums covering the
entire region: Åland, Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden; high face and catalogue values, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Scandinavia, Accumulation of Singles and Plate Blocks, 1850’s-1990’s. In old glassines and envelopes
that appear to have been stored away for many decades, containing Norway never hinged group of full sheets and
partial sheets from early 1940’s, some balance collections on Scott or quadrille pages with many complete sets with
Denmark (used up to 1990’s), Iceland and Norway on album pages with many complete sets, many unsorted glassines
that appear to have been sold as new issues with many complete never hinged sets from the 1970’s and 1980’s and a
small group of auction cards that include Iceland 75 mint, 144-48, Norway 19, 23, 133-35 mint blocks of four, 136//144
group of mint blocks of four and Sweden LX2 (faulty), a great little lot that is sure to have some more little hidden
treasures lurking about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Scandinavia: Finland, Fine Collection to 1975. Filling six double-sided stockbook pages, neatly arranged
in Scott order; includes a 5k Posthorn imperforate (just in at bottom) on small piece, a selection of Serpentines (some
better-toothed than others), a nice array of Coat-of-Arms issues including #26d mint (crease) and 27a, Lions running
Rampant, overprints, commemoratives, Semis, Airs (including a Zeppelin overprint used), even a few Military and
Parcel Post stamps; earlies mostly used, providing a nice range of cancel types and stamps shades, with post-WWII
items a mix of mint and used; minor duplication, F.-V.F., worth review.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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617

H/m

618

H/m

619

H
Scandinavia: Iceland, Collection, 1876-1954. Mounted or hinged to Scott specialty pages, containing a
strong mint collection of the early key issues of Iceland, with early numeral type set 3a//50a (9 values of different values
or colors), 34-44B, nine different “I GILDI” values, 86-91, 92-98, 99-107, 144-48, 152-66, 170-75, 193-94, 203-8B,
213-16, 217-28, 229-31, 232-35, 246-52, 257-68, 273, 274-77, 284-86, C4-8, C9-11, C15-20, C27-29, early 1876/1898
official type set (one of each denomination), O13-19, O31-38, O40-49 and O53-62, condition appears better than usual,
a great collection to build upon as this has many of the difficult early sets or a great collection to fill in the holes of your
existing collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

620

HH/H/m

621

HH/H/m

622

HH/H/m

623

HH/H/m

26

Scandinavia: Finland, Powerful, High Quality Collection, 1860-1990’s. High level of completion to 1960,
scattered thereafter, neatly assembled on Scott pages into parallel mint and used sections, with some additional pages
added for varieties, etc. Beginning with a very select showing of premium, mostly “full tooth” classics, with better mint
like Scott 6 (2), 9 and 12, plus exceptional used like 4, 5 (3), 5a (2), 9 (3), 9a (2), 10 (5), 10a (2), 10b (2) and 10d, plus
excellent mint from there, with specialized Arms issues like 78b and 94a (each Rare), 83-110, plus varieties and plate
flaws etc. From there, the collection has good runs of mint sets, semi-postals, etc., generally F.-V.F., lovely, high quality
lot, well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Scandinavia: Iceland, Dealer’s eBay Stock, Mostly From 1876-1950’s. Each set in glassines, each
identified with descriptions and prices, containing: 12 mint, 17a used, 34-44B mint, 75-76 LH, 76 LH, 86-91 (2 used), 91
used, 91 NH corner margin pair, 99-107 used, 99-107 mint, 103 used, 108-24 mint, 125 mint, 126 mint, 127 mint, 131-38
used, 137-38 used, 140 used, 144-48 LH, 146-48 LH, 149 used, 150 LH, 152-66 mint, 181 mint, 184 mint, 203-8B NH,
208d NH, 222 NH, 229-31 NH, 232-36 NH, 240-45 (2 used), 257-68 mint, 273 LH, 273 NH, C1-2 (3 used), C4-8 used,
C4-8 mint, O40-47 mint and O56-62 used. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition.,
generally F.-V.F., a great stock of better singles. Scott $11,450+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Scandinavia: Norway, Stunning Collection, 1855-1968. On Scott Specialty pages with everything—mint
or used—neatly mounted; a lovely four-margined #1 starts us off, followed by complete sets through 1878; from there,
the number of stamps missing (or present used) can be counted on one hand; a full run of Posthorns (less one), Polar
Bear & Plane complete, Rampant Lions (plain and with “V” overprints), Norwex overprints; Semi-Postals from the first
issue on, including #B24 (never hinged), plus Airs, Dues and Officials complete, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a
must-see.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Norway, Nice Collection, 1855-1975. On five pages (10 sides) of nine-row stockbook;
begins with a four-margined #1 (cut close all around, but the margins are there), followed by #2-4, 6-10, 11-15,
Posthorns (with shades and overprints; one with a full socked-on-the-nose Christiania Local Post cancel), Haakon VII
issues (#70-73 mint), Polar Bear & Plane complete used, “V”-overprints mint, “Norwex” overprints never hinged; Semis
including #B1-B10 mint, B24 never hinged; used Airs, mint and used Dues, and an array of mint and used
Officials—even a used Revenue and mint Tromsø Local; bright and fresh throughout, F.-V.F. with better, inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scandinavia: Norway, The Borkum Riff Collection. Very special collection of over 800 19th-century
Norwegian By-Post (Local Posts) stamps from 18 different towns, in a 64-page deluxe alligator leather Lighthouse
linen-hinged glassine-sleeved stockbook; some duplication, a few blocks and larger multiples, but dozens and dozens
of varieties, many identified and catalogued, including color, shade, perforation, overprint, surcharge, plate and die
types…even including some imperforates and proofs; strongest towns are Arendal, Bergen, Drammen, Holmestrand,
Tromsø, Trondhjem, Tønsberg and Aalesund; the largest by far is the Trondheim section, which is enormously
specialized, including mint and used examples, with much descriptive text, plus one very scarce small notecard-size
cover and one other front, both addressed and tied by c.d.s. handstamps, F.-V.F. with much better, needless to say, a
one-of-a-kind collection of this difficult-to-find and extremely desirable material.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Scandinavia: Norway, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1970. A collection in two albums, the first is a
Lighthouse album with mostly used to 1970 and mint there after, the second is a Lighthouse hingeless album with used
12, 15, 19-20, 28, mint 60, B5-B8, B50-B53, the mint material is fresh & clean, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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H/m
Scandinavia: Sweden, The Absolut 200-Proof Collection, 1855-1940. Stunning and virtually complete,
on Scott Specialty pages; numerous nice cancels and several socked-on-the-nose strikes on the Classics, many with
condition and centering better than usually encountered; many items are “shingled” (multiple examples with items
hinged under top item, often mint on top of used); includes: #1b and 2-4, continuing with Arms II, Lying Lions, Circle
Types (perf 13 & 14 and posthorned), Oscars, GPO, Gustavs all virtually complete, Standing Lions, Gustavus
Adolphus, Gustav Vasa, Crown & Posthorns, and on and on and on; especially of note, the 1924 Postal Congress
(#197-212) and UPU (#213-227) sets each mint complete and used complete (used are minus top value); extremely
strong Back-of-the-Book, complete except for #C4; all Semis (#B11 never hinged), Dues and Officials, plus #LX1 (2)
and LX2, F.-V.F. with better, examine this one.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

625

HH/H/m

626

HH/H/m

627

H
Scandinavia: Sweden, Stock, 1862-1950’s. Each in glassines, each identified with descriptions and prices,
containing (used, unless noted otherwise): 14, 26, 28, 40-44, 48, 49, 67-73, 126-38, 145-63, 164-66, 167-88, 197-212,
213-28, 229, 248-62, 293-98, 297a-98a, C8c and LX1. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or
condition, generally F.-V.F., a great group of better singles. Scott $8,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

628

HH/H

629

)
Spain, Stampless Cover Collection, Mostly Early 19th Century. 80+ different covers and folded letters of
various dates, rates, postal markings, cities, etc. sorted into postal region with many interesting usages not usually seen
in the U.S., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

630

HH/H/m

631

HH/H/m Spain & Portugal, Mint & Used Collection With Colonies, 1850-1985. A super lot with excellent classics,
also includes Portugal 594a, 649a, 670a, Q1-Q12, Azores J30-J48, Mozambique Company C1-C15, Spain 585c (2),
787-791, some mixed condition in the earlies, otherwise F.-V.F., worth a long look.
Estimate $500 - 750

632

H/m
Spain & Colonies, Enormous Accumulation, 1850-1970’s. In a couple large boxes and six smaller boxes,
packed with loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, some
highlights include: early classics with many early Isabella through Alfonso XIII issues in albums or packed into the
occasional glassine, there are some interesting section of two stock books of manila stock pages with many early
classical issues in quantity, two nice Davo albums with a fair level of completion some Colonies sections and the area
the really caught our eye was a couple boxes and a few stock pages of unusual 1930’s civil war issues that can be so
difficult to find, most are not Scott listed, so they can be a fascinating area of study, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after
just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Scandinavia: Sweden, Swear Ya Want It Collection, 1855-1957. Starting with #2 and needing just a
handful of items for completion; majority used through 1878, with mint thereafter; note Rings, a bright 1Kr Oscar,
General Post Office, 1920s issues nearly complete (and unchecked for papers), a 110öre Crown & Posthorn line pair,
UPU issues complete, Parliament and Postal Service Anniversaries, Semi-Postals including Landstormen overprints
and Gustaf V 70th Birthday, Airs with #C1-C3, C5 and a four-sided 20Kr Swans; nice Officials and Parcel Posts, etc.,
F.-V.F. with better throughout, definitely worth a look.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Sweden, Sweet Collection, 1855-1975. Neatly presented in Scott order on 19 sides (10
pages) pulled from a Lighthouse stockbook; a presentable used #2 starts us off, with öre-value Arms following, Rings
and Kings, a pretty GPO used, Lions Lying and Standing, Posthorns, etc. (unchecked for paper and watermark types),
full UPU sets mint including the 5Kr values, Postal Tercentenary mint complete (some duplicated used), and solid
1930s onward; we note Landstormen overprints, Airs including two used four-sided 20Kr Swans (different printings),
Dues, lovely Officials, even four triangular Göteborg Locals; generally clean with a nice mix of mint and used, the early
used providing a nice array of cancel locals and types, 6, F.-V.F. or better, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Spain, Civil War Issues, 1936-38. On stockpages, a beautiful mint (hinged and never hinged) collection with
various better material, such as Burgos, La Linea de la Concepcion (violet and black overprint), Huévar, Lugo,
Ponteveda, etc.; very nice quality, with high catalogue value to boot, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Spain & Portugal, Dealer Stock, 1850-1965. In two counter books, better mint with Spain 406-414,
877a-878a, C12-C17, Spanish West Africa C2-C8, Portugal 24, 169, 183, 396-397, 717-720, 747-748, 761-775, Macao
337, a meaty little lot, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $4,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H
Spain & Colonies, Collection, 1854-1976. Mounted with old time Crystalline mounted on Minkus pages in
two albums, sparse to moderate until 1940’s and mostly complete from late 1940’s to 1976, with highlights that include:
Spain 359-70, 1930 Goya and Columbus sets, 433-48, 478-87, 522-23, 623-34, B1-10, B14-18, B19-23, B47-53,
B55-63, B74-105, B108E perf and imperf, B108L, C6-11, C12-17, C50-57, C92-96, E9, Andorra 11, Cape Juby 50-51,
90-105, Fernando Po 170-80, Spanish Guinea 209-19, 220-33, 305-18, Spanish Morocco 214-29, E10 and L1-11.,
o.g., some never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

634

H/m
Switzerland, Stock, 1850-1950’s. Each in glassines, each identified with descriptions and prices,
containing (used, unless noted otherwise): 7a, 8, 10, 12 (4), 21, 30, 42 (4), 43b (2), 48 (4), 47, 50 (2), 50a (3), 52a (2),
56a (2), 58 (3), 63 (2), 64 (3), 65 (2), 81, 84c (3), 87b (2), 88 mint, 89 (3), 91, 92, 93, 98-100 (2 NH), 141 (3 NH), 142a
block of four, 179a (2 NH), 180a (3 NH), 189 (10 NH), 200-3 mint, 200a-3a LH, 214-15 (10 NH), 240-41 (2 NH blocks of
four), 302-5, 352 NH singles, 352a, 352a NH, B2-3 (4 NH), B4-6, B10-11 NH blocks of four, B21-24 NH blocks of four,
B77-79 blocks of four, B105, B116 (2), B119 (2), B143 (2), B144 (2 NH), B173 blocks of four, B206 (1 used, 2 NH), 1O8
used on piece, Zumstein listed se-tenant pairs: K1, K7II, Z2 (2), Z3 (2), Z41/I, Z9, Z9 mint, Z10-11 (7), Z15, Z33-33f and
Z34b-34e. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition, generally F.-V.F., a great group of
better singles. Zumstein 38,900 SFr ++.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

635

H/m

636

HH/H/m Switzerland, Dealers Stock, 1862-1990. Thousand of mint & used stamp on stock pages and in boxes,
inexpensive stock for your inventory, better mint includes 67, 68 (3), 82, 83 (3), 86, 95a, 110, 202, 371a, 428 (20), 530,
locals and revenues, B2-B3, B4-B6, B12-B14 blocks of six, B89 (13), B130 (6), used includes 98-100, B2-B3, B4-B6,
B7-B9 (7), B12-B14 (8), B15-B17 (17), B21-B24 (4), B130 (5), B146-B149 (12), along with loads of Officials, varieties
and mint blocks, and this barely scratches the surface of what awaits you, meticulous inspection will be rewarded,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

637

H/m

638

H/m

639

HH/H/m

640

H/m

28

Switzerland, Collection, 1843-1972. Nicely filled Schaubek hingeless album, numerous better used, with
Scott 1L2, 1L4 (APS cert, thin), 1, 7, 8, 10 (4), 12 (3), useful seated Helvetia (including imperfs 36-38, 40) and standing
Helvetia, B4-6, B178, B206, 1O1-8, Mint 2L2, 88b, 226 (margin thinned), 293-305, B80 NH, B105, B116 NH, B130-31
NH, B143 NH, B206 NH, etc., usual mixed condition notably in the classic period, generally F.-V.F., well worth a close
look.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1949. Valuable, neatly mounted collection of
1200 stamps in a Biella album, with 1000 Swiss and the balance Liechtenstein; Swiss used mainly before 1907, with a
wealth of better mint including the NABA souvenir sheet, Pax set and much more including Zusammendrücke,
Semi-Postals, Airs with the 1913 issues, Officials with much League of Nations, and more desirable material; some
mixed condition on earlier issues but overall exceptional quality, F.-V.F. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Collection, 1854-1971. Mostly mint, except for a few of the early classic issues, in Scott
Specialty album, containing notable items that include six imperf seated Helvetia, a couple of which are mint, nearly
complete mixed mint and used perforated seated Helvetia (the following are mint unless noted otherwise) 76, 80, 82-87
(unchecked for type), 93, 95-97, 98-102, 113-18 (unchecked for perforations), 124-25 (unchecked for perforations),
126-45, 182-85, 206, 209, 242, 243-46, 293-305, 376-77, B1-79, B80, B105, B116, B119, B130-32, B143-44, B178,
B206, B297, C3-12, C13-15, J16-17, J21-28, O37-47, 1O1-8, 1O9-16, 2O70-90, 3O83-93, 4O1-21, 5O6-25, 6O1-8 and
7O1-20. Overall a useful meaty collection, strong in mint issues, with the good early regular issue sets, the better early
semi postals and semi postal souvenir sheets and a good section of officials, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Switzerland, Solid Collection, 1850-1975. From a Zurich Cantonal (#1L5 used, three-sided) through
Official issues for the Society of Nations and its agencies, all neatly arrayed on 10 pages (20 sides) pulled from a
stockbook; pretty shields, heavenly Helvetias (both Standing and Seated; many in shades), the Tells, Scenes, etc.,
mostly used though with some mint; also note Pax set complete mint (less Semi-Postal, used), a mint Aarau souvenir
sheet, strong Semi-Postals (early sets mostly used), 1940 and 1942 Fair souvenir sheets mint, plus Stamp Centenary,
Schweizer Spende and Imaba sheets mint, Airs including #C1-C2 and C3-C12 mint, used Dues (several complete
sets), etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout, much of interest; viewing encouraged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Dealer Stock, 1850-2000. Approximately 210 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in five
dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a couple
dollars to over $1,000, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a
few used highlights include: 3, 8 (3), 10, 11, 30, 35, 301 (2), B2-3, B4-6, 2O39-41 and mint highlights include: 410-11,
C45 NH block of four, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
info@kelleherauctions.com
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HH/H
Switzerland, Collection, 1900’s-60’s. Neatly mounted in two hingeless Lighthouse albums with many great
mint fresh complete sets, with highlights, Scott 200a-203a NH, 206, 210-15 NH, 219-25 NH, 226, 242 NH, 244-46 NH,
293-305 NH, 376-77, B10-40, B80 NH, B105, B119, B130-32, B143 NH, B144 NH, B178 NH, B206 NH, B297, C27-34
NH, C43-44 NH, 4O1-21, 5O6-25 NH, an exceptional quality collection of the middle period between classics and
modern face value issues, o.g., many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

642

H/m/)

643

HH/H/m Switzerland, Pro Juventute, 1912-64. Very extensive stock, never hinged, mint and used; useful
duplication for bourse or online selling, with most stamps in quantities of six to eight each, mint or used; profit potential
with this popular material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

644

HH/H/m

645

)

646

H/m
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1977. In Scott Specialty pages in Specialty album with stock pages for
duplicates, starting with a couple Cantonal reprints, six early coat of arms issues, 50 plus early imperf seated Helvetia
issues with various threads, mint and used small seated Helvetia with various perfs and watermarks in quantity to 1 Fr.
with many duplicates on stock pages, various perforation’s of standing Helvetia, UPU Allegory sets in quantity with
various cancels and shades, William Tell’s son and William Tell issues including large blocks and se-tenants, 181-85,
303, 304, 376-77 mint, B2-3, B4-6 (2), B7-9 used, B21-24 used, B25-28 used, C13-15, early ultramarine postage dues
in quantity, a page of various labels and telegraph stamps, many better value singles, especially among the classical
issues that add up to high cumulative Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

647

H/m

648

H/m
Switzerland, Collection / Accumulation, 1850’s-1960’s. Mostly used, in two old time stock books and a
Scott specialty album, filled with better early classic issues, containing eleven early coat of arms issues, 60+ imperf
seated Helvetia with various treads, a couple pages of perforated seated and standing Helvetia that are sorted by
denomination and unchecked for better perforations, including a few possibly better mint stamps, a stock page filled
with just the UPU allegory issue (mint and used), B297 mint, a nice meaty collection waiting for a knowledgable Swiss
collector to sort everything out., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

649

H/m
Switzerland, Accumulation, 1849-1995. Group of mini collections, starting with a Swiss collection in Linder
hingeless album, containing a couple early coat of arms and some nice mint issues starting with some William Tell
issues to nice complete mint semi-postal sets, then we see a nice group of Swiss mint and used revenues on five stock
pages, including Cantonal and Communal varieties and a nice stock book of mint and used postage and semi-postal
issues between 1920-1995, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

650

HH/H

651

HH/H/m

Switzerland, Sweet Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2010. Mounted in five volumes and various pages, with
used 352a (2), B130 (2), B131, B132, B143, B144 (2), B178 on cover, B206 first day cover, mint with B131, B143,B144,
B178 (2), officials, stockbook of mint & used airmails, a wealth of easily sale able material, examination urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Switzerland, Mint & Used Assortment, 1845-1965. Housed in display cards includes used 7, Seated
Helvetias, Pax Issue less 1FR, mint 242, 304 NH, 352, B80, B116, B130, B132, B144, B206, C1, a useful and desirable
selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Postal History, 1909-85. Over 200 covers and cards, with first day covers, airmails,
commercial covers, special cancels, etc., please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1979. On Biella Neher hingeless pages, each stamp identified by Michel
numbers, starting with four early coat of arms issues, eleven imperf seated Helvetia including Scott 36-40, various
perforations of standing Helvetia, 98-100, 181-85, 256-67 used, 293-305 used, 10c brown semi postal precursor,
B1-B52 used, B89 used, B105 used, B116 used, B119a and B229a mint, useful collection with plenty of better stamps
and souvenir sheets that will quickly add up in Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

Switzerland, Collection, 1938-70. Neatly mounted in two hingeless Lighthouse albums with many great
mint fresh complete sets, with highlights, Scott 242, 293-305, 376-77, B104, B119, B130-32, B143, B144, B178, B206,
C27-34, C43-44, an exceptional quality collection of the middle period between classics and modern face value issues,
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600
Switzerland, Substantial Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1860-1995. Six volumes and some stockpages, with
used Seated & Standing Helvetias, dozens of mint blocks of four from 1940 to 1975, mint & used airmails, postage dues,
Officials, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Vatican City, Large Stock / Accumulation, 1930’s-70’s. Three small boxes plus a group of loose glassines
and envelopes filled with blocks and sheets with sets in quantity, even as low as a few dollars a set, with the thousands
of sets here, it quickly adds up to significant Scott value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Area Collections
653

HH/H/m

654

H/m

655

HH/H

656

H/m

657

HH/H

658

H/m

30

Baltic States, Well-Filled Mint and Used, Partly Parallel Collection, 1918-97. In three Ka-Be albums,
featuring (mint, unless noted) Estonia #108-111, 129-130, B11a-B12a (used), B20-B23, B324-B27, B32-B35, B39a;
Latvia #B24-B28, B34-B39 imperforate, B46-B50 perf and imperf (used), B46-B50 imperforate, B82-B86 perf and
imperf, B87-B91, C1-C2, C1a-C2a, CB1-CB2, CB1a-CB2a, CB3-CB5 (never hinged), CB18-CB20, CB21-CB24,
CB21a-CB24a; Lithuania #176-188, 256a-263a, 264-271, 272-277B, 272a-272Ba, B16-B26, B30//B42, B47-B50
(never hinged), C47-C54, C47a-C54a, C55a-C62a, C63-C70, C63a-C70a, etc., F.-V.F., inspection encouraged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Benelux & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1849-1980’s. Approximately 630 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in
fourteen dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a
couple dollars to approximately one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many
complete commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Belgian Congo,
Belgium 1 used, 212-15 used, B107-13, B123-24, B125-31, B156-62, B544-46, B547-54, B561-66, Surinam 152-58
NH blocks of four, Ruanda-Urundi, West Irian, Luxembourg O50 used, O74 used, Netherlands 18 used, B25-32,
Netherland Antilles, Netherland Indies, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Benelux, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1894-2010. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines and dealer
“104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to a little over $100,
consisting of Belgian Congo, Belgium (including 119 x2, B199, B515-20, B561-66, Q388-Q406), Ruanda-Urundi,
Luxembourg, Netherlands (including 145), Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands Indies, Netherlands New Guinea,
Surinam, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $6,950+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe, Collection With a Few Strays From Other Areas, 1850-2003. A great frame work collection of 34
mostly Scott Specialty albums of mostly Europe with a few hitchhikers that were accumulated along the way as different
interests evolved with completion ranging from mostly complete to mostly empty, generally Eastern Europe, France,
Germany and Thailand have higher level of completion and Western European colonies album sparse, albums consist
of Eastern Europe: Albania, 1 and a half albums of Austria and Area, two albums of Bulgaria, one and a half albums of
Czechoslovakia, four albums of Poland, the first one in a stock book with a nice section of Cracow issues overprinted on
Austrian issues, two unusual 1921 air post labels and B29, two albums of Romania, a couple volumes of Russia,
Turkey, Western Europe with Colonies: two British Commonwealth albums, one album of Canada and Provinces with
pages to 1997 and one album of Australia and States with pages to 1983, France group of German, Lindner and KABE
hingeless pages from 1964//1986 and pages from old time collection and a small stock book with perf and imperf
Napoleans and Ceres, Peace and Commerce including 83, 126, an album of French Colonies, Italy and Colonies,
Germany, Portugal and Colonies, Spain with two albums of Spanish Colonies, Vatican City and Miscellaneous strays:
An album of Algeria, two albums of Israel from 1948-2003, album of Philippines, an album of Thailand with a high level of
completion to 2000, if you have been looking to broaden or upgrade your albums, you should look at this collection,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Europe, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1914-90’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines
and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to a little
over $100, consisting of Eastern Europe: Albania, Armenia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia (including 629-34), Serbia, Yugoslavia (including 461-68 x2
sets) and Western Europe (and Colonies): Spanish Andorra, Austria, Cape Juby, Cape Verde, Crete, Greece,
Liechtenstein, Portugal (including 594a), Spain (including C55a), Spanish Guinea, Spanish Sahara, Switzerland
(including 5O25) and Thrace, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $9,950+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe, Stock of Austria, Poland and Russia, 1858-1993. 3,000 to 4,000 “102" cards of sets and singles,
Austria over 500 cards with some sets over $40 each, Poland, approximately 1,000 cards from 1918-1982 with the
usual topical heave areas, Russia approximately 1,500 to 2,000 cards with approximately one third of the cards before
1960 (with mixed CTO’s and mint issues) and the other two thirds after, the previous owner has not been in business for
several decades, so the catalog value is 20 to 30 years out of date, so a spot check will be in order to estimate how much
the current Scott value has increased. Scott $6,000 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
info@kelleherauctions.com
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H/m

660

HH/H/m Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1944. Many hundreds of mint & used stamps mounted in a
Schaubek album, decent coverage throughout with some better used includes Belgium 251-253, Denmark 2-4, France
C1-C2, Iceland 144-148, C3, Italy 413-418, Russia 583-588, mint Iceland C9-C11, a great start for a larger collection,
inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

661

H/m/)

662

HH/H

663

H/m/)

664

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Immense Accumulation, 1860’s-1970’s. Five large boxes, packed with loose stamps,
stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, the occasional album or stock book, and full sheets with some
unusual items that include: three boxes full of Bulgaria, an envelope full of revenue issues on manila stock pages, a box
full of quantities of Scott unlisted 1945 Croatia Anti Tito - Government in Exile issues, nine old time stock books packed
with earlier stamps of Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia and Yugoslavia, partial sheets of earlier Albania Churchill and FDR
issues and Croatia birds issues, many sheets of unissued Albania 1920’s double eagle issue with and without TAKSE
overprints and so many loose issues from various Southeastern Europe countries in glassines or roughly grouped in
stock pages, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to
generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

665

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Dealer Stock, 1910’s-80’s. Approximately 975 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in
twenty four dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from
a couple dollars to approximately one hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many
complete commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Albania, Armenia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina 30-45 NH, Bulgaria 1029 imperf, Czechoslovakia 187-91 NH blocks of four, Bohemia and
Moravia 1-19 (1 set used on piece and 3 mint sets), Estonia, Far East Republic, Hungary 462-65 (2 used sets), 486,
C1-2 (3), B80-87 (4), C26-34 used, C35-44, Kazakhstan, Latvia CB18-20, Lithuania 176-88, Moldavia, Montenegro,
Poland B11-14, C26A-26C, Raseiniai, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, South Russia, Ukraine Karpate, Western
Ukraine and Yugoslavia, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $9,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

666

H/m

667

HH/H/m

Europe, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1869-2000’s. Each in glassines, each identified with descriptions and prices,
containing: Belgian Congo 290-91, 293-97, Belgium 435-45, B514, France Yvert 123c, 316-19, 493 (6), 1066-71 (12),
2074-75, Luxembourg 272-77 (6), Poland N76-90, Spanish Andorra 11 used, Turkey 23, 59-60, 77, 314B and P690.
Owners catalog value is $6,400++. Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally
F.-V.F., a great group of better singles.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Europe, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-1980. Thousands of mint & used stamps held in 10 volumes, includes
volume of mint France, volume of used France, volume of mint Germany, DDR volume, Scandinavia volume, mint
Netherlands volume, and much more, stock up now while the prices are low, enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Europe, Massive Face Value Hoard, Mostly 1980’s-2000. Large box full of stamps from mostly Western
European countries with a bit of Israel and Russia year sets (a few Russian CTO’s), mostly from the 1980’s and 1990’s
with a few 1970’s issues, a group of mint sets on dealer “102" cards in display folders, with a little sorting and adding,
there will be much face value or popular modern sets to add to your inventory, generally F.-V.F.Estimate $500 - 750
Europe & Colonies, Holding of Mint & Used, 1860-1973. On auction pages, display cards and in glassines,
better includes mint Netherlands Antilles 4, used with Belgium 9, Norway 2, Sweden 26, Portugal 12a, Denmark #4 on
cover, Spain 191-198, an excellent money maker at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Eastern Europe and Russia, Massive Group of Dealer Tear Sheets, Mostly 1960’s-80’s. Hundreds,
around 800-1,000, identified by Scott number and a decades old prices, sheets appear to have been off the market for
many years and the stamps were probably in a new issue stock until the early to mid 1980’s when they were just put in a
box and forgotten for these last three or four decades, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good opportunity at around 50¢ a
page, who knows what the value could be now?
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Eastern), Collection, Mostly From 1930’s-1980’s. Hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets in new
issues glassines and loose dealer pages with plenty of $10 to $50 items scattered throughout, plus some better items
that include: Hungary 486 (2), Poland C26A-C first day cover, Romania 881-83 blocks of four and other better items
adding up to a higher total catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Europe (Eastern), Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in a
box, includes Baltic Countries, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, heavy on Turkey & Russia, don;’t miss the boat the second
time through, lots of complete sets and topical material, come on down, grab a chair and inspect a while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

669

H/m
Europe (Western), Accumulation, 1870’s-1960’s. In two large stock books, one stock book with San
Marino (Scott $15,028 with Scott 1-24, 40-76, 115-33 (missing one value), 134-38, 139-42, 143-50, 151-54, 169-80,
C1-10, C11-16, J1-9, J10-18, J37-51) and Liechtenstein (Scott $8,868 with Scott 1-3, 54-69, 82-89, 94-107, 108-10,
114 used, 115, 116-29, B1-10, C1-6, C7-8, C9-13, C15-16, O1-8, O9-10) and the other stock book containing
Greenland (Scott 3,949, with Scott 10-18, 19-27, 22a-27a, 28-38), Iceland (Scott $10,986 with nice numerals ‘1 GILDI’
overprints, 86-91 used, 144-48, 152-66, 170-75, 203-08B with extra perf vanities, 213-16, 232-35, O53-67), Karelia
(Scott $400 with Scott 1-15), Estonia (Scott $3,227 with Scott 90-104, 105-7, 117-33) and Denmark (Scott $6,668 with
some good imperf Royal Emblems, numerals, 82 used, 85-131 used, 135 used, group of 27 ore surcharges, 164-75
used singles and blocks of four, 181-91, 210-19, C1-5 used), a useful collection that can easily be broken down into
dealer stock or for Ebay, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $49,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

670

HH

671

H/m

672

Europe (Western), The KQP Collection of Autographs and Letters, 1628-1910. Including Kings, Queens
and Princes(ses); the earliest items comprised of four letters from Maximilien I, Emperor of Germany, though the
majority of items run from the end of the 18th to the start of the 20th centuries; includes Maximilien I of Bavaria (10
items), German Princess de Beauharnais (2); the Leuchtenberg family, Maximilien (Grand Duke of Russia), Joséphine
(Queen of Sweden & Norway), Auguste (King of Portugal); Charles Théodore (King of Bavaria), Prince William VI of
Orange (Duke of Luxembourg), Eugenie de Hohenzollern (Princess of San Marino; 2), plus Napoléon-related
François Arago (French Minister of War), brothers Joseph (older) and Lucien (younger; handstamped signature), an
1813 letter (with transcription) from the Baron of Grenoble to his wife, stamped Grande Armée (following the Russian
campaign), Napoléon IV; plus a letter from Louis of Monaco requesting (nearly begging) to be allowed to return home
(the last accompanied by a later note discussing Louis’ falling out with his father over daughter Charlotte, born
“illegitimate”); all but Emperor Maximilien’s in French, a treasure trove for the historian.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

673

H/m

32

Europe (Western), Europa 2006 Investment Lot. 34 issues from 13 countries celebrating Europa CEPT’s
50th Anniversary; sets and sheetlets, perforated and imperforate—all present in quantities of 1000; these are mainly
from smaller countries and more recent members of CEPT, many of which are incredibly hard to find in the market:
Georgia, Bosnia, Croatia, Montenegro, Turkish Cyprus, Albania, Macedonia, etc.; face value alone is around €116,000,
Very Fine, a magnificent lot with huge profit potential for approvals, bourse dealers, eBayers, etc.; list of contents with
lot. Michel approximately €572,000 ($646,360).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Europe (Western), Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. In five Minkus specialty albums, containing Austria 1-5,
6-11, 17-21, 22-26, 34-40, 110-27, 128-44, 164-67, 380, B87-92, B106-9, B110, B110a, B112-17, B132-37, B138-41,
B260-63, B269-71, C12-31, C54-60, strong Austria offices Levant, M1-21, M22-48, mostly complete Lombardy and
Venetia with 1-6, 7-12, 13-14, 15-19, 20-24, some Italian occupation of Austria stamps, interesting group of revenues
and labels, Belgium 171, B106, Bosnia & Herzegovina 46-61, 65-85, France with respectable Ceres and Napoleon
perfs and imperfs with 20, 37, 109-32, B11 mint, B66-67, C15, nice little group of German States and German Colonies,
interesting Italian occupation issues, Liechtenstein 68-69, B1-3, C1-6 used on pieces, Luxembourg 1, a couple imperf
coat of arms, 55, Memel, Netherlands 1-3, 7a-12, 90-101, Poland 1, Saar, Sweden 197-211, Switzerland starting with
seven imperf seated Helvetia’s, UPU Allegory set, 305 used. 376-77 mint, nice early used semi postals, B80 mint, B144
mint and B178 mint, nice old time group that appears to have been off the market for nearly five decades and is now
back to bring enjoyment to a new collector, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Europe (Western) with Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Approximately 750 dealer tear pages,
neatly organized in fifteen dealer counter books plus a few loose pages, with many great fresh complete sound sets with
2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a couple dollars to several hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the early
classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted
otherwise): Austria with several of the better post WWII issues, B87-92 used, B93-98, B100-5, B260-63, C57 (2 used),
C58 (3 used), Greece 538 used, 568-73, C15-21 (2 used), C71-73, Liechtenstein 287-88, B7-10 (2 sets), C7 used,
C7-8, Portugal 11 used, 38, 650-57, 761-75, and Colonies including Kionga 1-4 (2 used sets, 2 mint set), Spain C123-24
and Colonies including Spanish Morocco 280-91 (2), E11 (2) and Cape Juby 49., A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,650+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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H

675

HH/H/m

676

HH/H
Europe (Western), Europa Collection / Accumulation, 1956-79. Neatly mounted on White Ace pages with
binders and slip cases, with some duplication and a few highlights: 1962 Cyprus (3 sets), 1960 Liechtenstein, 1957
Luxembourg (2 sets) and 1959 Switzerland overprint set, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

677

H/m

678

HH/H

Europe (Western), Europa Ultra-Specialized Collection, 1942-84. Including pre-runners, sympathy
issues, East European issues including the hard-to-get imperforates (several with First Day Covers as well), with the
main CEPT issues mint never hinged plus on First Day Covers; additionally, a collection of blocks and tons of sheetlets
and other specialities, in overall very good condition; housed in 19 (!!!) over-full albums with descriptions, plus a big pile
of album pages, because the collector ran out of binders; a collection as extensive as this is seldom seen, and surely
cost a fortune to put together; a steal for the dealer or Europa enthusiast, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Extensive collection that includes a binder with
mint & used Swiss Zusammendrucke, a Schaubek Europe album with scattered coverage, stock book of mint & used
Germany, and fourteen stockbooks of Europe, a great way to while away a weekend, examination urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Europe (Western), Europa Collection, 1970’s-90’s. Hundreds of sets in New Issue envelopes from
various European countries, mostly Western Europe, much of which is British and Scandinavia with Scott values up to
$76 and very little duplication, as a bonus, you will find a Bulgaria / Romania collection in large blue stock book
containing a few nice Romania coat of arms and Carol issues some topical issues and occasional souvenir sheet,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Cambodia, Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1951-96. Many hundred stamps and souvenir sheets;
appears quite complete for the period to 1983 and primarily mint never hinged; small amount of used; better includes
#C1a/C6a never hinged, 18a/28a in souvenir sheets; many sets imperforate and counted as perforated; later issues
include used, F.-V.F., better sets and souvenir sheets abound; much topical material. Scott $4,860.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Asia, Africa and Middle East
Country Collections
679

H/m

680

H/m/)

681

H/m/)

China, Substantial Mint and Used Collection, 1882-1974. Housed in a Scott Specialty album with
slipcase, with hundreds of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets; begins with used #4-6, 13-15, 16, 21, 219, 238
and mint #131-133, 171, plus Japanese Occupation issues and some Provinces; ROC includes mint #1115-1117,
1117a, 1121-1129, 1126a, 1131-1136, 1137-1212, 1218-1283, 1257a, 1269a, 1284-1289, 1290-1301, 1302-1307,
1308-1351, 1319a, 1322a, 1341a, 1355-1358, 1359-1390, plus souvenir sheets #1414-1417, 1464-1470, 1471-1474,
1479-1482, C68-C77 and mostly complete through 1974; condition above average, Very Fine, a worthwhile collection
of this popular material to continue or break down for resale.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
China, Mint Holding, 1940-2005. A terrific accumulation of PRC from 1990 to 2005, with singles, sets,
souvenir sheets and more, some of the better includes 2971, 3293-3296 sheet, 3297-3299 sheet, 3300-3301 sheet,
3322-3325 sheet, 3305-3307 sheet, 3309-3310 sheet, 3392-3393 sheet, 3408 (4), with complete booklets and post
cards, there is a section of Republic of China that includes New Year sheetlets and lots of souvenir sheetlets, China
airmails and a grouping from the late 1940’s, an opportunity to acquire some easily sale able merchandise that you may
have missed the first time around, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
China, Coiling Dragons to Cultural Revolution Stock Selection. Housed in an eight-page (16-side)
Uni-Safe stockbook, beginning with a handful of C.I.P. Coiling Dragons, followed by a useful mix of Junks, some
duplicated, some in blocks showing full (or multiple) c.d.s.’s; Junk overprints, several pages of CNC, Gold and Silver
syss, with the majority of the holding dating from the PRC; we note a few Liberated Areas items, partial used sets of
Goldfish, Mei Lan-fang, Butterflies, Huangshan, Peonies, etc.; a commercial cover bearing Scott #1067-1075
(including #1074a) plus #1317 and 1579 on reverse; complete panes (folded) of #106 and 205 mint, and #426 and 427
CTO, and more, F.-V.F. or better, inspect.
Estimate $350 - 500
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HH/H/) China (People’s Republic), Thrilling Mint Accumulation, 1988-2014. An extraordinary lot of mint stamps,

postal stationery, first day covers & maximum cards housed in thirteen volumes, plus envelopes and presentation
packs, hundreds maybe thousands of mint NH stamps, many in blocks of four, better mint includes 1389-1398, 1399,
1433, 1483, 1810, 1820, 1844, along with hundreds of first day covers, postal stationery, and maximum cards plus (27)
yearbooks 1988-1989, 1991-2013, and finally a copy of “A Complete Illustrated Catalogue in Color of Postage Stamps
of the Republic of China” plus many bonus items, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, or to begin collecting this
popular area, best of luck with your bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
683

HH

684

HH/H/m

685

HH/H

686

)

687

HH/H
Egypt, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1866-2005. Mint except for a couple, presented in two albums, mint
includes 1-6, 7c, 8-13, 15, 19-25, 505-59, 61-74, 92-103, 114, 128-149, 167, 177-190, B6a, B6b, C3-C4, J1-J5, J6-J9,
J10-J14, officials complete less O9, occupations, N20-N38, in fact it is mostly complete except for the Fuad overprints
and a few others, post office fresh, sure to please the most fastidious collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

688

H/m/)

689

H/m
Indonesia, Accumulation / Stock, 1945-70’s. With a nice early stock in #10 envelopes with issues starting
with early 1945 forerunners, sorted by Stanley Gibbons numbers with some sets you don’t see often, proceeding to a
few better souvenir sheets of 1949 souvenir sheets with and without Jakarta Liberation overprints, in addition there is a
small box of large blocks and sheets from the mid 1960’s and a box full of glassines and what appears to be envelopes
inscribed 1000 (possibly 1,000 different stamps), generally F.-V.F., Indonesia has been a great emerging market over
the last couple decades with approximately 5% annual GDP growth. This might be a good lot to buy and hold to wait for
demand to pick up as the middle class continues to develop.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

690

HH/H/m

34

China (People’s Republic), Small Accumulation, 1985-2016. A wealth of recent material presented in four
stockbooks and three folders; noted complete sets throughout, with all never hinged, including some better souvenir
sheets; much of interest for the Sinophile or the Topicalist from this popular red-hot country, F.-V.F., be sure to view.
Michel €7,500 ($8,480).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
China (People’s Republic), Dealer Stock, 1940’s-2000’s. A nice selection of Liberated areas and many
complete modern commemorative sets from the 1980’s to early 2000’s, approximately 525 dealer tear pages, neatly
organized in ten dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 average Scott
values of $10 per set, mostly mint except for a few early Liberated area issues, o.g., mostly never hinged, A, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $5,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
China (People’s Republic), Collection, 1952-2005. Presented in five volumes, among the better are
606-609, 1114-1116, 1130, 1278-1280, 1764a, 1832a, 1844, 1863a, 1864-1871, 1889a, with scores of souvenir sheets
& booklets, catalog value is substantial, check this one out carefully for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
China (People’s Republic), Postal History Collection, 1950-2000. Thousands of commercial & philatelic
covers & cards housed in eleven volumes and loose, with first flights, first days, train cancellations, registered, most with
yellow post its with Scott number & cancellation explanations, mostly from 1980 to 2010 but also includes cover with
block of four #74 to U.S., unusual to find this many covers in one lot, a sure money maker at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Egypt, Mint & Used Collection, 1889-1961. Housed in two Scott albums, includes mint 56 (21), 59 (12),
Pyramid & Sphinx issues, E1-E2, NC1-NC12, mint & used postage dues, officials, commercial & first day covers, air
letter sheets, heavy duplication on used definitives, moderate duplication on mint & used commemoratives, immensely
satisfying material for the Egypt maven, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Indonesia, Very Extensive Mint and Used Stock, 1949-89. Sorted by issue with varieties noted throughout
these five thick stockbooks; duplication throughout, giving the dealer sufficient quantities to keep his or her customers
happy; just a vast amount of stamps from independent Indonesia, F.-V.F., one to see.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Iran, Mammoth Accumulation, Mostly From Late 19th Century to 1970’s. In a few small boxes, some
loose stock pages and a stockbook, packed with loose stamps, stamps crammed into glassines and stock pages, some
highlights include: a couple small boxes filled with glassine back with stamps from the 1930’s Shah to his son in the
1970’s, a large envelope full of glassines filled with the imperf 1902-1906 Provisoire overprint issues, a large envelope
full of old time quadrille pages with earlier issues and a few pages with some interesting locals and possibly revenue
issues, 250-300 sheets of the 1902-1906 overprint issues without any overprints and finally a stock book packed with
overprinted issues of the early 20th century, generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing,
there is a lot of potential to generate serious Scott value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

692

m
Iran, Used Collection, 1875-1980. A few thousand mint & used stamps housed in a stockbook, a few
souvenir sheets, modest duplication, terrific stock for your business, please review, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

693

H/m
Iran, Collection, 1870-1979. Hundreds of mint and used in Minkus album, usual classics that should be
double checked for authenticity, very respectable level of completion among the 1950’s to 1979 commemorative
issues, includes 1290-93, C34-C50 n.h., worth a look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

694

H/)

695

HH/H

696

H/m

697

m

698

H/m

699

H/m

Israel, Mint Single and First Day Cover Collection, 1948-2001. First day covers in White Ace and Lindner
cover albums, starting around 1948 to 1999 (early FDC’s without tabs) and stamp on White Ace pages and album from
1948 to 2001, stamps starting with 1-9 (with tabs on 1-6), 10-14 with tabs and tete beche gutters, 16, 17-25 with tabs, 27
with tab, 28-30 with tabs, 33-34 with tabs, 48-50 with tabs, 55 with tab, C1-6 with tabs and C16 with tab, in addition there
are a couple albums and stock books of Israel duplicates and small albums of loose Russian commemoratives in two
stock books and two albums of Poland 1918-1990’s in Minkus albums. Useful collection of this popular country,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Israel, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1951-2012. Neatly organized in glassines and dealer “104 cards” with
approximately 700 complete sets or souvenir sheets, with many great fresh complete sound sets with average Scott
values of $8+ per set or souvenir sheet, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott approximately $5,700
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Japan, Dealer Stock, 1890’s-1990’s. Approximately 325 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in five dealer
counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a couple dollars to
a few hundred dollars, mostly mint except for the few early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets
with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): 290-93 NH, 371, 422 (3), 479 (2 mint and 2 used), 553
NH block of four, 636-36a, 672 NH pair, 958a, 1087a (6) and offices in Korea 8, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,950+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Japan, Old Time Collection, 1871-1954. On quadrille pages with a higher level of completion than usually
encountered, with a strong section of the early 19th century issues with a dozen perf and imperf dragons issues, early
Cherry Blossom issues, Koban, Chrysanthemum and good coverage through the 1920’s with plenty of nice clean strike
cancels, proceeding to private perforations of 1923 Cherry Blossoms, 190-93, 201, 479, 505-8, C9-13, good selection
of offices in China and Korea with some high denomination issues and a couple pages of unusual revenue issues, a
lovely collection with many of the issues that you usually can’t find in most collections, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Japan, Collection, 1876-1998. Neatly mounted in three Scott Specialty albums, with a good selection of
early 1940’s and 1950’s national parks, many of the 1948-49 mint souvenir sheets and many of the early Lottery
souvenir sheets, notable items include: 111-12, 198-200, 283a, 288a, 293a, 306a, 311a, 323a, 400a, 417-421a, 422,
433, 437, 438, 453a, 463a, 479, 498 lottery sheet, 504a with folder, 508b, 522 lottery sheet, 525-26, 545a, 572a, 576
lottery sheet, 609, 746-54 and B11., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Japan, Accumulation / Dealer Stock, 1870’s-1980’s. Filled with loose glassines, album pages and stamps
stuffed into glassines and a shoebox with many thousands of stamps. As we briefly sort though the pages, we notice
four dealer counter books of tear sheets filled with better sets with many from the couple dollar range up to $25 and even
the occasional item marked with a retail price of $50+, as we dig deeper into the boxes we note a nice selection of
Japanese occupation stamps of China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Manchukuo with a decent level of
completion of the Manchukuo section, also a neat section of forgeries and earlier 19th century issues with some
possible interesting cancels. With a little sorting time, this lot could hold some decent potential, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Japan, Collection, 1894-1982. Regular with duplication collection in a total of five albums with main
collection on White Ace pages in two albums, plus three albums of duplicates from 1950’s to 1977 in mixed White Ace
and Japanese albums, better items include: 85-86, 190-93, 283a, 288a, 290-93, 385a, 417-21, 422, 423, 453a, 463a,
479, 525-26 and B11, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

701

H/m

702

HH/H
Japan and Japanese Occupations, Collection, 1871-1977. Mounted with old time Crystalline mounted on
Minkus pages in two albums, moderately filled from the 1910’s to 1940’s, mostly complete after, with highlights that
include: Japan 148-51, 385a, several of the 1947-48 small souvenir sheets, some early Lottery sheet including 522
Lottery sheet, 1067-87, nice occupation of Burma, Malaya Pahang N11, N15, North Borneo N16-28, N34-42,
Manchukuo mostly complete 1932 set (missing only some low and high values), 32-35 and Ryukyu Islands, o.g., some
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

703

HH/H

704

)

705

H
Laos, Virtually Complete Mint Hinged Collection, 1951-2008. In a fat Scott album, including souvenir
sheets and some extras; a nice collection of this popular material with high catalogue value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

706

H/m

707

HH/H

708

H

709

H/m
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Japan, Scenic Cancellation Collection, 1930’s-40’s. Nine three ring binders each containing
approximately 50 pages, each containing red Scenic cancels on unaddressed postal card from various cities, with each
page listing cancel details: cancel subject, postmark city and date, etc., collection is sorted by city with each card
mounted to page with old time corner mounts, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $500 - 750

Korea, Collection, 1884-1977. Mounted with old time Crystalline mounted on Minkus pages in one album,
mostly complete from 1946 to 1977, with highlights that include: 1-2, 6-9, 10-13, 20B-26, 38, 78-79, 80-84, 85-86, 88,
90, 91-92, 107, 114-17, 122-26, 132-73 and 21 of 22 souvenir sheets, 196-99, 203A-E, 227-28, 235-39, 249-62,
268-82, 360-70, 385-96, 434-43, 516-25, 582-84, 616-23, 756-80 and mostly complete souvenir sheets from 1958
including 285a, 287a-89a, 290a, 298a-300a, 353a-55b, both English and Korean text, 433a and 439a-43a, o.g., some
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Korea (South), Horde of Domestically Used Covers Franked With Commemorative Issues, 1960s-90s.
Massive, organized specialist’s accumulation of over 3000 covers, all domestically used and franked, in nearly all
cases, with a single commemorative stamp; includes a tremendous range of different stamp issues, cancels, etc.,
F.-V.F., highly unusual holding to be sure; examine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Lebanon, Collection, 1924-68. On Scott Specialized pages with a very high level of completion, mostly mint,
except for the occasional higher value or difficult set, containing notable items that include; 18-21, 45-48, 108-13,
114-34, 181-88, 203-9, 247-55, 256-65, 275-84, C1-C8, C25-35, C49-56, C91-96, C119-28, C165-74, C183-92,
C427-36, CB5-9 and RA1, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Liberia, Specialized Stock with Better EFO’s and Proofs, 1940’s-90’s. In three albums of dealer tear
sheets plus a group of loose approval cards and glassines, with sections (especially among the 1950’s issues) of
imperfs, specimens, frames, only, die proofs, colors missing, etc., and a good selection of modern topical’s from the
1980’s and 1990’s, o.g., much never hinged, generally F.-V.F., if you have an eye for the unusual, then this lot is for you
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Liberia, Early Essay and Proof Collection, 1949-55. Great selection of bright and color proofs starting with
the 1949 Arthur Szyk set 309-12, C63-64 in proofs, imperf pairs and progressive color proof specimens, 332-337,
C68-C69 specimens and imperfs, 341-46 singles, colors missing and imperfs, plus a few other interesting proofs sets,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Nepal, Collection, 1886-2000. Neatly mounted in Nepal Stamp album (mostly mint) containing 12a, early
Sripech and Crossed Khukris issues of various printings, shades and perforations including 9, 13, 14, 17, 21, 26-29,
30-37, 38-43, 44-49, 44a, plus a page of Siva Mahadeva multiples and shades, 51-59, 60-71, 72-83, 84-88, 90-101 and
134. A lovely collection with a high level of completion of this seldom offered country, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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H/m

711

HH/H/m Saudi Arabia, Superb Collection, 1917-90. Mostly mounted in a Scott Specialty album; begins with a page
of Ottoman stamps bearing Arabian cancels (Mecca, Medina (including a full double-circled “Madina Munawwara”
cancel), Jeddah, Tabouk), followed by a nice array of Hejaz and Nejd issues (some with inverted overprints), with
Kingdom virtually complete; regular and commemorative issues, Airs, Dues, Officials and Postal Tax issues are all
here; some lovely material including (mint, unless noted) #L70-L71 used, L100 used, L114-L115, L118-L119, L127,
L130, 92-97, 98-105, 106-114, 125-129, 146, 159-172, 173-176, 180-184, 187-191, 211-226, 227-242, Dammam Port
imperforate miniature sheets (set of three), WHO Anti-Malaria campaign unofficial overprints, 259-263, 264-273 (#265
used), 413, C1-C6 (C1 & C6 first printings), C7-C21, C47, with much more besides, F.-V.F. with better, inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

712

HH/H

713

HH

714

HH/H

715

HH/H

716

H/m/)

717

Turkey, Beautiful Near-Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1863-2003. In two slipcased Minkus albums;
contains used #1-5, 13, 26, 102-109, P37-P42, P65, P66 and the First Republic Issue; mint #159, 160, 1915-17
overprints (including ox heads, nearly complete, mixed mint and used), 552-564, 600b, the unissued 1921 1pa-40pa
set, 625-632, 648-658, 659-672, 705-726, 765-773, 775-780, B54-B68, RA84A, RA101-RA108, RA113-RA119,
RA180 (thin), RA188-RA198; and never hinged #701-704, 922-927 imperforate, 1059-1074 imperforate in pairs,
RA139-RA146, etc., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., a grand collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Nepal and Tibet, Accumulation, 1880’s-1970’s. Glassines, dealer tear sheets and little booklets filled with
stamps from these two elusive countries, with hundreds of stamps, the majority of which are Nepali, with several dozen
early crossed Khukris issues and a small selection of early Tibet issues, a popular and often difficult to find area that
always attracts attention, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

Thailand, Large Dealer Stock, 1947-2004. Post office fresh stock, some better areas include: many better
definitive singles, 331 (513), 337-38 (330), 500 (170), 553-56 (75), 835 (220), 933B (110), 983-92 (20), 989 (160), 992
(175), 1097 (40), 1128-29 (204), 1136-37 (194), 1211 (40), 1212 (580), 1226A (520), 1252 (50), 1500 (80), 1728-29
(200), 1745 (120), 1756 (217), 1757 (105), 1794-95 (100), 2084 (15 souvenir sheets and 16 singles) and B41-42 (250),
overall very clean and sound with plenty of interesting topicals, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $67,660.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Thailand, Large Wholesale Booklet Stock, 1972-99. Post office fresh stock of booklets, containing: 608
(25), 922 (125), 925 (100), 929 (125), 930 (100), 951 (100), 954 (25), 955 (90), 958 (25), 970 (75), 976 (25), 981 (75),
982 (575), 984 (100), 994 (60), 998 (50, 25 of which are first day cancelled), 1847 (30), 1848 (30), 1849 (30), 1850 (30),
1880 (30), 1851 (30), 1860 (30), 1869 (30), 1870 (23), 1880 (30), 1901 (30) and 1903 (30), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $26,844.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Thailand, Collection, 1894-1976. Mounted with old time Crystalline mounted on Minkus pages in one
album, a little sparse in the earlier issues before 1950 and mostly complete from 1952 to 1976, with highlights that
include: 304-8, 312-14, 316-19, 321-29, mostly complete 1961 King Bhumibol Adulyadej set, 414-17, 442-49, 460-63,
464-67, 469-76, 477-84, 501-8 and 509-12, o.g., some never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,800.
Estimate $600 - 800
Thailand, Large Aerogramme Dealer Stock, 1970-2000. Post office fresh stock of 1,500 to 2,000
Aerogrammes in two sections, with folded Aerogrammes in quantities from one of two of each, up to 63 and unfolded
Aerogrammes in quantities from 50 to 550, Wiegand Katalog der Aerogramme von Asien 2000 lists these
Aerogrammes from €4 to €12 each, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Turkey, Specialized First Issue Collection, 1863. Housed in a springback album on homemade pages,
with duplicates stored in a small stockbook; a wonderful source for the Turkey enthusiast, each issue (Scott #1-7 plus
J1-J4) given its own page for mint, used and covers; nice duplication throughout, giving the student multiple examples
of each stamp’s appearance; note shades and incomplete surface colorings for the thin papers, nifty cancels for all, plus
some wonderful covers with single and mixed frankings, mixed printings/papers, Dues on cover, a Registered cover
noted, etc., etc.; album is in beautiful shape; stockbook, which contains a smattering of later issues as well, has seen
some damp, so stamps are lightly stuck down—but should be priable or, for the used, soaked free; condition is sound in
the album, mixed in the stockbook, Very Fine overall, be sure to check this one out (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
HH/H/m
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H/m
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H/m

Turkey, Massive Collection / Accumulation, 1863-1950s. Two large boxes full of stamps from old auction
lots and accumulations that have been squirreled away for many decades that could great expand your personal
collection whether you are a beginner looking to fill in your collection or advanced and looking for cancels or varieties,
with the main collection in old time album of quadrille pages, with some earlier issues on black home-made pages and
duplicates and Scott specialty album and so many loose pages and stamps crammed into stock pages and glassines,
containing a few of the imperf “Tughra” monogram of Sultan Abdul-Aziz and proceeding to Duloz - crescent and star
issues roughly identified on old time loose European pages or stock pages, grouped generally by issue, with various
surcharges, to Ottoman Empire issues, plenty of surcharges and overprints, including obliteration issues as the country
transitions into Republic issues with some nice complete 1950’s commemorative sets, back of the book with postal tax
and the occasional Thrace occupation issue or Turkish area. These forgotten stamps appear to have been hidden away
in a back room for four or five decades as they increase in popularity, sealed in a box, so a careful view would be in order
to find any rarities that might have been neglected, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Vietnam (North and South), Dealer Stock, 1951-78. Approximately 430 dealer tear pages, neatly
organized in seven dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 1998—2013 Scott values
ranging from a couple dollars to hundreds of dollars, the catalog value was mostly from time when Vietnam was just
reintroduced to Scott, so there are many price swings (both up and down) so a little spot checking is needed to do your
‘due diligence, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets with a few mint
highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): North Vietnam 119-20 (2 mint, 1 used), 121a, 268-73 (2 perf and 2
imperf sets), 274, 398-403 (2 imperf), 718-23, O1-4, South Vietnam 13 (84), 20-26 (22), 30-5, 54 (10) and 496-500 (10),
A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Area Collections
720

H/m
Africa and Middle East, Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1870’s-1980’s. Approximately 800 dealer tear pages,
neatly organized in fifteen dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 1998—2013 Scott
values ranging from a couple dollars to hundreds of dollars, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many
complete commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Middle East: Iran
931-32, 935-40, 978-82, 985-89, 995-98, 1015-19 (5), 1103-4 (3), 1924-40, 2008-18 (2), B22-27, B34-50, C51-67,
C79-82, Israel 9 used, 17-22 (2 sets with tabs), 27 with tab, 55 with tab, Saudi Arabia 645-47, Sharjah, Syria C10-13,
Umm Al Qiwan, Yemen and Africa Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroun, Central Africa Republic, Chad J12-22,
Congo 323-38, Dahomey, Djibouti, Egypt 168-71, 172-76 (3), 310-16, C3-4, Ethiopia N1-7, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Libya 135-44, Madagascar, Mali C5-8, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique, Niger,
Somalia 15 (2), Italian Somalia, Tunisia C25-32 (2), Timor, Togo, Upper Volta and Zaire, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$12,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

721

HH/H

722

H/m
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Africa, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1920’s-90’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines
and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to a little
over $100, consisting of: Angola, Benin, Burundi, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoro Islands,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Peoples Republic of Congo, Dahomey, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Katanga (including 35-39), Liberia, Malagasy Republic, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique,
Mozambique Company, Niger, Rwanda, St. Thomas and Prince, Sudan, Timor, Togo (including C37, C40 imperf),
Tunisia, Zaire, Zambia, Zanzibar and Zimbabwe, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $8,200+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Asia, Accumulation, Late 19th Century to 1980’s. Eight smaller boxes full of glassines, dealer tear pages,
multiples, that appear to have been put together in 1990 and haven’t been opened in several decades and stamps were
just thrown together, with a nice selection of Laos, Vietnam and Thailand dealer pages and a box of interesting Korea
with many full souvenir sheets and partial sheets with CTO cancels and a group of dealer pages, with the increasing
popularity of many Asian countries since 1990, there is potential to find some real treasure among the dreck, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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HH/H
Asia, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1910’s-90’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines and dealer “104
cards”, consisting of Afghanistan, Ajman, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, China, PRC, Cilicia, Dubai,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Laos, Macao, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia,
Sharjah and Dependencies, Thailand, Turkey, Umm Al Qiwain, South Vietnam North Vietnam, Yemen and People
Republic of Yemen, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values generally ranging from $1 to $50,
mostly in the $5 to $20 range, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $8,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

726

H/m

727

H/m

728

)

729

H/m

Asia, Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1860’s-2000’s. Approximately 1280 dealer tear pages, neatly organized
in twenty five dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 1998—2013 Scott values ranging
from a couple dollars to hundreds of dollars, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete
commemorative sets with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, Bhutan,
Cambodia 18-37, 53-58 (2 perforate, 1 imperforate), C1-9, China 1450-51 (2), C73-75 (7), Indonesia 362-67 (2), Korea
88-89, 372, 434-43, 652, C39-42 (2), Laos 27-9, C13, C20-21, Macao RA10, Manchukuo, Mongolia, Philippines,
Ryukyus, 44-53, Shanghai, Tannu Tuva, Thailand 1-5 used, 11-18 used, 113-17 used, 316-19, 479-84, 509-12,
1197-1211, B35-37, Turkey 97, 705-24, 785-86 and C18 (5), A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Asia, Powerful Mint Collection, 1930s-40s. Housed neatly in two fresh Scott Specialty albums containing
many hundreds of stamps in sets and singles; we note excellent Manchukuo, including mint #1-22, 32-36, 83-100 and
more; mint Indonesia nearly complete from 1950-73, Bhutan with material from the 1962-66 period; Cambodia mint
#1-17, 18-37, 38-58 plus 18a/28a set of four and balance of issues until 1972; solid mint Laos with #1-29, C13 (looks
solid through 1972), all-mint Viet Nam from 1951-72, Korea 1964-74 mint, Ryukyus 1965-74, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine, excellent for breakdown or selling as country units.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Asia, Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s. Singles and plate blocks in new issue glassines from the 1970’s and
1980’s and various other envelopes and album pages that appear to have been stored away for many decades,
containing a group of half a dozen Thailand legal or revenue documents, a group of Philippines on quadrille pages, a
group of Hong Kong on dealer tear pages including 47 and 61a mint, a group of China on dealer “102" cards from a
dollar to $30 plus Republic of China 1040 mint, a group of auction cards including Japan 606a, Macau 364, 368-71,
391-403, Mongolia 144-49 and approximately 50 mostly Japanese pre WWII picture post cards and about half a dozen
early Chinese covers, a great little lot that is sure to have more little hidden treasures lurking about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Asia, Collection, 1884-1983. Two albums, Korea album mounted in H.E. Harris album and a couple Vario
pages with Japan National Park souvenir sheets with folders, containing South Korea 7 (mint and used), 10, group of
four 1902 surcharges, 36 different stamps of the 1951 Flag and Statue of Liberty issue, 227-28, 417-26, 432-33, 434-43,
579a, 616-23, with souvenir sheets from late 1950’s to 1980, some early North Korea DPRK, the next collection in
KABE album of blank pages, containing Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, a great selection of 1950-1964 People’s
Republic of China (CTO’s and some reprints among the early issues) with 1950 and 1951 Picasso Dove sets, 1950
Stalin and Mao set, 1951 National Emblem, Peasant Uprising, Agriculture, Potala Monastery, 1952 Physical Exercises
block of four set, 1954 Peking Exhibition Building, 1955 Sino-Soviet Friendship, 1963 Landscapes (57), 1964 Flowers
(61), 1964 Oil Industry (67), Northeast China 1947 Mao set, North China 1949 Mao set, plus a section of earlier
Australia, Newfoundland, Canada, New Zealand and U.S.A., a useful collection with plenty of attractive sets from
popular areas., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Asia, Cover Accumulation, Mostly From 1930’s-70’s. Approximately 120 covers, strong in China
1930’s-40’s period, plus Japan, Malaya area, Philippines, Hong Kong, India, Indo-China, Netherlands Indies, etc.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Asia, Accumulation, 1860’s-1970’s. A stock page of Thai singles, a small South Vietnam collection,
Southeast Asia souvenir sheets, Bhutan Boy Scouts sheets, a small glassine box full of stamps roughly sorted into
individual glassine, Korea 756-80 sheet and a few souvenir sheets, a few large blocks of Imperial China surcharge of
Sun Yat set issues and a stock book of Malaysia issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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ASIA, AFRICA AND MIDDLE EAST: Area Collections
730

H/m/)

731

H

732

H/m

733

H

734

HH/H/m Middle East, Mint & Used Collection, 1920-2000. An exciting collection of mint & used stamps and souvenir
sheets, a few better include Egypt C1, Iran 941-946, Israel C16 w/tab, Jordan 436 (2), Kuwait 117-119, Libya 225 (5),
Qatar 252-255, 256-258, Turkey 1054a, tremendous value, this lot has enormous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

735

H/m
Middle East, Accumulation, 1850’s-1990’s. Singles and plate blocks in old glassines and envelopes that
appear to have been stored away for many decades, containing a good selection of better sets and souvenir sheets
loosely arranged with some nice Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Yemen floating around, there is a nice little group of
slightly better Egypt in glassines and Saudi Arabia on dealer “102" cards, a bunch of mint 1990’s Palestine Authority
stamps and covers, Syria C9 NH souvenir sheet, some nice early overprints and issues of early Ottoman Empire and
Turkey, a few Iran sets, a section of British offices in Turkey or the Levant overprint on album pages as well as some bulk
CTO dunes to bulk up the accumulation a bit, a great little lot that is sure to have some more little hidden treasures
lurking about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

736

HH/H

Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-90. Residing in two binders, on auction cards and loose, we have PRC
783-790, mint & used Viet Nam collection, mint & used Asia collection, Philippine occupation covers, Asian first day
covers, mint & used Korea with many still on auction tear sheets, picture postcards, quantities of used Japan including
full sheets, mixed condition, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Asia (China and Japan), Accumulation, Mostly 1870’s-1950’s. China B9a, five old Imperial China covers,
PRC: a few Liberated areas issues, three George VI Hong Kong covers, Japan: a few early issues, 222A sheetlet, over
a dozen national parks souvenir sheets incl 564a with folder, 572a with folder, 575a (2), some postage and B11 (2),
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Middle East, Accumulation / Stock, 1910’s-70’s. In eleven small boxes full of stamps, three shoe boxes
that make up an Egyptian stock 108-13 (4 sets) and a useful stockbook pages full of Middle East countries sorted by
country and Scott, some old Saudi Arabia Hejaz issues, a nice stock of Yemen mid 1940’s issues, to mint issues from
the 1960’s to 1970’s, to some area’s which are commonly referred to as dunes CTO’s, this lot will take some time to sort
everything out as it appears someone just threw stamps randomly into boxes, but that could be to your advantage if you
find some good pieces mingled with the rubbish, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Middle East, Almost Complete Gulf States Mint Hinged Collection, 1964-68. In a Scott album, including
Ajman, Dubai First Issue (including Airs), 1966-67 Definitives, 1966 Conference Anniversary issue; 1968 Flowers and
Birds in blocks of 8, 1969 Fish in block of 8, 1963 Airmail souvenir sheets; Fujeira, Ras al-Khaima, Sharjah 1964
Kennedy perforated, Khor Fakkan, Umm al-Quwain and South Arabia; much material, including many nice Thematic
sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

South East Asia, Collection, Including North Vietnam 1954-64, Cambodia, Laos and South Vietnam,
1951-75. Mounted in photo album, North Vietnam highlights include: 17-19 perf and imperf, 23-27, 28-31, 32-35, 43-46,
121a, 263-67a (perf and imperf sets), 268-74, O5 perf and imperf, O8-9, O10-16, Cambodia, Laos and South Vietnam
are mounted with old time Crystalline mounted on Minkus pages in three albums and are nearly complete, only missing
a few sets, o.g., some never hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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LATIN AMERICA: Argentina - Colombia

Latin America
Country Collections
737

H/m

738

Bolivia, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1976. Nearly complete, virtually intact collection in a
Scott Specialty album; lots of varieties scattered throughout with such highlights as (mint unless noted) #4 (no gum), 6
(no gum), 8, 14 (no gum, also a trial color plate proof on India), 39, 101d, 102 (used, light crease), 113c, 184b, 185,
C12a, C19-22, C24b, C26/26b pair, etc., etc. An excellent lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

739

H

740

H/m

741

H/m

742

H/m

743

)

744

H/m

745

H/m

746

H/m

Argentina, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1977. A virtually intact collection in two Scott
Specialty albums; very nearly complete for the period with many sets & singles both mint & used; highlights include used
#88, 175, 204, and mint 230, 245-246, C1-37 (C29 used); the back-of-the-book issues are also very strong with more
than 800 Departmental overprints and decent Buenos Aires; in addition, scattered throughout are more than 70 covers
including #452 & 470-472—14 are pre-1940, but most are FDCs; condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise
generally F-VF. A great lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m

Bolivia, Collection, 1866-1969. Mostly mint, in Scott Specialized album with a very high level of completion,
containing notable items that include; 10-18, 20-23, 28-34, 35-39, 47-54, 55-59, 97 used, 181-86, C19-23 and C24-26,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Bolivia, The Tin Pan Alloy Collection, 1866-1977. On Scott Specialty pages for the country; high-quality
collection with strong 19th century, including mint #1, 1b, 1d, 3, 7, 12, 16, 18, 22, 32-33, 42 imperforate pair, 53, 55-59,
C6, and used #10, 13, 20, 21 (2), 22, 23 (2), 24-27, 28-33, 35, 37 (3), 38, 40-46; many hundreds of stamps from this
resource-rich, rugged and sought-after country, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Brazil, Specialized Collection of Vertical and Colored Numeral Issues, 1850-66. A simply jaw-dropping
collection of 19 album pages (various descriptions; most homemade on quadrille sheets), presenting a myriad array of
the Vertical Numeral issues in black and colors; this is a specialist’s dream, with duplication of duplication throughout,
with mint and used present, singles and multiples, paper and shade varieties, items on piece, a slew of cancels (types,
locations and colors), mixed frankings on piece, etc., etc., etc.—even including a page of the perforated issue of 1866;
whether you’re a plater or a dealer, this is definitely one of the most exciting lots in the sale, F.-V.F. with most better, a
“must-view” item; imaged in full online.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Brazil, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1843-1977. A virtually intact collection in a Scott Specialty
album; fairly complete for the period with many sets & singles both mint & used; highlights include used #1-3 (all early
impressions), and mint 358, 365, 502a; Airmails are nearly complete (no C6A), including five 1931-35 covers, and the
back-of-the-book issues are also pretty solid; condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise generally F-VF. A nice lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Brazil, Collection of Zeppelin Flights with Semi-Official Frankings, 1930. 19 covers and cards, all
bearing Brazil Semi-Official franking with additional postage; includes Siegel #59A (4), 59B (2), 59D, 59E (3), 59G (2)
and 59H (7); few minor faults, but almost all F.-V.F., a nice holding.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Chile, Solid, Mostly Used Collection, 1853-1966. Intact collection, fairly complete for the period in a Scott
Specialty album; used highlights, other than the Classics, include used C1-5, C89 and O8 (repaired); condition is
generally F-VF throughout. A very nice lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Chile, The Red Hot Chile Eyes-a-Poppin’ Collection, 1854-1973. Actually, four different (count
them—four!) Chile collections in various stages of completion, each mounted on Scott Specialty pages consecutively
(some ending in the 1950s or 1960s) in one large Green binder; many nice classic Columbus stamps, most used, some
with two or three each; thousands of stamps in total, including different cancels and colors/shades, generally F.-V.F.,
well worth an examination.
Estimate $400 - 600
Colombia, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1977. A marvelous, completely intact collection,
missing only 12 stamps through 1870, in a Scott Specialty album; highlights include mint/unused #1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 324,
433, and used 2, 3, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 323, 331-338, 434-436, C25-35 and Airs nearly complete from C38 onward; Also
include several nice late 19th/ early 20th century covers; the States issues are also very well represented include a mint
block of 4 of Antioquia 95a.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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LATIN AMERICA: Costa Rica - Honduras
747

HH/H/m

748

H/m

749

H/m

750

H/m

751

H/m

752

HH/H
Haiti, Madonna Souvenir Sheets, 1942. C19 (160), C19a (100), C20 (160), C20a (300), C21 (160) and
C21a (250), this is an old time holding of sheets, so as much care as was placed into packing them into glassines with
interleaving glassine paper, there was some occasional damage from being stored in an old warehouse, so be sure to
view to factor that into the price, generally F.-V.F. Scott $18,650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

753

H
Honduras, Collection, 1865-1968. Mostly mint, in Scott Specialized album with a very high level of
completion, containing notable items that include; multiple Comayagua and Tegucigalpa surcharges on coat of arms
issues, 1890 Arms issue 11 india proofs, 218-23 (missing 219), 225-29A, early issue airmails (C1, C2, C4, C6, C7, C10,
C11, C13 each with PF certificate), C22, C30, C35 and several of the 1933 surcharges that can be so difficult to find,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

754

H/m
Honduras, Very Nice Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1973. A virtually intact collection in a Scott Specialty
album; loaded with overprint varieties and including lots of items both mint & used; especially strong in Airmails with
highlights including (mint unless noted) C1 (used), C4, C13 (used), C81a, C82a (2), C209a, & C213a. A great lot,
virtually all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

755

HH/H/m Honduras, Well-Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1977. Two stockbooks with stock enough to
please any collector or dealer; includes better sets and souvenir sheets, solid Officials, etc.; much material with useful
duplication (some parallel), making this appealing to the specialist as well, F.-V.F., be sure to view, in person or online.
Estimate $500 - 750

42

Costa Rica, Mint & Used Collection, 1888-1975. Mounted in a binder & on display cards, better mint 14,
16-20, 25-34, 35-44, 87, B2-B7, the balance is mint & used with airmails, postal tax and officials, fresh and clean, a
terrific start of this country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Cuba, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1960. A totally intact collection, relatively complete for
the period, in a Scott Specialty album; the 1899-1960 issues are mostly used, but many items are both mint & used;
highlights include mint 15, 22, 23, 26, 27, 29, 34, 35, 37, 41, 45, 46, 50, 53, 54, 71, 83, 89, 95, 108, 114, 117 (no gum),
120 (no gum), and used 111, 121, 155, 178, 180, 188, 191, 196-200, etc.; also includes an 1857 cover to the U.S. with a
nice “Stemship/10” handstamp. A great lot with condition just about all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Cuba, Massive Dealer Stock, 1855-1962. In four large stock books with quantities of each issue from the
early Spanish Colonial period, through the U.S. Military Rule to 1903 Independence, stopping prior to the Communist
government, includes great selection of early Isabella II issues mint and used including 7, 22 (2), Espana portrait,
seated Espana, coat of arms, Alfonso XII, Alfonso XII surcharges, 132-55 (3 sets, 2 are mint, one is mixed mint and used
with high values being mint), 156-75, a few early U.S. Administration surcharges on Spanish stamps, page of surcharge
on U.S. issue stamps, 239-46 mint, some 1917-1930’s portrait issues in quantity, 253-62, 284-93 (a couple mint sets),
299-303 (six mint sets and duplicates), several sets of 1937 set for the benefit of Assoc. of American Writers, 384-86
gutter pairs, 393 gutter pair, five sets of Navidad 1960-61 with Christmas Hymn blocks of four plus singles from sheets,
C24-29 (4 mint sets), C63-72 (8 mint sets), C75-78 (3 mint sets), C96-106 (4 mint sets), C136-46 (6 mint sets), group of
1940 Stamp Centenary souvenir sheets including various 1948 and 1960 overprints, C50a (5), C50b (3), E1 (4) and E2
(3), a difficult stock to find here in the U.S. over the last sixty years, but as U.S. and Cuban relations improve, this area is
sure to become more popular, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Dominican Republic & Haiti, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1973. A totally intact collection,
fairly complete for the period, with lots of stamps both mint & used, in a Scott Specialty album; highlights include
Dominican Republic used #1, 5, 7, 142, and mint 74a, 236B & RAC2c; and Haiti (all mint) 242, C4A (2), C19a-21 (both
mint & used), & CB7a-8a; virtually all clean and F-VF. A terrific lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Ecuador, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1976. An intact, fairly complete collection in a Scott
Specialty album;; many sets and singles both mint & used, plus lots of varieties and about 40 covers; highlights include
mint C1-2, C6, C15, C16-25 (NH), and CF1-2; also includes strong back-of-the-book issues including 27 American
Bank Note Co. Revenue Specimens.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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LATIN AMERICA: Mexico - Uruguay
756

H/m

757

H/m
Nicaragua, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1974. An excellent, intact collection, fairly
complete for the period, in a Scott Specialty album; loaded with varieties and multiples; better Airmails include mint C30
& C42a and used C17 & C67-71. A strong back-of-the-book section includes Officials, Telegraphs, and a group of 16
American Bank Note Co. Revenue Specimens, as well as Bluefields and Cabo Gracias de Dios. A great lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

758

H/m
Panama, Virtually Complete Collection, 1878-1941. Neatly hinged on Scott Specialty pages, needing very
little (especially among regular issues) for completion; 19th-century issues mostly used (though with mint as well), 20th
century essentially complete and all mint; a lovely array of 1903-05 overprints (with various breaks in letters for the
fly-specker’s delight), gorgeous bi-color pictorials, high-flying Airs including #C1a, etc.; Back-of-the-Book also well
represented with Special Delivery, Registration, Acknowledgment of Receipt, Too Late, Postage Due and Postal Tax
stamps as well; fresh throughout, 5, F.-V.F. with much better, dig deep for this one.
Estimate $500 - 750

759

H/m

760

H/m

761

HH/H/m Peru, The Pack-Mule Collection, 1857-1976. Very special collection on Scott Specialty country pages in
Green binder; strength in the Classics, including (used unless noted): #2 (with PF Certificate), 3, 4, 6a (with Rendon
Certificate), 7 (2), 8 (3), 9 (mint), 9a (mint), 9b, 9c (2), 10 (2), 10a, 10b (mint), 11 (2), 11a, 12 (mint and used), 12b, 14, 15
(2), plus another specialty page with: #3 (2), 4 (3), 7 (2), 8 (3), 9 (5), 9b, 9c (2), 10, 10a, 11 (2), 12 (3), 13 (2), 14 (2), 15 (2);
continues with #19, 19a, #41 (mint), etc.; a few items not listed in Scott; 20th century is fairly complete mint or used
(some with both), with several later inverted and double overprints, imperforates, plus Chilean Occupation overprints as
well as over 15 different Provisional Issues from the War of the Pacific (aka The Saltpeter War, 1881-85
Chileo-Peruvian War), plus nine complete entires of postal stationery from the 1880s (several handstamped in Lima 17
Feb 1882) including Occupation overprints and paper varieties, and two early (not great condition) First Flight covers
from 1928-29; concludes with an additional set of Minkus Specialty pages from 1951-73 largely complete used, F.-V.F.,
must take a look.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

762

H/m
Salvador, Classic Collection, 1867-1941. On pristine Scott Specialty pages; mixed mint and used from the
get-go, with a neat array of cancellation types, but largely mint from 1893 on; includes imperforate imprint blocks of the
1896 UPU issue (1c, 2c, 5c, 10c and 24c values), nice turn-of-the-century overprints, remarkably fresh bi-colors, nice
Airs, near-complete Dues, plus a broad array of Back-of-the-Book material, including a nice page of cut squares and an
Official used on postal card, F.-V.F., with better throughout, take a look.
Estimate $600 - 800

763

H/m

Mexico, Collection, 1856-1968. Mostly mint, in Scott Specialized album with a very high level of completion,
containing notable items that include (mostly used until 1899 and mostly mint after): 1-5, 6-12, 19-24, 26-30, 31-34,
42-45, 46-56 (51 with PF certificate), 58-70, 71-73, 81-83, 86, 88-89, 93-98, 104, 112-14, 117-22, 123-30, 150-64,
165-73, 1886 to 1890’s numeral issues of various perforations including 228, 242-56, and highly complete perforation
varieties, 257-68, 269-78, 279-89, 291, 294-303, 310-20, various 1913-14 Sonora issues, 370-80, 381-85, 414-19,
439-47, 482-94, 495-99, various surcharges on Independence issue including 515-27, 528-38, 539, 550, 561, 608-17,
625-27, 634-41, 676-82, 698-705, 740-45, 943-52, C51-53, C54-60, C85-90, C93A, C103-7, C186-98, C208-11,
C213-17, C249, CO3-9 with Friedl certificate, CO18, CO20-21, CO30, O10-19, O22 used, O58 used, O74, O75-84,
O123, O154, O168-76, O191-95, various Provisional issues containing 20 Guadalajara stamps including: 4 & 7 used on
piece and Yucatan 6., generally F.-V.F., a wonderful collection with so many items you just don’t see in most Mexico
collections.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Paraguay, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1870-1973. An intact, fairly complete collection in a Scott
Specialty album; many sets and singles both mint & used, plus lots of overprint varieties, multiples, and about 50 covers.
No rarities, but a very solid collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Peru, Substantial Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1975. A fully intact collection, fairly complete for the
period, in a Scott Specialty album; highlights include (mint unless noted) (9c (used, w/certificate), 42 (w/certificate), 84
(used), 141 (no gum, w/certificate), 176 (used), 341-351, etc., with a nice back-of-the-book section that includes a nice
group of revenue Specimens. The collection is further enhanced by more than 75 covers, most of them being late 19th &
early 20th century to the U.S. and a number of early FDCs, like 283-289 & C78-81. All-in-all, quite a marvelous lot; just
about all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Uruguay, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1973. A marvelous, totally intact, mostly used
collection in two Scott Specialty albums; nearly complete for the period with much both mint & used; the collection is also
enhanced with more than 100 covers beginning with 1852 & 1858 stampless and including FDCs of #264-266, 282-284,
300-302 & 330-332, plus C19-25 on three covers to Germany; also includes decent back-of-the-book issues and a few
revenues. A really nice lot.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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LATIN AMERICA: Area Collections
764

Venezuela, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1976. An intact, fairly complete collection in a
Scott Specialty album;; highlights include used #35, 66, 67, 158, 324, and mint 380-388, V78a & C164-180; the 1951-52
Coat of Arms Issue is complete and just about all used; A excellent lot.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

H/m

Area Collections
765

H/m
Central America, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1972. A marvelous collection comprising
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Panama & Salvador in two Scott Specialty albums; all are nearly complete for the period and
have many items both mint & used; highlights include (mint unless noted) Costa Rica #15 (no gum), 34 (no gum), 66, 68
& C46-80; Guatemala 5-6 (used),71, 290-291, C32-91; Panama C2a, C19 (mint & used), C38a; and Salvador Airmails
virtually complete, many both mint & used. Furthermore, all are loaded with varieties, have nice back-of-the-book
sections and are generally F-VF throughout. A terrific lot.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

766

HH/H/m

767

H/m
Latin America, Grande Accumulation, 1850’s-1970’s. In half a dozen large boxes filled with smaller boxes
and a bunch of loose material made up of glassines and pages packed with loose stamps, crammed into glassines and
stock pages, consisting of a nine box stock of individual glassines sorted into country and Scott number, fourteen
smaller boxes (shirt box size) sorted by country with stamps randomly thrown in for sorting and then the last few boxes
don’t seem to be in any order with lots of loose glassines, dealer stock pages, etc., just thrown together for later sorting,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, after just a little bit of sorting and processing, there is a lot of potential to generate serious
Scott value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

768

H/m

769

HH/H

770

H/m
Latin America, Collection, 1861-1960. On pages and display cards, with mint Brazil 85, Bolivia 16-17, used
Uruguay 13-17, Venezuela 2, Guatemala 6, mint collection of over 30 rail bond provisional issue, some unusual
material for the Latin American maven, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

771

H/m

772

HH/H/m Latin America, Airmails, 1920-45. Mint and used includes Bolivia C16a, Ecuador C1-C5, C16-C25,
Nicaragua C14-C17, Colombia C53-C54, nice looking lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

44

Central America, Various Mint and Used Country Collections, 1865-1940. Arranged in 13 stockbooks,
with better county collections including Costa Rica, Dominica, Honduras, Mexico, Panama and Hawaii (OK, so that last
one is in the Pacific), etc.; a wealth of material for the collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latin America, Dealer Stock, 1850-1990’s. Approximately 450 dealer tear pages, neatly organized in
eleven dealer counter books, with many great fresh complete sound sets with 2004-2012 Scott values ranging from a
couple dollars to over $100, mostly mint except for the early classic issues, with many complete commemorative sets
with a few mint highlights include (mint unless noted otherwise): Argentina 388-90 used, C30-33, C34, Bolivia 54 (3),
Brazil 354-55, C29-30, Chile 1 used, 10n used on piece, Columbia 14 used, 52 used, C175-85, C186-98, C317-18 (2),
Cuba 340-54 (5 used), C24-9 (5 used), C144-46, E10-11 (5 used), Danish West Indies 37-39 used, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Mexico 26 used, 320, 828, C40A-44A, C51-53 (3), Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay
C93-105 and Venezuela 380-83, A, generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Latin America, Better Quality Dealer Stock, mostly from 1930’s-80’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of
glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a
dollar to a little over $100, consisting of Argentina, Aruba, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Guyana (including 334a), Haiti, Honduras, Mexico (including 741-42, 744), Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay and Venezuela, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017
Scott $4,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Latin America, Collection, 1850’s-1930. In two Olympic albums of quadrille pages, containing Boliva group
of various types of green imperf Condor, a couple Brazil numerals and a 60r bulls eye, Chile Columbus issue to 20c,
some early Mexico Hidalgo’s, Peru: some early imperf coat of arms, diverse group of surcharges, some grills (which are
the same type as used for U.S. stamps and make an good reference), some Provisional issues and a couple pages of
interesting Peruvian revenues., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600
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WORLDWIDE: Topical Collections - Cover Collections

Worldwide
Topical Collections
773

HH
Worldwide, Collection of Birds on Stamps. A magnificent stock of birds on stamps, housed in 21 volumes
including 3 volumes of souvenir sheets and 5 of first day covers, most of the sets are in glassines and identified by Scott
number, some better include Aitutaki 293-311, Barbados 475-511, British Antarctic 263-274, Republic of China
1624-1627, Dubai C1-C8, Hong Kong 309-311, Mauritius 276-290, Seychelles 304a & Singapore 236-239, every lot is
fresh and clean, an inexpensive opportunity to stock up, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

774

H/m

775

HH/H
Worldwide, Famous People & Bird Topicals, 1974-2000. Many hundreds of mint sheetlets and souvenir
sheets, includes St. Vincent Michael Jackson souvenir sheets 898-901, Senegal Elvis souvenir sheet 1350, Montserrat
“Specimen” overprinted bird stamps, great lot for the internet or flea market dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

776

HH/H

777

)

Worldwide, Train Topical Collection to 1990. Possibly thousands of different sets or souvenir sheets that
each feature trains in seven different volumes of home made pages in White Ace albums with slipcases, this might be
the highest level of completion of this topic we have ever seen, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Topical Collection, 1920-2010. Several hundred stamps & souvenir sheets in four volumes
and on stock & album pages, some of the subjects are birds, animals, butterflies, ships coins, Olympics, World of
Sports, album of Masonic stamps, many with imperf varieties, a very interesting lot to dig through, take a few extra
minutes to ascertain this lot’s true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, First Airmail Topical Cover Exhibit. 42 exhibit pages, featuring first issues of various
countries, noted Estonia #C1 (2 pairs), Italy C1 on colored postcard and on cover, Monaco, New Zealand C1,
Switzerland C2 and U.S. C3, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Cover Collections
778

)

779

)

780

)

Worldwide, Postal History Lifetime Accumulation, 1800s-1900s. Intact estate of an estimated 7700
covers from around the world housed in various albums and loose’ includes an eclectic array of covers, cards and
documents, a noteworthy collection of dozens of Spanish-American War Patriotic Covers, Anglo-Boer War POW
covers, WWI Swiss Soldier Stamps on cover, a generous amount of WWI and WWI censored mail, a beautiful
700-piece collection of Notgeld, commercial mail, collections of postal markings, naval ship collection, some First Day
Covers, Revenues used on documents, Space covers, stampless, much Nashville-related material, a wonderful
collection of leather postcards, etc., etc., a number of items still on their original auction lot cards; as expected, condition
varies, but much is great for resale online or at your next bourse, F.-V.F., with better throughout, be sure to set aside
time to view.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Worldwide, Superlative Disinfected Mail Collection, 1631-1850s. Truly superb, with 220 covers and
documents mounted on often annotated pages; includes Austria, Italy, Constantinople and others, with many varieties
and scarce markings, box and oval types, red seals, rastel perforations, cholera documents, the only-known
disinfection certification from Cagliari in 1837; from an old-time estate with many items unseen for decades; condition is
above-average but a few faulty, F.-V.F., perfect to develop into a Gold Medal exhibit, or exceptional value for breakdown
into single lots, some Ex-Meyer.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide, Award-Winning WWI Postal History Collection. Housed in two volumes, this spectacular
collection contains over 275 diverse pieces of censored mail from multiple countries including Axis powers and strong
U.S., U.S. Postal Agency in Siberia, wonderful postcards, envelopes and stationery for soldiers from various
organizations, etc.; originally a multi-frame exhibit, all on annotated pages; great for expansion or breakdown for resale.
Some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., and better than we regularly see, an original estate lot well worth viewing.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover and Card Collection, 1930s. 32 different flight covers and cards, including
various countries and better frankings; we note Gibraltar despatch, Morocco Agencies (British), Tangier (British)
despatch, and much more; a great lot for online sales; few small faults, otherwise F.-V.F., highly desirable; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Worldwide, Wondrous Postal History, 1850-1960. Several hundred covers & cards, with airmails, mint &
used postal stationery, first day covers, stampless, picture postcards, advertising with some illustrated, Falkland
Islands, Tristan da Cunha, Egypt, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, a few better includes 1948 St. Pierre & Miquelon first flight
cover, 1930 Algiers flight cover with exposition label, 1908 picture postcard of executed Moroccans, and a 1934 first
flight from New Zealand to Australia, scores of premium items, as sure a money maker as there is in this auction, put this
at the top of your “To View” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide, Trans Pacific First Flights, 1953-87. Over 900 covers in six albums, air lines include American,
Northwest, Delta, JAL, ANA, Polynesia Airlines, Aloha Airlines, Canadian Pacific, Pan Am, Nippon, BOAC, Air
Micronesia, United, Continental, Air New Zealand, South Pacific Air Lines, Swissair, Philippine Air Lines, Quantas, with
countries Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji, Tahiti, Mexico, Bermuda, Korea, Brazil, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Hong Kong,
PRC, Japan, picture postcards, photos, luggage labels, gate pass, newspaper clippings, ephemera, correspondence,
schedules, an extensive collection of these popular flight, examine please, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Mourning Cover Collection, 1840s-1920s. 100 mainly 19th century covers, housed in a single
volume; most on annotated pages from an award-winning collection; U.S. plus 13 additional countries including Great
Britain, Canada, India, Jamaica, New South Wales, New Zealand, France, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland,
Russia and Romania; some interesting markings; some faulty, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, First Flight Cover Collection, 1912-35. Nifty lot that has 1931 Canal Zone to Trinidad flight,
1933 Canada Charlottetown to Grindstone Island flight, 1926 Costa Rica to Canal Zone flight, 1925 Roessler Canal
Zone to Costa Rica flight, 1931 Panama to Trinidad flight, 1931 Saint Thomas to San Pedro flight, 1926 New York City to
Washington DC overland flight, 1912 Aviation Field to Compton CA, also includes USS Akron & USS Macon flights and
cacheted event covers, sure to attract multiple bids, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Censored Cover Collection, 1938-47. Over 270 censored covers from such countries as
Great Britain, Canal Zone, Newfoundland, U.S., Australia, Argentina, Austria, Bahamas, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Ceylon, Costa Rica, Cuba, Curacao, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, France, Germany, Gold Coast, Greece,
India, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Singapore, Mexico, Morocco, Panama, New Zealand, Nigeria, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, El Salvador, South Africa, Spain, Sudan, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, with various tapes and
marking, a great opportunity, mixed condition, be sure and check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1885-1945. Over 175 covers & cards, with Canal Zone #3 on large
cover to New York, U.S. 1894 #230 with “U.S. Mail Chute” corner ad cover, 1955 U.S. registered cover to Tel Aviv with
censor tapes, 1892 Hong Kong #44 on cover to USA, 1906 pair DWI #31 on postcard to USA, plus many stamp dealer
corner card and illustrated ad covers including several Roesslers, mixed condition, perusal encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Vast & Valuable Ephemera Lot, 1840-1965. Fabulous holding of material mostly from the 19th
century, includes but not limited to tickets, viewbook of Centennial Buildings, trade cards, 1893 Columbian Exposition
material, engravings and etchings, calendars, political items including ballots, tokens, Canal Zone Souvenir viewbook,
picture postcards including some nice Santas, foreign documents-some with revenues, postal history, railroad tickets,
bills of lading, photos, cruise liner material, menus, maps, toothpick collection, set aside sufficient time to get to know
this lovely lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Eclectic Group of Covers, 1840-1927. Seven in all, including five Great Britain with a mint
second Mulready letter sheet (Scott #U4 in nice quality), 1851 full-face “Peace” design with #3 franking (slight faults);
also includes Montenegro #75-86 complete on Registered cover to Germany out of Cetinje—a rare franking, and
Canada #CL24 franking on Roessler cover, F.-V.F., interesting group.
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Postal History Eruption, 1890-2000. Hundreds maybe thousands of foreign covers & cards,
with registered, advertising including illustrated, mint & used postal stationery, first day covers, censored, picture
postcards, stampless, air mail, radio cards, nice groups of different countries pop up, a great lot for your inventory,
please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Worldwide, Postal History, 1860-1960. A few hundred covers housed in 8 binders, with first day covers,
cacheted event covers, censored, registered covers & first flights, includes the countries of Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Mexico, Netherlands, Russia, Scotland, Sweden, Switzerland, Republic of China, PRC, a binder of
Great Britain covers with a group of stamp dealers corner ad covers, a binder of Great Britain postmarks of stamps and
multiples, with some great advertising covers and better usages this is a lot to be reckoned with, contains only a few
postal stationery items, a must see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Postal History, 1878-1965. Many hundreds of covers & cards, with U.S. first day covers, flight
covers, 1929 large picture postcard of monoplane carrying the mail, Apollo 11 commemorative folder, used postal cards
from Japan, East India, Romania, Netherlands, Transvaal, Egypt, Russia, India, foreign first day covers, German
Propaganda covers, Stalag POW cards, polar covers, 1903-1905 Atlantic City correspondence, two large covers to
different African countries, Canada first flights, Scadta cards, great lot for the postal history dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

799

)

800

)

Worldwide, Cover Accumulation, 1860’s-1980’s. Several hundred covers and early post cards with
common covers mixed with interesting better covers including a hand drawn 1940 airmail post card with Sailor and Nazi
Flag, 1924 North Pole Mail small post card with 2¢ Harding on one side and return Norway frankings on the other side,
some censor covers from Cuba and Fiji, a few early 1860’s France Napoleon issues on cover to United States including
an 80 Fr. usage, a nice early group of Chinese and Japanese picture post cards and a few covers, an early Zeppelin
picture post card as well as a few Zeppelin reprint cards, a group of unused Latin America postal stationary, some
interesting early Latin America and Middle East covers, etc., a great group with many interesting pieces that will quickly
add up in value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Massive Hoard, 1850’s-1980’s. In fifteen small plastic boxes and a half dozen albums,
containing approximately 4,000-6,000 covers from the stampless period in 1850’s to more modern commercial usages
1980’s and everything in between, covers are roughly sorted by area to make viewing easier, a great lot for bourse retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, First Day and Event Cover Accumulation, 1970’s-2000’s. Mostly Western Europe, Israel and
United Nations, approximately 10,000 to 15,000 first day and event covers, loose and in binders in several large boxes
packed with covers, with and without cachets, plenty of desirable topics and recent issues from the 1990’s and 2000’s
that should break down nicely, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Postal History Bonanza, 1880-1980. Covers and cards galore (owner claims 1500!), in 16
binders of various sizes; franked covers, postal stationery and picture postcards of whatever takes your fancy; from
fjords and geysers to sunny beaches to various Antarctic Territories, this lot has it; note U.S. First Day Covers from the
mid-1930s, Heligoland postal stationery and franked covers, India First Days, ship and event cancels, vended postage,
the list goes on and on; all the postcards we checked were actually mailed, Fine to Very Fine, an interesting lot; take a
look.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Antarctic Cover Collection, 1935-70’s. 170 different covers from various countries with
various flights, expeditions, Naval missions and Submarine missions with most covers from the 1950’s to 1970’s,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Cover Accumulation, 1930’s-90’s. With all sorts of interesting areas: a small group of
interesting 1930’s Romania covers, a bunch of Swiss airmail covers with a few better earlies and a stock of airmail
(Swiss Air) covers from 1980’s and 1990’s, a couple postcards of nudes, a group of 1930’s Spain covers, some
interesting better Austria, a few interesting early Estonia including some Russia to Estonia military mail, a couple
hundred covers of British Commonwealth omnibus issues, Vatican 1-13, E1-2 FDC’s, a couple SCADTA covers, etc.,
generally F.-V.F., A great treasure hunt lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Collection, 1926-45. Approximately 45 covers housed in one binder, includes
Germany C37 on cover, 1936 Hindenburg cover addressed to Herr Carl Bernhardt, 1929 zeppelin cover from Japan,
many U.S. round the world flights, 1930 Graf Zeppelin cover from Lakehurst to Canary Islands, a premium collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Postal History, 1858-1945. 27 covers, includes U.S. #611 on Puerto Rico cover, registered
cover from India with #38, 42, 49, first flight St. Kitts to Puerto Rico with #25, 27, 29, 30 & 31, Canal Zone C3 pair on flight
cover, Great Britain #28 on cover to U.S., several India covers, a great lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 402
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Worldwide, Magnificent Old Time Stamp Collection, 1840-1918. In three old time Scott International large
bound albums of lovely gilt edged pages, with stamps carefully mounted and generally correctly identified with some
highlights that include: Antigua 21-30, 31-38, Argentina 122//142 (only missing one of the 15¢ shades), Australian
States - New South Wales 115-19, Austria 128-44, Azores 149-54, Barbados 81-89 mixed mint and used, 90-101 mint,
Brunei 1-12, Newfoundland partial mint first Guy issue, 104-14, 115-26, Canada 14, 46-47, 54 mint, 56 mint, 99-100,
119 mint, E1 mint, Cape of Good Hope 4p blue triangle, a few early Ceylon perf and imperf early Chalon heads, Chile
98-112, China 1c early mint Imperial Dragon, Crete 111-20, early Cuba with great Isabella II, Espania, Alfonso XII and
XIII issues with some surcharges, Dominica set of mint Edward VII set to 5/-, East Africa and Uganda Edward VII set to
4R, Falkland Islands 22-29, Fiji Edward VII set to 5s, great selection of early perf and imperf France Ceres and
Napoleon issues with some denominations up to 1 Fr and 80c, 95 mint, some good French Peace and Commerce
overprints in French offices section, Gambia Victoria silhouette’s up to 1 shilling, Edward VII set to 3s, some interesting
early German States, decent Imperial Eagles, 28 mint, Gibraltar Edward VII set to £1, Gilbert and Ellice Islands 3-7b
Great Britain 1 (2), 2, 5-7, Victorians with a high level of completion including 5/-, 94-95, 10 shilling Victoria, 111-22, 138
mint, U1 Mulready Envelope, Guatemala 7-10, 17-20, Hong Kong 84 mint, 104 mint, Iceland Kings Christian IX and
Frederik VIII bust set, Frederik VIII silhouette bust mint set, India 6, 72-73 mint, several Convention States mint Victoria
or Edward VIII sets, Indo-China 24-38 mint, 41-58 mint, Ionian Islands 1-3, useful early Italy with 58-63, Ivory Coast
21-36, Leeward Islands Edward VII set to 5s, Macao 17-21 mint, 22-23 mint, 35-44 mint, 46-57 mint, 147-57D mint,
J12-22 mint, Madagascar 77, Malaya several $1 and $2 mint Elephants and Howdah issues, Malta 17-18 mint, 21-27
mint, 28-45 mint, 60 mint, Mauritius 124-26, 137-51 mint, Natal Edward VII mint 10s, 110-16 mint, Netherlands 1-3
used, British New Hebrides 1-6, New Zealand 119-20, Nyasaland Protectorate 1-10 mint, Papua Lakatoi mint set to 2/6,
Portugal 185-92 mint, 193-98 mint, Rhodesia 76-79 mint, 101-17 mint, Romania 196-206, St. Helena 50-55, St. Lucia
56, Spain 287-94, 297-305 mint, Straits Settlements Edward VII to $2, 134A, Sweden J12//J24 (only missing 24o gray
lilac), Switzerland 2 with APS certificate, 7 with APS certificate, 8, 10, 12, 13, a type set of imperf seated Helvetia and
145 mint. A fabulous old time collection of issues through the first nearly 80 years of philately that would be wonderful to
expand and share with others., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

803

H/m
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Worldwide, Philatelic Pastiche, 1860-2000. A real old time collection of thousands of stamps & souvenir
sheets with dozens of pages of first day covers, postal stationery & commercial mail & large blocks of mint stamps
added to sixteen Scott International albums, includes mint Albania 393A, Alexandria C1-C8, used Brazil 3, 7-10, 27-28,
Republic of China 1556-1562, 1682-1693, Iceland 232-235, with exceptional coverage of mint, used & covers of the
following countries- Belgium, Bhutan, Egypt, French Colonies, Hawaii, Hungary, India & States, Ireland, Japan,
Monaco, Portugal & Colonies, Romania, San Marino, Thailand & Turkey, this represents one man’s labor of love,
enormous break up value, examine with great care, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide, Goodie Lot, 1840’s-1960’s. Hundreds and hundreds of better stamps that were squirreled
away for several decades in dealer tear sheets and glassines that were accumulated over many years with stamps up to
hundreds of dollars each, with some notable items that include: early Argentina, good Bermuda Key plates, Canada 18,
a few large queens, 47 appears mint, 60 (2 mint), 80 mint, some higher denomination Canada Tercentenary issues, a
few better Edward VII, 122 mint, E3 mint block, some Canadian revenues, a glassine full of SCADTA issues, PRC
1950’s exercise issue, sheets of Ecuador proofs, a few better French Peace and Commerce issues and a glassine of
mint Liberty and Peace issues, many 19th century Alsace and Lorraine in several glassines and envelopes plus a
glassine with approximately a dozen German occupation issues, a few surcharges of French Colonies issues, a lovely
group of German states, early German Empire, Ostropa sheet, nice German airmails including a few Zeppelins, Great
Britain 5 on cover and £1 Edward VII, a nice Greece Hermes head proof, Guatemala 5-6 used, several Hawaii numerals
and Kamehameha III issues, some Hong Kong Victoria surcharges, a few Hungary Franz Josef I issues, Iceland 1930
privately printed imperf proof sheet, Italy C42-47 Graf Zeppelin set, a few early seated Liberia issues, a promising
section of imperf Luxembourg coat of arms, a couple Queensland Chalon heads, sheets and blocks of El Salvador
proofs, a few Tasmania Chalon heads, a few better Vatican city sets, an old time approval book full of early mint British
issues and so much more, we couldn’t possibly identify and list every possibly good stamp here, so you really need to
spend some time viewing this lot if you hope to have a chance at this lot, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, Arthur Fiedler’s Stamp Collection. Consisting of 12 albums and 4 stockbooks plus a box of
miscellaneous, with faulty France 329, precancel grouping, Swiss collection, a Japan collection, Hawaii with a four
numerals, with most of the value in a 19th Century Scott album with good used Bank Notes, early China, and tons more
to plow through, make sure you put aside enough time to examine this baby, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Includes note from Arthur Fiedler’s daughter that this was her father’s collection.
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HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1939. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in a 1939
Schaubek album, some better include Austria mint B61-B86, B93-B98, B100-B105, B22-B127, B132-B137, France
mint B43, Germany used C35-C37, C43-C45, C46-C56, mint C40-C42, Iceland used 149, Luxembourg B86-B91,
Russia mint C69-C75, with excellent coverage of Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Danzig, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Romania, a corker of a collection, with many sale able stamps, peruse at your leisure, F.-V.F. Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

807
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Worldwide, Old Time Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. In ten old time collections of quadrille pages of mostly
Europe, containing Belgium perf and imperf Leopold I of various papers and perforations, 25 mint, 28-36, 39, 72 mint,
89-90 mint, 136 mint, early parcel post, Denmark perf and rouletted coat of arms, including 3-6, 9-10, numerals, 145-54
mint, 164-75, 210-19, early officials, Finland 16 serpentine roulette coat of arms issues, France with perf and imperf
Ceres and Napoleon, 64 mint, 66 mint, 131-32 mint, B20-23 mint, French revenues and Christmas seals, offices and
French colonies, some German States, German East Africa N17-24, good early Greenland, Hungary with five
perforated Franz Josef I, Italy 78 pair and seven Marca di Riscontro mint revenue issues, Japan a few early Cherry
Blossom issues, Netherlands 1-3, 4-6 (3), perforated William III, various perforations of 1870’s William III, 40-49 mint,
51-53, various Wilhelmina perforations, colonies, Norway 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, diverse group of post horns, 2k King
Haakon VII mint, two pages of locals, Portugal 437-51 and good colonies, a couple imperf Carol issues of Romania,
early imperial Russia coat of arms in various watermarks, offices in China, offices in Turkey, Spain early Isabella II,
Amadeo and Alfonso issues, Sweden diverse group of coat of arms and numeral issues, U.S. 834 used plate block, an
old time collection that appears to have been squirreled away for nearly six decades, with many complete sets that are
always in such demand, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Old Time Collection, 1840-1960’s. Seven old time albums of quadrille pages, plus about two
albums worth of grouped but loose pages that have been forgotten by collector for nearly five decades, containing
(using Scott catalog): three New South Wales Victoria diadem issues, nine Queensland Chalon heads, South Australia
three different Chalon heads and a few official overprints, Tasmania four perf and imperf Chalon heads, Victoria imperf
seated Victoria, Western Australia three different imperf swans, decent Austria, Belgium 1958 Antarctic Expedition mint
souvenir sheet, a couple Bermuda key plates, British Central Africa 3s Coat of Arms (27?), some early British Guiana
ships, New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 27, 59, 61-71, 73-74, 122, Nova Scotia 3, 8-13, Canada nice selection of
small and large queens, 50-62 (a couple middle values appear mint), 84, 96-103, 158-59, 176-77, 226-27 and some
early mint dues, three different Cape of Good Hope triangles, Ceylon four early Chalon heads and 1R 50c Victoria, early
China with some large and small dragons and a 2¢ red revenue and some interesting Shanghai’s, Cook Islands 3, a few
nice early Denmark imperf coat of arms and numerals, 164-75 complete set, Dominica, Edward VII 5s, 85, nice Egypt
Sphinx, Falkland Islands 29, a couple early Finland coat of arms roulettes, early German states, Great Britain 1 and
much value in mid 19th century Victoria’s, 94-95, Victoria and Edward VII green £1 issues, 209, 251 mint, a couple
Victoria surcharges, $5 George V, Greece a few Hermes heads, India 2 and other early Victoria’s, complete used
Gandhi set, Ireland 5/- sea horse, a dozen early Japan dragons and cherry blossoms, New Zealand four different
perforated Chalon heads, a few useful early Norway, a page of early Papua ships, five Romania imperf Prince Carol,
Straits Settlements George V up to $5, nice Tigers up to $2, interesting Sweden and five classic Tibet. It is always a joy
when we get to examine these old time quadrille albums and think about all these little treasures returning to the hobby,
with many better stamps, some of which have been enumerated above, but most of which still need to be checked for
perf varieties and watermarks, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide, Early Stamp Group, 1840-1930s. Hundreds of mint and used worldwide stamps, including
U.S., housed on 37 mid-sized stock cards; highlights includes China used #2 and 3, four Penny Blacks, U.S. #C4-C6
and C18, and much, much more; sizable Scott value and perfect for eBay sales; mixed condition but many sound
stamps are present, F.-V.F., inspect.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Fiasco, 1900-2000. Many hundreds, possibly thousands of stamps housed in 38
Scott International albums with 15 slip cases, a vast majority of countries are represented although sparsely, includes
East & West Europe, Latin America, British Commonwealth, Africa & Asia, nothing rare or valuable present but there is
the occasional mint set or souvenir sheet, the albums alone are worth our low estimate, mixed condition, please
evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Worldwide, Collection of Many Hundreds of Mint & Used Stamps, 1895-2000. Includes mint Bhutan with
souvenir sheets in an album, mint Mongolia collection in an album, Statesman Album mint & used with decent
coverage, Yugoslavia mint & used collection, Spain mint & used collection, and four Supreme Global albums with some
nice mint material, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

815

H/m
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Worldwide, Magnificent Mint & Used Collection, 1875-1990. Presented in eight Global albums and a
Minkus album, most of the value is in the British Commonwealth, includes mint unless noted Australia Antarctic L8-L18,
Azores 93-100, British Antarctic 1-15, 16-19, 24, 25-38, British Indian Ocean 1-15, Cayman Islands 85-96, France
Southern & Antarctic Territories 1, 2-7, 20, C1-C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C11, C16a, C17, C26-C27, Japan 111-112,
Monaco B51-B50, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 11-12, 20-30, excellent Portugal with Caras issue, 196, 595-602, 650-657,
717-720, St. Kitts-Nevis 1-10, 11-21, Seychelles 157-171, 173-190, Tonga 38-52, 63-69, and with many more mint
complete sets, most of the mint are in mounts so you’ll need plenty of time to discover any NH material, don’t let this one
get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1922. In 1924 Scott album, a wonderful several thousand
stamps, the album loaded with better items; U.S. alone will catalogue over $1700 with the value in Revenues; nice
Canada, China with #1 used, France with strong 19th century, good Germany, nice 19th-century Netherlands, good
Latin America, and more; coming directly from an estate, the Junior Edition album is well-packed (bulging, actually), and
while condition is a bit mixed with some mint adherence, the used is generally Fine-Very Fine, a nice lot for country
collection sales.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. In six green volumes with slip cases of Lindner stock pages, with no
real clear theme to the collection other than what the collector found interesting, so you will find common mixed with
better issues, all clearly identified by Scott number with the following notable items: Alexandretta 1-12, C1-8, J1-6,
Argentina 452, Belgian Congo 3 (5), 9 (6), Belgium group of early imperf Leopold I issues, Brazil a few black numerals,
Cyrenaica CB1-10, Eritrea 175-80, CB1-10, Far Eastern Republic interesting group of multiples and varieties, Finland
four Coat of Arms roulettes, France with a couple high denomination Napolean’s, huge quantities of used B51 and B58,
B66 and B67 on Louvre commemoration card, French Polynesia 73-74 mint, 80-114 (missing three mid to higher
values), some French Colonies peace and commerce issues, French Colonies 1937 Paris, 1938 Curie, 1952 Military
Medal, 1939 NY World’s Fair, 1939 Caillie and 1946 Allied Nations Victory in Europe omnibus sets, nice German States
including some early Bavaria numerals, Berlin some used Freedom Bells, Hungary nice used Franz Josef I issues, B94,
Iceland 86-91, 108-28 mixed mint and used set, 138 mint, 144-48 mint and used sets, 149-50 mint, 170-75 mint, B15-20
mint and used sets, album page of Italian States: Roman States, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Italy 324-28, C23-26, C28-33,
C62-65, C73-78, nice Japan section with 473A (3) and a couple offices in China on piece, Korea seven values from
1951 Korean War issue, Lebanon 18-21, Lundy (Great Britain local) group, Luxembourg 1 (3), 3, some good imperf coat
of arms, 23, 92, Macau C1-6, Monaco 159, Netherlands William III group of perf and imperf issues with duplication and
some nice colonies, Norway 2, 5, 7, 11-15, diverse post horns, Poland B31, Russia with some nice airmails and
Wrangel exile issue, Saudi Arabia group of Hejaz overprints, a few imperf seated Helvetia’s, interesting group of early
Tibet and Tripolitania CB1-10. Plenty of better interesting sets, some of which tell a story that is often neglected when
people just try to fill the hole, which should be of interest to both the worldwide collector wanting to fill in sections of their
collections or the casual collector looking for interesting stamps with interesting stories, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. In 20 Scott International albums, plus two albums of blank pages,
five Minkus Specialty albums and a Scott Specialty album of DDR, collections are sparsely filled, but look very clean and
suitable for expansion, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Loaded Mint and Used Estate Album, 1920-30. A single Ne Plus Ultra Scott album, plus
miscellaneous; strong value in used, while mint has been somewhat affected by humidity; used includes Fiume
#122-133 ($572); Iceland #108-128, 130-138, 140, 149, C1-C2, O40-O52 ($1611); Ireland #12-13, etc., with total
catalogue of just these three countries’ six pages totaling $3185; many of hundreds of stamps and a huge value for the
internet seller or worldwide collector seeking a bargain with plenty of better stamps, generally F.-V.F., a bargain at the
estimate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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816

H/m

817

HH/H/m

818

HH/H/m Worldwide, Album Aboundassi, 1880-2010. Collection mounted in nine Global Stamp albums, thee
Citation albums and a World Stamp Album, most of the material is of moderate value although you occasionally run into
items like French Polynesia C45-C47, C112-115, C117-C119, C120, good pickings for approval books, internet or flea
market dealers, take a long hard look at this lot, you may be surprised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

819

H/m/)

820

H/m/)

821

H/m/)

822

P

823

H/m
Worldwide, “Misc” Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. In three green volumes with slip cases of Lindner stock
pages, with no real clear theme to the collection other than what the collector found interesting, so you will find common
mixed with better issues, containing: Australia 277, 282 and 286 full sheets folded along center, a page of early
Australian states, Queensland group with some early Chalon heads, Austria some bird airmails, group of Greece used
early Hermes issues, Great Britain 5, a couple pages of offices with a group of offices in China, early Italy and group of
Aegean Islands overprints, Labuan 99A-109, Leeward Islands group of Elizabeth II 1954 definitive issues in odd shade
blocks up to $4.80, Papua New Guinea 122-26 large blocks of 48, a couple pages of Mexico with various overprints,
Russia group of airmails, San Marino early coat of arms issues, Syria 166-69, U.S. 730 (3) and group of precancels
including a page of early 1½¢ Harding’s and pages for Texas by city and Arkansas, group of Turkey large Crescent and
Star multiples and singles with various overprints. Plenty of better interesting sets, that seem to have just been added
randomly as the collector fancied, so expect diversity, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

824

H/m
Worldwide, Old Time Collection Balance, 1850’s-1960’s. That arrived in five old bankers boxes filled with
old glassines and albums that have been forgotten by collector for nearly five decades, there are many old cigar and
cigarette boxes that could be filled with just about anything and just needs a careful eye to take up this treasure hunt,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

825

HH/H
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheets, 1976-2000. With 800 St Vincent Michael Jackson souvenir sheets, Tonga
Titanic Souvenir sheets #1178 & 1179, Easdale Island sheets and much more, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Substantial Mint and Used J-R Collection, 1920-24. Several hundred neatly organized and
housed in a Scott 1924 Ne Plus Ultra album; begins with some better mint Japan, strong Latvia, comprehensive Liberia;
Liechtenstein includes a neatly used set of #54-69 (catalogue value $474); very nice Lithuania and Memel; we note
Netherlands #104-105 (catalogue $180) and much, much more; many other stand-alone for resale countries; some
mint is stuck down but much is fine; good value in used, mostly F.-V.F., be sure to view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Housed in five albums and in glassines, includes Israel
#55 mint with tab and a albums with mint tab stamps, U.S. used 239, 290, U.S. postage, mint & used worldwide singles,
also the 1823 New Edinburgh Encyclopedia of The People of the United States, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Collection, 1861-1990. Several hundred stamps and covers in three albums and in two boxes,
we begin with a 1921 Scott International Junior Edition with nice U.S. & Canada, Penny Black and good coverage
throughout, the other two albums have scattered coverage, plus there are hundreds of covers, with some better usages
especially among the U.S. airmail stamps, a great lot to pick through, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Philatelic Melange, 1875-1975. An eclectic lot with 1964 JFK Memorial Dinner folder, U,S.
postage, coil test stamps, worldwide Xmas seals with some U.S. varieties, and mint worldwide in a binder, used foreign
mounted on pages and in envelopes, this is a lot for the explorer in all of us, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Oddball Balance, 1860-1948. An intriguing lot in two binders and on album pages, with mint
Thailand 1-5, 5a, Egypt 9, Libya Ghadames 3N1-3N8, Japan 5, Burma 13-15, used Memel N70-N82, German
occupation stamps, and a binder of over 75 mint & used Netherlands Indies postal cards and envelopes, in desperate
need of some TLC, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Proof & Imperf Offerings, 1940-2000. An intriguing holding that requires meticulous
inspection, some of the items include France proofs, Senegal proof, Morocco deluxe proofs, Monaco progressive
proofs, Wallis & Fortuna C21 imperf, France C51 imperf, Upper Volta trial color proof, deluxe souvenir sheet, Andorra
perf & imperfs, French Southern & Antarctic Territory C15-C16 imperf, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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826

H/m

827

H/m
Worldwide, Balance Collection, Late 19th to Early 20th Century. Eight albums approximately half of
which are stockbooks of duplicates, a couple beginner albums and two lovely early bound Scott internationals, one with
pages ranging from 1840-1900 and the second from 1840-1929, a nice little lot, sure to be a bunch of $10 and $20
stamps that will quickly add up in Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

828

HH/H

829

HH/H/m

830

H/m

831

H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used A-D Collection, 1920-24. Neatly organized A-D worldwide plus U.S. collection of
hundreds, housed in a Scott Ne Plus Ultra album; U.S. includes #547, 551-573, 614-621, C4-C6; nice mint Austria,
good Azores, excellent Belgium and Central Lithuania, China, and more; a great lot for country collection breakdown;
some mint stuck down, but many are not, generally F.-V.F., add this to your viewing list.
Estimate $400 - 600

832

H/m/)

833

H/m

834

HH/H/m

835

H/m

52

Worldwide, Collection Balance, 19th and Early 20th Century. Containing six albums, one is a Belgium
country collection, three of which form a Minkus Global worldwide collection, one Miscellaneous album and one album
of Lady Diana Royal Wedding British Commonwealth first day covers, in addition there are groups of U.S. and foreign
first day covers and postal cards, some mixed bundle ware, stamp packets, U.S. postal stationary with a respectable
group of stamped envelopes and postal cards.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, New Issue Collection from 1970’s and 1980’s. That have been accumulated and stored in the
original new issue glassines and then sorted into manila envelopes, but never finally put into an album, many complete
sets and souvenir sheets and lovely topical sets, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500+.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Collection, 1870-1945. In six Scott International albums, we have mint Austria N64-N73, British
Honduras 131-136, excellent China, Gold Coast 143, Great Britain Middle East Forces 14-15, Iceland C3,
Newfoundland 47-48, North Borneo 9-10, Nyassa 26-38, used Canada 14, Hawaii 30-31, Nigeria 74, generally decent
coverage throughout, mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 751

Worldwide, Collection Balance, 19th and 20th Centuries. Group of duplicates and miscellaneous floor
sweepings from a man’s nearly 20 year collecting adventure, with a small group of coins and currency from worldwide
travel with many high value coins (a few 2 Swiss Francs, some dollar coins from Australia, some Irish or UK pound
values) plus currency (10 Swiss Francs, £5 UK, India, 170 China RNB, Barbados, 220 Thai Baht), a decent amount of
stamp supplies with approximately 20 unopened Dennison hinges and a large box of glassines, nine stock books fill
with duplicates and a few U.S. first day covers, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1861-1975. Intriguing lot with any surprises, includes U.S. covers &
ephemera, some better mint Canada, mint worldwide, U.S. first day covers, mint Canada Provinces, mint Channel
Islands, mint San Marino 490 sheet, mint Europa collection, in albums, in stockbooks, and folders, worth many times
our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Labels, Poster Stamps & Unissued, 1901-50. Approximately 100 labels or stamps, includes
Old Home Week stamps, Ocean Liner stamps, rocket flight labels, airline baggage labels, Galway Airmail labels with
letter, propaganda stamps, football labels, exposition stamps, a great lot for you way back of the book items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Classics Lot, 1850-1940. A couple of hundred mint & used stamps on album pages, glassines
and display cards, with used Ceylon 162, Malta 4, Natal 57, Western Australia 1, mint U.S. 239, mixed condition, a little
organization will reap great rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Russia-Württemberg Mint and Used Collection, 1920-30. In a single old Scott album; decent
Russia; value mainly in used, with some better throughout; some mint adhering but much is alright, generally F.-V.F., a
good value at the estimate and well worth a look.
Estimate $300 - 400
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836

HH/H/m

837

HH/H/m Worldwide, Dealer Stock, Late 19th to Early 20th Century. Large stock with each set in approximately
1,800 individual black approval cards with strong selection of British Commonwealth, Western Europe (including
France, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland, etc.) and a bit of Asia and Latin America, individual
sets range from mostly $10 and up with some notable sets that include (mint unless noted otherwise): Bahamas 65-69
(2), Belgium 251-53 (2), Bolivia 433-50, British Honduras 144-55, Canada 54, 85-86, 99, 158 used, some good officials
including O11 (5), Chad C84 (2 imperf pairs), a couple of People’s Republic of China sets 105-7, 863-73 used, Cuba
284-93, Denmark 437-444D (4 sets), 629-50 (2 sets), Ecuador C22, Egypt 25b, France 263, 302 (3), 304 (2), 311-12
(4), 1100 (11 mint and 5 used), B48-53 (3), B157a, B258-63 (2), B267-72 (5), B276-81 (2), B303-8 (8), C5-6 (2),
Reunion C46-47, French Equatorial Africa C37, French Morocco 50 (2), French Polynesia C55-56, C74-77, FSAT
C1-2, C3, C4 (3), C11, C13, Germany 399b, 693, 695, B295, 9N80 (2), DDR 80-81, Gibraltar 116b, Gold Coast 148-59
(2), Greenland 48-65 (3), Thule 1-5 used, Hungary 1189 (4), Indonesia 798a, Iran 1290-93, Ireland some St. Patrick and
Paschal Fire (2 sets), some good Ireland 1940’s commemorative sets, Japan 400a block, 422 (1 mint, 2 used), 473a (2),
Madagascar Gibbons 57-62, Monaco 291b perf and imperf, B99a imperf, Netherlands B291-95 (5), New Zealand a few
used Chalon heads and some 1950’s and 1960’s definitive high values, AR102-5, Norway 340-42, 537-43 (3), Pitcairn
1-8, Poland B107, Rhodesia 107 used, Russia C40-44 (2 used), Ryukyus C14-18, St. Kitts Nevis 120-34, Sarawak
199-211, Singapore 41, 336-48 (14), Sudan 41 (50+), Switzerland 39 (2 used), 98-100, B178 (2), Tasmania 6p Chalon
head, the vast majority of the stamps are o.g., some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a useful stock of much
better quality than usually encountered with many fresh and sound complete sets (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

838

HH/H/m

839

HH/H

Worldwide, Dealer Stock, Late 19th to Mostly 20th Century. Large stock meticulously organized and
identified in #3 glassines, housed in over 170 counter boxes in Alphabetical Country order and easily containing over
60,000 individual glassines with strong selection of British Commonwealth, Western Europe and a bit of Asia and Latin
America, with stronger areas that include: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Finland, France with some decent offices in Colonies, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Japan with many better
commemorative complete sets, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal with a
bit of colonies, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and U.S., individual stamps and sets which range from mostly a few
dollars and up to $50 or more, with sets picked for desirability and sound condition, the first thing you will notice is the
degree of precision this previous owner had with not only how he picked his stamps, but also the methodical way he
sorted and made careful notes about each item. Keep in mind, when you view, with our conservative estimate of 60,000
glassines and $30,000 low estimate, likely in excess of $300,000 catalog value (which could be conservative). On our
estimations, the stock breaks down to only 50¢ a glassine and the average glassine Scott price and quality is higher
than you often see with dealer stocks, so be sure allow enough time to value appropriately, the vast majority of the
stamps are o.g., some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a useful stock of much better quality than usually
encountered with many fresh and sound complete sets, a bourse or internet sale in one lot! (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

Worldwide, Dealer Stock of Covers and Souvenir Sheets, Mostly From 1940’s-80’s. Large stock of
souvenir sheets on dealer tear sheets that have been properly prepared and in a properly climate controlled
environment to not cause curling and creasing like you might see in other dealer stocks, with 38 counter books
containing between 2,500-3,000 pages, with multiple souvenir sheets on many pages, with strong selection of British
Commonwealth and Western Europe with a bit of Asia and Latin America, individual sets range from mostly a few
dollars and up to $85 or possibly more, with plenty of better sheets scattered about, with sheets picked for sound
condition, the vast majority of the stamps are o.g., some stamps never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a useful stock of much
better quality than usually encountered with many fresh and sound complete sets (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1840-2000. Enormous stock of many thousands of worldwide stamps
and souvenir sheets, stored in dozens of albums, stockbooks & folders, we note in just five Global Stamp albums mint
Ascension 62-74, 75-88, Bahamas 158-173, Barbados 216-227, 235-247, Cayman Islands 122-134, 153-167,
Falkland Island 107-120, Hong Kong 147-150, 203-217, Tristan Da Cuhna 28-41, also Republic of China 1290-1295,
1296-1301, 1302-1307, needs lots & lots of labor to make lot & lots of returns, some moisture issues, mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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840

HH/H/m

841

H/m
Worldwide, Valuable Consignment Balance. A small cardboard box containing a very interesting
hodge-podge of sets, singles and souvenir sheets from a wide range of countries and eras. Most are sorted individually
into glassines and a large percentage are clearly identified with a Scott or other number and value. We note strength in
Canada, German & Italian Areas, France, some early Japan, British Empire, etc. Everything was either not quite
expensive enough or not quite nice enough to become an individual lot, but there is still excellent value here with lots of
stamps cataloging upwards of $200. Allow plenty of time to look through this one—you’ll be glad you did.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

842

HH/H
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, 1940’s-50’s. That appear to have been purchased as new
issues and kept in sheet files and glassines for many years with many better items that include: Belgium B458a,
Bermuda 143-62, France 615a sheet, Germany 664a, German Occupation Berlin 9NB3a, Iraq C1-8 perf and imperf
souvenir sheets, Lebanon 1948 UNESCO card souvenir sheet, C149a, C153a, Luxembourg 279a (6), B151 (3),
Monaco 245-46s perf and imperf deluxe proof sheets, 291a (2 full sheets, each with four blocks of four), B99a (2 full
sheets, each with four blocks of four), Portuguese Guinea 270a, Nauru 17-30, Russia 1325, San Marino C62a, C62b,
Syria C145a, C147a, C156a and Turkey 1054a. Many great fresh and useful souvenir sheets that can sometimes be
difficult to find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

843

HH/H/m

844

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mother of All Balance Lots, 1880-2000. Thousands upon thousand of stamps, souvenir
sheets and covers, spanning almost every country of the globe, if it didn’t fit in any other lot it got tossed in here, with mint
& used U.S. & foreign stamps, mint sheets, miscellaneous covers, large groups of better material, some baseball cards
and even some supplies, be prepared to spend a lot of quality time with it, mixed condition, inspection is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

845

HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Potpourri, 1857-1960. Many thousands of stamps residing in approximately 38
volumes, better than your average lot, better mint includes France 129-132, Iceland C1-C2, CO1, Italy C9, Zanzibar
184-194, Newfoundland, British Commonwealth WAR collection, UAR & Yemen collection, Switzerland with souvenir
sheets, also mint & used British Commonwealth, plenty of material to dig through, a surprise on every page, inspection
urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

846

HH/H
Worldwide, Airmail Stamp Stock, 1920-2000. Hundreds of airmail and aviation related stamps, residing in
fifteen volumes, a taste would include Albania C29-C35, Australia C3, Bulgaria C1-C4, Canada C4, France C29-C32,
French Equatorial Africa C34 (3), Iceland C2,C3, Poland C1-C9, Romania C7-C9 and Russia C6-C9, plus dozens of
souvenir sheets, inspection will be rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

847

H/m/)

848

H/m/)

54

Worldwide, Philatelic Hodge Podge, 1855-2000. Thousands of stamps presented in 12 albums & 20
counter books, there is really too much to inspect all but to give you an idea we have mint unless noted Nova Scotia 8-9,
11-12 with duplication, Botswana 114-127, Switzerland B130, PRC 1457a (3), French Guinea 33-47 and many other
complete sets including postage dues and French Offices in China, hundreds of sale able sets and souvenir sheets,
mixed condition, be sure to view this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Old Time Accumulation. Vast old time group of 12 tattered brown Scott Internationals.
Obviously some in duplication, but collectively forming a decent to solid representation of issues to 1939. You need to
get by the condition of the albums to see the value present. With many nicely represented countries included., mostly
F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Philatelic Detritus, 1865-2015. Messily presented in thirteen volumes and dozens of approval
booklets & sheets with emphasis on British Commonwealth, some better mint has Belgium B662a, New Guinea O21,
Uruguay 282-285, Spain 877a, 878a, San Marino 292, Tonga 50-52, 64 & 66, Gambia 132-143, Gibraltar 122, Falkland
Islands 117-120, Newfoundland 29, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, with many full & part sheets, loads of first day
covers, many imperf varieties, this lot should draw considerable interest, careful examination will show how loaded this
lot really is, perfect for the worldwide dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Smorgasbord, 1870-2000. Approximately 100 volumes, with plenty of flotsam &
jetsam, but a closer look will reveal mint foreign with blocks of four, with dozens of Belgium 68 NH, Mauritania 4 NH, and
other mint NH material, there is a used Romania stockbook, Russia mint, used & first day covers, U.S. postage, mint NH
blocks of four of the 1946 Peace omnibus collection, British Commonwealth mint blocks of four, and much more,a
terrific lot with huge potential, spend some quality time with this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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849

HH/H/m Worldwide, Bugaboo, 1875-2000. Residing in 23 volumes, includes mint & used stamps and souvenir
sheets of Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Poland, Portugal, Turkey, Yugoslavia & a nice United Nations
group, mixed condition, should be a few hidden gems to discover, please evaluate, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

850

H/m/)

851

HH/H/m

852

H/m/)

853

HH/H/m

854

HH/H/m

855

H/m/)

856

H/m/)

857

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1860-1975. Thousand of mint & used stamps accommodated in
15 volumes and on some pages, we note excellent Germany & Turkey, but there is also material from the four corners of
the world, a great way to while away a weekend, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Balance Accumulation, Late 1800’s to 1980’s. With good sections of Germany with
approximately 50-100 covers and Nazi photographs from the inflation era to Nazi era and a group of mostly NH souvenir
sheets: B90 (approximately 50 sheets), B91-92 and B102 (4), some interesting Germany Occupation of Poland Nazi
era complete sheets and a selection of Inflation currency, approximately 500 U.S. first day covers, a couple albums of
U.S. postal stationary, U.N. $100’s and possibly $1,000’s worth of face value postage, #38 sheet, souvenir cards, plus 9
first day cover albums (between 800-900 covers), British Commonwealth Omnibus sets: 25th Anniversary of
Coronation, 1981 Royal Wedding and Queen Mothers 80th Birthday, some better sets including Austria C31, C54, C56,
Cuba C4-15, P1-30, France C22, Ireland C1-7, Italy C127-28, Liechtenstein C17-23, Russia C34-35, C40-49,
Switzerland C15 and much more mixed worldwide stamps with some interesting stamps lurking about.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1880-2010. Healthy lot mounted in twenty volumes plus various pages and
glassines, with collections of Europa, Great Britain, United Nations, San Marino, France, then auction tear sheets with
Uruguay C10-C13 blocks of four, Costa Rica C2-C5 in multiples, Nicaragua 409a, Pakistan 95 blocks of nine, and loads
more, a little something for everyone, some mixed condition, give this lot some love, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1930-95. A heady accumulation, with hundreds of new issue envelopes
with mint British Commonwealth stamps & souvenir sheets including St Kitts, Australia, Australia Antarctic Territories,
Nevis, JFK collection, hundreds of mint & used material on auction tear sheets in envelopes, picture postcards, navy
covers, various full & part sheets in sheet file, plenty of easily sale able stamps, this lot will make some happy dealer’s
way, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Modern Accumulation, Mostly 1960’s-90’s. Approximately $350 worth of U.S. face value
postage with many priority and express values and approximately $190 face value worth of U.S. modern duck stamps,
worldwide groups of modern issues on Lighthouse pages or in Lighthouse stock books, containing Austria with a few
earlier sets, Canadian postage, Great Britain, a better section of Iceland containing 229-31, 246-52, C4-C8, Italy on
Lighthouse pages from 1980-1988, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Sweden and more plus some modern Lighthouse album
supplements, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F., a nice little lot that quickly adds up in value with much face value
postage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Detritus, 1880-1990. Many thousands of mint & used stamps, mostly mounted on
pages and arranged by country, there is a mint 1953 Coronation Omnibus collection, used Brazil with 2, 7, 9, 21-25, pair
25, Orange Free State postal fiscals, U.S. postage, albino postally stationery, mint Natal 114-115, mint Malta collection
with 208-222, 223-224, Switzerland with mint souvenir sheets B116, B119, B130, B132, B206, worldwide full & part
sheets, loads of country collections, take a look see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1938-2010. Thousands of mint & used stamps on counter book pages,
mostly inexpensive modern mint NH stamps, all identified as to Scott number, a few better includes Algeria 126-130,
Jamaica 687-691, full sheet Korea 1212, Maldive Islands 117-123, Mexico C343-344, plus approximately 750 U.S. first
day covers, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Behemoth, 1880-1980. A massive lot of everything philatelic and then some,
includes U.S. postage, first day cover, cacheted event covers, postal history, a Lindbergh photo with original mailing
envelope, foreign stamps and souvenir sheets, foreign first day covers and postal history, and thousands of mint & used
stamps on & off paper from Eastern & Western Europe, Latin America & Asia, presented in a disheveled manner, needs
lots of patience & TLC, happy bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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858

H/m

859

H/m

860

H/m

861

H/m

862

H/m/)

863

HH

864

H/m

865

H/m

866

H/m/)

56

Worldwide, Old Time Stock / Accumulation, 1840-1940’s. On old time pages, ancient album pages and
approval pages, containing France hundreds of perf and imperf Ceres, Napoleon and Numeral issues, Scott 329
souvenir sheet, Great Britain approximately a couple hundred perforated penny reds, Iceland 240-45, C15-20 mint,
some 1922 Ireland overprints and early commems, St. Pierre and Miquelon group of 28 Peace and Commerce issues
and 30+ France Libre F.N.F.L. issues, a few better Swiss souvenir sheets, a small stock book of better classic issues
with some interesting Japan and Two Sicilies and other Italian states issues, an old musty album of classical issues,
hundreds of ancient approval pages and a fabulous envelope full of 50+ counterfeits. A first rate old time hoard with
huge potential for treasure hunting, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Large Amalgam of Miscellaneous Stamps, 1870’s-1980’s. Filling two bankers boxes, with a
large section of Russia stamps with Russian first day covers, a Germany stock book with stamps from West Germany
from 1970’s to 2001, another German stock book with 1980’s booklets and coils, group of Turkish Cyprus album pages,
small stock book of Lebanon, a small collection of 1960’s to 1980’s Poland and a stock book of early 1920’s-1960’s
Poland, group of Baltic States on Scott specialty pages, a small collection of Ethiopia with a nice group of earlier issues
to 1950’s, collection of Iceland on black stock pages with a few numerals, some pictorials, I GILDI, Sigurdsson,
Parliament Building, lots of mint stamps from the 1970’s to early 1990’s with the occasional used stamp to 2002 and
finally a group of black approval cards with some interesting Ceylon Chalon heads, a couple Two Sicilies stamps, a few
early Swiss coat of arms, early Gibraltar Elizabeth £1, an early Finland roulette and more. A useful little lot with plenty of
hidden value scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Collection and Duplicate Stock, Late 19th Early 20th Centuries. With seven albums (two of
which are Birds on stamps with a bit of U.S. face value postage), four dealer counter books, a couple stock books and
two dealer “102" boxes (containing Great Britain in one box and the other box with mixed European countries),
containing many thousands of stamps, with many Scott $10-$25 stamps and sets scattered about, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Massive Stock, 19th and Early 20th Century. Thousands of glassines containing many
thousands of stamps, sorted by country into glassines, mostly used it appears mostly different and could likely form the
basis of a worldwide collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1885-2000. Housed in 27 volumes and on pages, there are thousands of
mint & used stamps and covers, stamps include Europe, British Commonwealth, Latin America, Asia & Africa, along
with a few hundred covers, picture postcards and postal stationery, a nifty lot that should provide plenty of surprises,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, New Issue Accumulation, 1976-2000. Solid selection of stamps, souvenir sheets & full sheets
from Bhutan, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Republic of China, PRC, France proofs, Hong Kong, Israel, Sweden booklets, if
you missed it the first time, don’t let these get away again, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Accumulation, Late 19th Century to 1980’s. Three large Minkus Citations, four albums / stock
books, nine smaller boxes and a group of loose glassines, dealer tear pages, multiples, that appear to have been put
together randomly in 1990 and haven’t been opened in several decades with stamps just thrown together, one of the
stock books have a since selection of Swiss semi postals and the group of loose glassines has some potential to find
some good treasures, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Dante’s Inferno, 19th & 20th Century. Two cartons packed with stamps, stamps and, yes,
more stamps, the best is housed in nine counter books, and the rest—topsy-turvy, USA, Worldwide, a bit of every corner
of the globe is represented and there is neither rhyme nor reason, extreme delight or torment depending upon your
tolerance; worth a quick peek, includes as a bonus a 2010 set of Scott Catalogs plus some others, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Backroom Sweepings, 1880-2010. Everything we could find that didn’t fit somewhere else,
includes mint & used foreign, mint U.S. Territories, U.S. used with 239-240, cacheted event cards, first day cards, mint
C46 plate # block, foreign picture postcards used, stockbook of mint coils, mint & used postal stationery, Tin Can mail,
CDVs with revenues, mint British Commonwealth multiples, album of mint stamps honoring the United Nations, too
much to go through, we will leave that task to the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Tons o’ Fun Lot, 1880-2000. Many hundreds of U.S. and foreign stamps in glassines, arranged
by country & Scott numbers, better U.S. includes mint C1-C6, JQ1, Q5, QE1-4, 328-330, 548-550, plus France &
Colonies, used Russia, mint & used Hungary, British Commonwealth and so much more, take this baby out for a spin
and bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

870

HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Mystery Tour, 1880-1990. Hundreds of stamps housed in sixteen volumes plus
folders, includes glassines with mint Japan, Bermuda, Yugoslavia, Greece, Russia, France, China, Canada, with plenty
of new issues, including souvenir sheets and part sheets, mint & used U.S., should provide a wild ride, peruse carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Mint Mostly NH Complete Set Stock, 1960’s-70’s. In two glassine boxes of glassines packed
with complete sets neatly organized by country and Scott number with many sets ranging from a dollar to approximately
$15 with most sets in the $5 to $10 range and the occasional outlier like a Greece set I noticed in the $50+ range, in
addition, there is a small box filled with loose sets in partial sheets and larger dealer envelopes with the same type of
material, in all, there are certainly hundreds and probably thousands of complete sets, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Balance and Floor Sweepings from Retired eBay Dealer. Consisting of loose glassines,
dealer cards and album pages that were never processed for eBay sales as one usually encounters as they retire.
Some items were set aside for careful examination later and subsequently buried by the mass of loose stamps, so who
knows what might possibly be here. On quick perusal, we noted; Sweden Collection in Palo hingeless album and slip
cover from 1942-1976 which appears mostly complete with many NH stamps, an old wooden box filled with floor
sweepings: various difficult to identify stamps, customer returns, loose glassines and stock pages, etc., making for an
interesting treasure hunt, a couple Switzerland balance collections in large stock books, a collection of used
Switzerland from 1959-2009 on quadrille pages in springback album, 1920’s-1940’s Austria, a collection of mint British
Antarctic Territory from 1960’s-1980’s on hingeless Lindner pages, an interesting 1935 Estonia document with revenue
stamp, Sweden 1880’s-1950’s selection of mint singles, pairs and blocks and a group of early Italian postage dues from
1c to 10L, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, New Issue Hoard, 1970’s-90’s. Many hundreds of glassines of new issues with complete sets,
sheets, booklets and souvenir sheets that have been accumulated over many years and packed into a couple shoe
boxes, plus a small stack of larger pieces, there is a diverse mix with areas represented from all over the world, o.g.,
many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Philatelic Mashup, 1895-1980. Housed in a Minkus album and five binders, plenty of pickings
with mint Aden 31, Kathiri State 15, Quaiti State 15, Ascension 52-53, Barbados 211, Basutoland 40, Bechuanaland
Protectorate 148, British Guiana 245, Cayman Islands 117, Cyprus 159, Hong Kong 179, and the like, there are also
cigar boxes and sheet files of used material, a short inspection should win you over, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Philatelic Literature
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U.S., Stamp Library. Containing most of the good books you will need for any respectable philatelic library
including: 1991 Micarelli Guide, The Expert’s Book by Paul Schmid, 43 Volumes of Billig’s Philatelic Handbook,
Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps, Volume I to IV by R.H. White, United States Postage
Stamps of the 19th Century by Brookman, 3 Volumes, American Airmail Catalog (4 of the 5 volumes, missing Volume
2), Planty Photo Encyclopedia of Cacheted First Day Covers (volumes 9 to 14), U.S. Postal Markings 1851-61 by
Simpson and The United States Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859 by Neinken, a great lot for any U.S. collector who does
not already have these important books as part of his library.
Estimate $400 - 600
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